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A key precept in work place motivation theory is that management
knows what job at띠butes are valued by the employee. Management can
benefit by as없ng employees what they want from 단lelrwork 밍의perience

2

(i.e. , job attribute preferences) , rather than assume they 뇨lOW. πlis is
P값tic벼arlyimp따따lt

to Polish hi방1 technolo양 comp와lies that are in

transition to a free-market economy 없ld to Polish workers who must be
appropriately motivated to compete 방ob와ly.
This study attempts to better understand the job attribute

preferences of Polish managers and workers , 단le potential gaps between
Polish managers' percep디on of their workers' preferences (system) , and
how these preferences are a節cted by the worker’s

person려

economic

situation (sub system) and by business organization 양pe (supra system).
Managers 없ld workers from five Polish high technology enterprises were
surveyed on-site regarding their job attribute preferences.

암le res띠ts

were compared to a similar suπey done with six American hi.방1
technology firms (Eder 1988).
Consistent with Maslow’s prepotentcy theory, workers who tended
to be oI삐mistic about 단leir personal economic situation rated all five
않trIn sic job a반펴butes higher
한lose workers

and four of 야le five intrinsics lower than

who tended to be pessimistic. Polish workers at firms that

operated under central planning had only a few differences in 단leir job
attribute preferences ind.icating a strong supra-system or organizational
effect on individuals 뇨1 단le firm.
Contrary to what was εxpected， 바Ie Polish managers and workers
rated a number of intrinsic attributes higher than their American
counterp맙ts

suggesting a pent up need for intrinsic-낀pe motivational

policies.
Polish managers appeared to be closer 하ld more in touch with
their workers than 단leir Ame펴C없1 counterp밟ts.

Americ없1m와lagers

clearly underestimated the import때ce of intrinsic job attributes and

3

overestimated the import없lce ofthe 않다insics， while PoUsh managers
accurately predicted most of 깐leworkers’ job attribute preferences.
πle res버ts

also raised questions regarding the stability of 갑lejob

attributes and the concept of clusters of 않trinsic and intrinsic groups of
job attributes.
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CHAP!‘ER I
INTRODUCTION
πle go려

of 깐피s

doctor려

research is to present a general

framework for the study of job attrtbute preferences for workers and
managers in the Polish enterprise.
Chapter I describes the purpose of the dissertation

없ld

background information on the Polish economic situation, which is
setting for this

empiric려

간le

study. Fu ndamental research questions are

posed followed by a discussion of the

import없lce

of this study for both

U. S. business investments in Poland and Polish business practices.
PURPOSE OF sruDY
안le

subject of this dissertation could be considered one of the

starting points for reform of management practices in enterprises in
former centrally planned economies. Management has been defined
as

get디ng 뻐ngs

done through people (Schoderbek, Cosier, and

1991: 2 1). To be effective at
centrally

pI하lned

단lis，

Ap빼

managers in both Western and

economies need to understand

없ld

apply motivation

theory. The proper application of motivational theories fosters more
productive workers

하ld

managers , key factors in the successful reform

of Poland's economy toward a free-market system.
A better understanding of what motivates workers and managers
is a prerequisite to developing preferred management policies

없ld

2

philosophies that will activate free-market-style work motivation.
Managers in centrally planned economies , like Poland , might benefit
from adapting motivational policies
양pically

없Id

practices that are more

found in 깎estern free-market economies. Al though there is

no comprehensive "master" theory about motivation
considerable research has been done

하ld m없IY

맙Id

work ,

models developed

which contribute to the understanding of this complex

suo펴 ect

(Steers

and Porter 1991). Regardless of the motivational theory, a key
assumption is

갑lat 단Ie

person doing the motivation knows what

attributes or features of the work situation are motivating to

야Ie

individual. Rather than assuming management knows what workers
W없다，

management

c원1

benefit from

what they want from their work
안Ie

as따ng 단Ie

affected employees

밍익perience.

process of asking workers what they want from

experience

없ld

암leir

job

then developing motivational policies based on these

results can be considered similar to the marketing concept of
researching customer needs in order to modify the product to
the customer with product benefits (Kotler 1992 ,

맙ld

Peter

sa섭S핸

하ld

Olson

1990). This concept, which could be called "internal marketing," will
be discussed in detail later in this dissertation.
This dissertation focuses on one of the first steps needed to
reform managerial thinking

없Id

motivational practices in Poland. A

study was designed to better understand (1) the job attribute
preferences of managers and workers in Polish companies, (2)
gaps or mismatches between Polish
workers' job attribute preferences

m없lagers’

하ld

삼Ie

perceptions of their

Polish workers' statement of

3

their own job attIibute preferences , and (3) selected demographic
organizational effects on these preferences. Job
values that are
(K하In

impoπ없It 맙ld

at떠butes

하ld

are those

are related to the work experience

1972).

Th ere

appears to be an absence of systematic, formal ,

empiric려

research to describe what workers in centrally planned economies
want from their job experiences and how managers in enterprises
perceive these job attribute preferences. What is presented is often
뻐ecdot려

experiences by Western visitors. This dissertation

systematically studies job attIibute preferences

없ld

the extent to

which Polish managers' correctly perceive their workers' job attIibute
preferences. Th e study’s results can be used by both Polish and
Western business
systems

없ld

p하tners

in the design of effective work motivation

policies within a transitional economy.

Poland was chosen for this research because it has been one of
the countIies in the forefront of national economic transition

없ld 비e

first previously communist country to aggressively move towards a
free-market economy in all sectors

없ld

with the least restIi ctions.

Fu rthermore , Poland ’s economic 없ld political situation have been

relatively stable since the start of its transition in late 1989. Russia
and most of the former

So찌et

republics are still trying to choose the

direction and speed of reforms; Czechoslovakia is very busy with its
politic려

reorganization into two independent states;

Rom하lia 하ld

Bulgaria are much poorer countIies , with somewhat less stable
governments; Yugoslavia (or Croatia, etc.) is in the middle of a serious
ci찌lw없.;

East Germany is a special case with its unification with West

4
Germ와lY: 따ld

Hungary has a long history of reform 하ld in many ways

is too far along in its transition to a free-market economy to be a
suitable

ex없nple

of pure economic transitions.

In summary.

야le

around what workers

pivotal questions of this research revolve

원ld

managers want in their job experience. what

managers think workers want.
야le

managers' perception

없ld

와ld 야le

mismatches or gaps between

the workers' stated preferences. It is

important to understand this question in order to help Polish
managers manage more effectively. help business investors to
understand the environment for their investment opportunities.

없ld

to gUide the many Western educators who are now trying to help
Polish managers learn to manage by adapting theories

없ld

practices

which work in the West to the Polish situation.
POLAND IN TRANSITION
In the last three years. tremendous changes have occurred in
Eastern Europe

하ld

the Former Soviet Union. The fall of communism

has stunned not only the West. but the people in these former Iron
Curtain countries. Various versions of centrally planned (or command)
economies. chosen by the communist leadership. have been discarded.
Eastern Europe

없ld

the Former Soviet Union have embarked on a

journey to a place they have not been to for many decades -- a market
economy. All of these countries see a variant of a Western-style free
market economy as their future economic system.
The people of these countries face the prospect of increasing
poverty. Th ere is a scarcity of disposable income to buy goods

없ld

5

services. National income in Eastern Europe fell by over 11% in 1990.
while inflation is

않pected

to rise by 28% in 199 1. Unemployment

rates are

appro뀔mately

(Raf려ski

1992: Schares. Olsen. Reaves. and Weiner 1991).

15%

없ld

worker motivatl.on is decreasing

In spite of current economic hardships. the people of Eastern
Europe remain hopeful. Many people in former communist countries
believe (or believed) that to make their economies
successful

하ld

없ld

enterprises

increase the standard of living for everyone in their

coun다y. 려1 단lat

is needed is to implement the principles

없ld

theories

that have developed in the West. Wh at’s not often recognized is that
this extends to the practice

없ld

theory of worker motivation.

’The market opportunity for Western businesses in this

enormous.
force.

없ld

Capit려1sts

re휠on

is

are lured by low wage rates. an educated work

a market of over 150 mUlion consumers in the heart of

Europe plus an additional 275 mUlion

potenti 려

customers in the

Former Soviet Union. According to one analyst. "learning how to
invest profitably in Eastern Europe is the hot new game of 야le 1990s"
(Greenwald 1990: 8). However. the road to cracking these potentially
lucrative markets has obstacles. not the least of which is
transition to a free market economy

없ld 야le

야le

successful

required worker

motivation and productivity.
Poland has been among the most aggressive countries in the
transition to a free market economy. embarking upon dramatic
economic changes. For the past five decades Poland has been
operating in a centrally planned economic system with dismal results.
πle

peaceful overthrow of the communist party and the desire to

6

qUickly increase the standard of living has led

단le

country to take

major steps toward a free market economic system.
On January 1, 1990, the new non-communist government
없ld

instituted many free-market reforms. Prices immediately rose
unemployment became a reality.

πlis

"shock treatment" has been an

unplanned approach causing Polish business managers to operate in a
new market environment virtually immediately.
Today, the Polish economy is plagued by unemployment (1 5%).
low wage rates (about $175 per month average).

hi맹

inflation (about

45%) , poor equipment, and workers whose motivation toward
productivity and
Although

qu려tty

is less than that of their Western

Poland's political and

soci려

counterp맙ts.

systems are more stable

th뻐

most other former communist countries , these systems are
considerably more unstable than those of its Western
Th e

counterp하18.

Polish people expected a much easier time in the transition to a

free-market economy 없ld are impatient with the
hardships (Hess 1991 ,

Raf려ski

ch없1ges 하ld

1992. Economist 1991). Ajoke often

quoted (with more than a grain of 암uth) states that Poles want to work
like Socialists and live like Capitalists.
RESEARCH QUESTION
Th e

success of the Polish transition is a complex systems issue

requiring consideration of a wide

v때ety

of elements. This Systems

Science Business Administration dissertation will concentrate on one
of the key areas to consider -- the workers' and managers' job

at띠bute

preferences with a focus on motivation. Two systems sciences'

7

approaches were used to analyze and refine the research
mul섭pIe perspec섭.ves

ques다ons:

of Linstone (1 984) , a horizontal view:

하ld 갑le

systems approach of Lendaris (1986) , a vertical approach.
This study lays the foundation for implementing effective
motivation plans 없ld to gUide managers in their motivational behav파·
with their workers. Specifically, this dissertation will answer these
questions:
1. What do Polish workers and managers want from their work?
2. Do Polish managers accurately perceive the job attribute
preferences of their workers?
3. Do Polish worker 때d manager job attribute preferences
differ from their United States counterparts?
4. How do key organiZational (supra-system) 따ld individual
variables influence worker 하ld manager job attribute
preferences?
These research questions deal primarily with individuals ,

organizations,

없ld 단le

interaction of individuals within organizations.

In addition , the environment in which these interactions occur
includes an entire national

없ld

society in fundamental

economic transition. The very nature of these entities

poli섭C려 없ld

따ld

interactions is complex. Often , systems science theories
approaches help the researcher

clart함

these

낀pes

their

와ld

of problems in

formulating appropriate research questions.
Lendaris (1986) described the perceiving role of the researcher

("systems practitioner") in the act of defining the system under
investigation.

Spec파cally，

he introduced the concept of different

perception levels: the system (unit under investigation) , the subsystem (the elements that make up

암le

system) ,

하ld

the supra-system
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(the environment in which the system operates). Le ndaris (1 986)
advised role-playing a variety of perspectives ("beholder roles") in the
process of attaining a better understanding of a complex problem or
research

ques다ons.

Th e
갑Ie

"system" under investigation is

야Ie

Polish enterprise

없Id

primary research question of this dissertation is the mismatch

between managers' perception of workers' job attribute preferences
and the workers' stated job attribute preferences

wi뻐n

the Polsih

firm. This "system" is discussed throughout Chapter II and in
particular, the section on "Mismatch of Job Attribute Preferences."
Th e

"sub-systems," which include

단le

personal behavior 하ld

personality characteristics of the individual workers and managers ,
exis다ng comp하ly

motivational policies,

없ld

perhaps job content, are

discussed in Chapter II.
Th e

"supra-system" is the environment for this interaction

is primarily the organization or enterprise and to a lesser
PoUsh social

없ld

와ld

앉tent，

the

economic systems. ’The "supra-system" is discussed

in Chapter II in the sections "Poland in ’Transition ,"

없ld

"’The

Organization (Supra-system) Influence on the research question
(System)."
A researcher (in this case , systems practitioner) , should
various

perceptu려

stances to ensure that the problem definition or

research question is appropriate. First. acting as
"supra-system"

t와te

없ld

야Ie

beholder of the

"system," this researcher considered how the

motivational issues relate to the company or organization. Chapter I
discusses how motivation

하ld

the interaction of the manager 와ld

9

worker (system) would

와fect

없ld 찌ce

the company (supra-system)

versa. One issue that 하ises from this "beholder" position is the
poten다려

conflict or biases that might occur at

the individual

없ld

야le

boundary between

the organizations. The classical question is whether

the researcher is collecting data on the research question (real

하ld

perceived personal preferences) or are the data contaminated from
the organizational system. The Limitations section of Chapter III
discusses this in more detail.
An other beholder position is to view the motivational issues at

the sub-system level --

person 려

motivation of the workers

없ld

managers. etc. These ideas are discussed in Chapter II dealing with
worker

없ld

manager motivation. One issue that

없ises

from this

beholder position relates to another classical question: is

단le

(re려

and

researcher collecting data on the research question
perceived

person려

motivation) or are the data contaminated by the

personal characteristics of the individuals. Al though 야피s is discussed
somewhat in the Limitations section of Chapter III.

단le psycholo 힐cal

nature (persona) of individuals is beyond the scope of 납lis research.
Indeed. Freud ’s Intemretation of Dreams (1 926) discussed the three
layers of the individual: professional.
pointed out that the persona is

암le

politic려， 없ld

persona,

없ld

least accessible and understood.

Linstone (1984) introduced the concept of m띠tiple

perspectives to ensure that the researcher clearly separates the two
questions: ''What

하n

I looking at?"

와ld

"How 없n I looking at it?" He

pointed out that viewing the research question or problem from
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multiple perspectives often yields new insights , simplifies complex
없1d cl와ifies

problems ,

단πee

The

conclusions

없1d

recommendations.

perspectives are described in an

ex없nple

of 없

organization that may be viewed through three ffiters (Linstone
1984: 47):

Technical (T)

the organization could be viewed as a
hierarchical structure to be modeled using
system dynamics and applying decision
an려lysis.

Org없피zational

(0) the organization could be considered
powerful or weak; a living system, fighting
competition with a strong staff 하1d weak line.

Personal (P)

could be viewed as job
security, an opportunity to exert power, or a
step to gain prestige.

단1e org:없피zation

’The author (as a rational analyst) used these

단πee perspec다.ves

extensively to help in defining the research questions , presenting the
hypotheses , designing the data collection, collecting the data, and
offering

poten선려 explana디ons ，

further

expl하lation 없1d

암1e

conclusions and recommendations. A

some specific

ex없nples

follow.

T - perspective yields a view of the dissertation from a

critic려 scientist’sp따1t

of view. For example, the researcher must

analyze the data appropriately, recognize

없1d

clearly discuss the

limitations of the study, iden다한 future possible research areas , etc.
The 0 -

perspec다.ve

yields knowledge of motivation and

perceived job attribute preferences that could affect motivational
plans , etc. , resulting in increased worker satisfaction and ultimately
better company performance. The 0 - perspective

려so

has alerted

암1e
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author to the possibility that managers may want workers' answers to
match existing motivational schemes.
π1e

P-

perspec다ve

yields

results of individual workers
r없파ings，

author

와1 expl없18:다on 와ld

없1d

managers (why they chose certain

etc.). In addition, this P - perspective ensured that the

찌ewed

the research question, data collection process, and

results , from the individual worker and manager
clearer

rationale for the

hypo바1eses，

conclusions

없ld

appropriate questionnaires ,

perspec디ve

하ld

yielding

insightful

recommendations. The P - perspective also alerted

the author to the possibility that workers may tend to give answers
which match their managers' expectations.
A somewhat modified multiple perspective approach was
recommended by Schein (1 980) for a similar research question, but
looked at motivation

없ld

worker/manager relationships from three

viewpoints: the individual employee (P) , the manager of the
organization (P and 0) , and consumer (probably 이. He also pointed
out a need for a socio-cultural/situational perspective (viewing the
system at a higher level).
IMPORTANCE OF THE RESEARCH gUES1‘'ION
This research is import없1t for the following fundamental

reasons. The research will
1. Extend and broaden the theory and research about job

attribute preferences.
2. Help managers in Poland (없ld their Western partners) to
better understand their workers' job attribute preferences.
This could help managers in transitional economies develop
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better motivational policies. 하Id in a larger sense. contribute
to a successful transition to a free market economy.
3. Break new ground in attempting research in 없Id about
enterprises in a transitional period from centrally-planned to
free-market economies. Many of these economies are at a
point in history never to be repeated.
πIe

following is a brief description of each of the these three

areas. The theory
will be

없ld

않tended 없Id

research regarding job attribute preferences

broadened in a number of import없It ways. The

research will introduce new models and expand
attribute preferences (e.g.• importance ratings

단Ie

없Id

data related to job
richer

demographic data). An alyzing workers' attitude regarding their
person려

economic situation as a moderating effect on job attribute

preferences will be done for the first time. Job attribute preferences
of Polish workers will be compared with those of other countries
in other economic

없Id soci려

하ld

circumstances.

’The idea of job attribute preferences will be put into a larger

context in two ways: (l) a new (or modified) motivational model

w빠1

parallels in marketing is introduced. and (2) job attribute preferences
are analyzed using an existing work-motivational theory. helping to
cl때한

this research direction. particularly as it relates to motivation.

The second area of import없lce is the social 밀Id economic

benefits to transitional economies in Eastern Europe.

p하tic띠arly

Poland. At a time when Polish industry is handicapped by poor
equipment and technology, the human resources of 뻐s country need
to perform at a very high level to make the enterprises

없ld

the nation

successful. In order for this to happen , managers of these enterprises
need to know what their employees and workers want from their job
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experience.

M없Iagerial

policies

없Id

plans designed to influence the

motivation of workers need to be based on data, not assumptions ,
about worker job attribute preferences (Eder 1988).
Relative to their U.S. counterparts, Polish managers historically
gave limited attention' to the job attribute preferences
of their workers. Without confronting
percep다ons

potenti려

하Id

managerial mis-

regarding what workers want from their job

historic stereotypes will persist and

납Ie

motivation

밍익perience，

design of new motivational

systems will remain sub optimal.
The
하Id

paten다al

mismatch between Western management thinking

the socia-cultural context of Eastern Europe is also

import하It

to

address. To be successful in joint ventures and other business
dealings , American or Western business managers need to know how
Polish people are motivated

없Id

in what ways Polish workers differ

from Western workers in what they want from their job experience.
An other import하It reason for this research is to assist Western

and Polish business educators in their task of training and educating
Polish managers. Educators face unique challenges because of the lack
of cultural understanding in many areas , including management
philosophy regarding motivation and worker’s needs (Madhavan

뻐d

Fogel 1992). Initial efforts at educating managers in Eastern Europe
have been criticized for not

modi폐ring

Western management practices

for the "local situation."
In some people ’s view, the success of Poland will dictate success
in other former-communist countries. One observer’s opinion is as
follows: "If Pol하Id is not successful with its reforms , no other post-
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communist country will be successful with its refonn

없ld

half of

Europe will go back to communism" (Rafalski 1992).
The third import없lt area is 단le situational 없ld tempor려

environment of the research itself. The author knows of no other such
research attempted at this stage in a transitional economy. Obstacles
regarding data collection,
applicability,

cultur;려

없ld enterpr업e

and language translations and

selection, operational

하r없1gements 없ld

sampling will have to be overcome for perhaps the first time. In
addition , the data is time-sensitive; that is , the research will be done
at one point in time in an economy that is in rapid transition. The
extension of the results into the future should help researchers
develop theories of new economic transfonnations in other countries.

CHAP1‘ER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Th e

purpose of this literature review is to ascertain ideas

theories applicable to the research

하ld

ques다ons 하ld methodolo양.

This

chapter starts with an introduction of a model that connects the
motivation process

없ld 암le

role of data on job attribute preferences.

This

new model uses a generalized model of the motivation process

없ld

other models from marketing processes. Next, a systems model

of the variables affecting 간le motivational process in organizational
setting is discussed

없ld

reviewed in-depth. An historical review of

Polish management practices

없ld

behavior follows , including a

discussion of applicable corresponding Western practices

없ld

behaviors. The chapter concludes with a list of 외I of the hypotheses.
GENERALIZED MOTIVATION PROCESS MODEL INCLUDING THE
ROLE OF DATA ON JOB ATIRIBUTE PREFERENCES
This

dissertation focuses on job attribute preferences

없ld

does

not deal directly with motivation. However, job attribute preferences
are indirectly linked to motivation (or should be). This section
discusses motivation models and shows graphically where job attribute
preferences are linked to motivation using marketing models.
Al though

Steers

없ld

there are many different definitions of motivation,

Porter 1991 pointed out that the basic building blocks of a
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generalized model of motivation are the same for all models
include (1) needs or
go려s ，

expecta다ons ，

하ld

(2) behavior. (3) incentives or

and (4) some form of feedback. Dunnette

&Kirchner's (1 965)

model for the interaction of these variables is· shown in Figure 1.

~

Inner state of disequilibriwn:

Need. desire or expect뻐cy.
ac∞mpnied by anticipation

.‘
,

Modification
of inner state

Behavior
ora다ion

..

“

Incentive
or goal

I----

......

’.-

Filture 1. A generalized model of the basic motivation
process. (Steers & Porter, 1991: 6. after Dunnette &
Ki rchner, 1965)
Apar와leI

model for the customer purchase process in

marketing can be developed (Kotler 1992, and Peter and Olson 1990).
’The basic building blocks for such a generalized model could include
(1) needs or expecta디ons of the customer, (2) action or bu찌ng

behavior of the customer, (3) incentives in terms of product benefits ,
and (4) some form of feedback such as customer satisfaction of need
or expectation. ’The interaction of these blocks in the form of a
marketing model (customer purchase process) can be depicted as in
Figure 2 below.
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닉.

Inner state of disequilibrium:
Ne때. desire or ex야C뻐ncy.
a야ompnied by anticipation

.‘

Action

F

Modification
ofinnerst 없e

pRmocdhuascet)

“...

Incentive

r--

(Pro duct
benefi t)

.....
~

(Satisfaction)

Fi gure 2. A generalized model for the customer purchase process.

Taking a systems view of this basic customer purchase process.
it is necess aJY to move up one or two levels to include (a) the actions
by marketing management because they have primaJY responsibllity
for the product. and (b) the corporate organization because they set
바le

overall goals and policies that influence
πlUSt 암le

marke다ng

policies.

models described in Figure 1 for motivation

하ld

Figure 2 for marketing are not adequate because both models

approach behavior from strictlyan endogenous or P - perspective. In
fact. the design of products that

satis핸

customers' needs are

influenced by data from marketing research activities regarding those
needs

와ld

the design of motivation systems that meet workers' needs

are influenced (or should be) by data from researching activities
regarding workers' needs or job attribute preferences. Hence. there
is a need to move up a level and

modi함

these models to include a
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systems-level-spanning

acti찌ty

(data collection regarding needs and

preferences). These modified models are presented in Figure 3

없ld

4

and described below.

Organizational

goals

Data collection re:
customer's ne어s
(Marketing
Research)

.‘..

...‘

i

*

Marketing
actions and
policies

!’

내·

Inner stale of disequilibrium:
Need, desire or expectancy.
ac∞mpnied by anticipation

..‘

i

Mod퍼cation

of inner stale
(Satisfaction)

..

Product

.‘

P따chase

(Action)

Product
benefits Incentive

-

....” ‘

Endogenous

(P-Perspective)

Firture 3. A generalized model of the basic customer
purchase process with marketing management influence.
The modified consumer purchase model in
organizational goals

없ld

E화libit

3 positions

policies as the driving force for marketing

actions and policies which in turn , influence

삼le

product

없ld

product

benefits. The model also recognizes another important influence on
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marketing --

암le

required data collection regarding customer's needs

using marketing research techniques.
Figure 4 presents a generalized model of the basic motivation
process modified to include the role of job attribute preference
research. This model , which combines the marketing model in Figure
3

없ld

the generalized motivation model of Figure 1, shows that the

process of collecting data regarding job attribute preferences is
similar to the marketing research process used to collect data on
customer needs. This new model clearly shows where the data for job
attribute preferences

하ld

how organizational environment

없ld

management policies fits into the basic motivation process.
A SYSTEMS MODEL OF THE VARIABLES AFFECTING THE
MOTIVATIONAL PROCESS IN ORGANIZATIONAL SETTINGS
Th e

most striking aspect of the study of work motivation is the

all-encompassing nature of the topic. Porter and Miles

(1 974)

discussed a comprehensive theory of motivation at work

없ld

addressed

갑lree

important sets of variables on three levels of

organizational settings that constitute the work situation. Th eir work
is summarized in Table I below (from Steers
This

하ld

Porter 1991:20).

model can be seen to constitute a system in the vertical

sense described by Lendaris

(1 986). ’!be

lowest level and one of the

subsystems of the organization’s motivational system addressed in 안lis
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Fhture 4. A generalized model of the basic motivation
process modified to include 단le role of job attribute
preference research.

-
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TABLE I
VARIABLES AFFECTING THE MOTIVATIONAL PROCESS IN
ORGANIZATIONAL S E1TINGS
Individual characteristics Job characteristics
(examples)

Work environment
characteristics

Interests

Immediate work
environment

꽤빼ι
않”아녕뼈떠.

Attitudes (examples)

Amount

of direct
perform따lce feedback

Needs (examples)

Degree of variety in tasks

SSeocc때뻐ty
Achievement

dissertation is

간Ie

peers

Degree of autonomy

Towardself
TToowwaa펴
rdjowbork situation

Supervisors
Organizational actions

R학
Ing따빼
st여gIdd1uwp려midr짜eewirceaeWsId하sds
org:없lization려

climate

individual characteristics of the worker including

interests , attitudes , and needs. ’The next systems level, job
characteristics is examined in this dissertation through job
characteristics including

때pes

of intrinsic

(interesting work, good pay, etc.).

암Ie

없Id 않trinsic

rewards

supra system is the work

environment characteristics including the immediate work
environment (e.g. peers , supervisors) and the organizational actions
(reward practices , system wide rewards).
In addition, there is a level of 야Ie system, not included in Table I
-- the external environment characteristics , beyond the bounds of the
org.때ization. This

level

c하1

include political, cultural , socio-

normative , demographic, and economic issues. These areas are very
import하It

하ld

in the case of today’s Poland because of the continued social

economic turmoil dUring Poland ’s transition to a free market
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economy. New realities coexist with old laws that impact the
organiZation ’s ability to motivate workers.

’I￦o e.짧mples

that often

constrained and confused Polish managers are as follows: (a) in order
to control inflation, state firms were ordered to pay a 500% tax on all
pay increases after 1990 as a form ofwage control; and (b)
dictates the benefit package for

려I

단Ie

state

Polish workers in both state or

private enterprises. Therefore , it is

import없It

to view these various

levels of variables , not as static, independent items , but interactive
sets of variables

opera다ng

to drive worker motivation (Steers and

Porter, 1991:575).
This

dissertation focuses on 암Ie above set of individual v:없iables

by directly inquiring about workers' job attribute preferences and at
the same time gathering information at

단Ie org없llzational level , 려l

done with an appreciation of the macro Polish situation.
Ideally, worker motivation would be managed in a customized
manner. For e짧mple， for one person, a bonus plan would be the best
motivating policy; for another person, job rotation would be best.
re때ty

암Ie

is that organizations value consistency and are not capable or

willing to offer individual motivational systems for each worker.
Rather, management develops an array of policies that best meet the

widest range of workers' needs (the supra system or 0 -

perspec다ve

influence). It is therefore important to assess collective

percep디ons

that managers have of their workers' job attribute preferences.
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POLISH MANAGEMENT PRAC1‘ICES AND BEHAVIOR -- A REVIEW
Because of the

m며 or

economic revolution in Eastern Europe

없1d

Poland , management and business history in these countries are
considerably different from current Western practices. Thus , it is
import따1t

to review the management practices and behavior dUring

the communist leadership

하1d

planned economic system , particularly

in Poland.
Th ere has been much written about Poland’s archaic technolo양
하1d

manufacturing methodologies and not very much about their

management practices

(Raf려ski

1992, Schares, Olsen, Reaves , 없ld

Weiner 1991). However, there is little material in the literature
regarding Polish management practices ,
from studies in the 1960s

와ld 단1e

없ld

what is available comes

1970s.

In the U.S. , many managers have made the transition from
πleory

X to Theory Y (McGregor 1960)

없1d 단le

best managed firms

have gone beyond Theory Y toward more consultative, organic
management styles (Peters and Waterman 1982). The situation
differed considerably in a planned economic system such as Poland.
Significant top-down forces were

e찌dent.

There were formal decrees

regarding the manager's responsibility towards subordinates. Feiwel
(1 965:

197) pointed out that managers had to sign

없

agreement

which stated "He (the manager) is to be obeyed by his subordinates in
accordance with the principle of the one man management
responsibility." Falus

(1 972:

없1d

83) refers to an oath which 외I managers

had to take: " ... I swear to obey my superiors in office , to preserve
professional secrets and to discharge my official duties precisely 와ld
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conscientiously, keeping in sight the interests of the people." The
director who was accused of breaking a regulation could be dismissed
and imprisoned for up to five years (Feiwel 1965)1 With this strong
autocratic style required in a
managers got past

pi하med

암le 암leory X

economy, very few Polish

model of management.

With communist control , Poland functioned under a centrally
pi따med，

highly regulated economy. Such a system created an

a삼nosphere of

distrust

하ld

suspicion, causing people to become

inhibited. Polish business people became accustomed to covering up
하ld

concealing information. Workers in

environment, had to

sa다S한

단lis

"upward oriented"

the needs of the manager. Supervisors

뻐d

managers had no need or responsibility to look "down" and satisfy the
needs of employees (or customers). If a worker made management
look bad , it could be interpreted as being disloyal

없ld

against 삼le

communist party (Feiwel 1965).
A key element in producing competent managers is

단le

selection process. U.S. managers are promoted primarily because of
their ability to meet business

0비ectives，

as determined by a Board of

Directors or other senior managers within the firm. Polish

M없laging

Directors (Presidents) were often selected by the Ministries (Felwel
1965). Other Polish managers were chosen (and are still chosen
today) by a democratic vote of the workers or workers' council.
Performance is reviewed by the workers annually and the workers
decide if the manager stays for another year.

깐lis

has produced

business leaders with strong political skills , but questionable business
acumen. In fact , this system works against action on one of Pol하ld’s
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biggest business problems -- over-staffing. How can today’s Polish
business leader reduce staff when the same staff will vote on his
tenure with the firm?
Other key

needed to compete in a free-market

in맑edients

economy are innovation

없ld

risk taking. Today’s competitive

situations force managers to operate in an arena requiring new ideas
없ld

approaches

없ld

qUick reactions to competitive moves. Poland’s

managers have been brought up in a world where risk 않kingwas
r빙ected 없ld

innovation often questioned

없ld

unrewarded. It is

unlikely 납lat individuals with these characteristics have been in the
wings within Polish firms waiting for top management to be toppled
없ld

a new economic system installed. These characteristics must be

developed over a long time with a fertile supportive environment.
Many innovative risk takers have long-ago left 야le country.
Work in a
m하ly

capit머istic

system carries different meanings

opportunities for motivation

원ld

없ld

rewards. The Protestant Work

Ethic sees work as a route to salvation. Work is also viewed as the
primary source of one’s identity,

person려

satisfaction,

Capitalism ties the work ethic to wealth production
person와

없ld

하ld

leisure.

develops

initiative. Thus , western work activities provide

없1

opportunity for a rich blend of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation.
In contrast, communism has the system itself as the "owner" of
the goods , services ,

와ld

social services. Work

없ld

income in a

communist society are considered social versus economic benefits.
Workers

없ld

managers develop a work ethic of surviv，려 and

person려

welfare , limiting managers' motivational policies to extrinsic rewards.
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With this cultural and social background. training Polish
managers to run

comp없lies

in a free market economy will be very

difficult. Western based theories may have to be modified to match
바피s

unique environment. Naumienko & Dlugosz (1 989) referred to

Polish managers suffering from "a barrier of routinized perception"
(stuck in a ’'twilight zone" of past beha찌or 없ld thought without selfanalysis and

questionin빙. Naumie따‘o

& Dlugosz (1 989) believed that

Polish managers would inappropriately continue to apply 삼leir old
patterns to the new economic conditions.
Jenner and Gappa (1 990) conducted a study of businesses in
Pol없ld

exploring the abilities of Polish managers to adapt to the

requirements of a competitive market economy. They discovered that
managers adopted a more or less passive attitude toward many 바lings
including 단le potential collapse of their markets. Although
comp없너es
단lem

려lofthe

had learned the basics of su며ects like marketing. most of

hadn’t even started to do

없ly

marketing in

갑leir

enterprises.

Managers' jobs were defined by state and workers' cOUDcll
directives which had to be obeyed and there were strong
consequences for disloyalty. In 1965 there were 19 specific state
directives (Feiwel 1965). The complete list of directive topics is
presented in Appendix A. None of these topics relate to the human
resource management responsibility of managers. One director was
quoted as saying.
The association (directives) has most effectively broken
our habit of independent thought 하ld action. Productivity.
wages. and labor intensity are established for us , leaving us
only the execution of the plan. In such a state of affairs 삼le
director (and therefore the workers too) does not feel any
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responsibility for the enterprise , he is only concerned
with the fulfillment of the plan. (Feiwel 1965: 209)
Managers learned how to

m없lipulate

the system 없ld "play the game" --

underestimating and under-reporting costs was a recognized skill.
Bribes and other illegal activities were the norm (Feiwel 1965).
Zielinski (1 973: 123) listed 46 additional "Bonus Tasks"
(directives tied to financial rewards) , none of which had anything to
do with human resource management. In fact , even the vocabulary
supported the idea that the workers were considered machines. For
ex와nple，

Zielinski (1 973: 150) used the sentence , "’I‘he role of the

management mechanism in socialist industry is ... to stimulate

pi없1

executants to economic behavior both within the process of pi없I
fulfillment

와ld

outside it." It appears

designed to make workers the center

paradoxic려

없ld

that a system

equal to all , defined

management responsibilities devoid of attention to the needs of
workers.
In summary, ministries in the centrally pi하lned Polish system
dictated

찌rtu와Iy 려I

of the elements required to manage a business

including motivational policies that were strictly

e없펴nsic.

Very little

research was done on worker and manager motivation in Poland
dUring this period because it was irrelevant to the "system."
POLISH WORKER MOTIVATION
As

with management practices , there is little material in the

literature regarding Polish worker motivation , 없ld what is available
comes from studies in the 1960s and the 1970s. Ronen’s (1 986)
comprehensive work summ ariZes the results from hundreds of studies
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on cultural

없ld

multinational motivation

하ld

highlights the lack of

studies in the then-Communist world. He found nothing in the
literature to report.
Similar to Polish manager motivation discussed above. workers
were also motivated primarily by bonuses
calculations were very elaborate

때d

없ld

incentives. In fact.

단Ie

detailed (for example. .05% per

ounce of cotton shipped). Premiums for inventions and improvements
were also used extensively. However. these incentives were often
distributed to large groups. making the effect on

없ly

one

indi찌dual

very small. Premiums paid by buyers to their suppliers (bribes) for
above plan performance were quite frequent (Feiwel 1965).
Kol멍 a (1 960)

interviewed 24 workers in 1957 using a

questionnaire to access their "future aspirations." A large percentage
of the group wanted a new

ap없tment

(62.5%) while 37.5% preferred

a raise. More than half (55%) of the workers seemed to be satisfied
with their work and wanted to keep their same job and a little less
than half (45%) wanted to change. Of the 11 who wanted a change.
four wanted to be a foreman , one wanted a white-collar job. and three
did not want to work at

려1.

’The answers to the question of what

workers would do if they won a lot of money are listed in Table II
(Kol 명 a

1960).

Kol매 a’s

work shows a motivational picture heavily weighted

towards extrinsic characteristics
could be

expl려ned

없ld

basic , low level needs. This

by Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (Maslow 1970).

Maslow’s theory of needs (Maslow 1970)

없ld

other related

theories (Herzberg 1966, McClelland 1962) stated that individuals
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TABLE II
WHAT POLES WOULD DO 찌πTH"LO’I‘S OFMONEY·
ItemWanted

‘… . .cy

New clothes; .
New apartment

11

Motorcycle

2

Build a house

2

New fUrniture

l

Food

1

Drugs

1

Save it for the future

l

5

who have lower level unsatisfied needs (physiological) will seek to
satis폐r

these deficiencies before considering higher level needs (self-

actu 삶ization).

Maslow (I 970: 36-37) stated:

Undoubtedly these physiological needs are 단le most
prepotent of all needs. What 삼lis me없lS specifically is that
in the human being who is missing everything in life in an
extreme fashion , it is most 파tely that the m멍 or motivation
would be the physiological needs, rather than any others.
A person who is lacking food , safety, love, and esteem
would most probably hunger for food more strongly 한1없1
for anything else.
A model which matches Maslow’s hierarchy of needs with job
attributes is shown in Table III (Schein 1980: 86).
암lis

theory suggests that Polish workers , who are now having

trouble making enough money to

satis젠

their basic living needs
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TABLE III
A MATCH OF MASLOW'S HIERARCHY WIT‘H JOB ATTRIBUTES

Job Attributes

Maslow Needs Hierarchy
PhySiological

Working conditions

Safety

S려따Y &

Affiliation

F‘ ellow

Self-esteem

Recognition. advancement

Self-actualization

Job challenge

benefits

workers

(physiological) may have job attribute preferences tied to lower level
needs such as work conditions, salary 따Id benefits. It is also plausible
that the workers' managers , who make only slightly more money than
their employees , will have empathy with their subordinates (self
reference) and have less of a mismatch in their 찌ew of workers' job
attribute preferences.
Initial theories of worker motivation assume that workers have a
psychological contract which reflects

갑Ie

prevailing assumptions about

the legitimate bases of authority. ’The rational-economic assumptions
include the following (Schein 1980: 52):
• People act to
•

rna웰mize

their self-interest.

’The organization buys the services 없Id obedience of the

employee.
• If productivity is low, management reacts by trying new
incentive plans 없Id bonuses.
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•

Th e burden of perform없Ice falls entirely on management.

Employees are expected to do no more than the incentive
and reward system encourages and allows.

This Theory X-like model, which emphasizes extrinsic
motivation , may match the literature description of
management/worker models in effect in most Polish enterprises.
The more modern view of worker motivation includes these
assump펴ons

(Schein 1980: 52):

• Human motives fall into a hierarchy of categories - Maslow
(1 960).

• Individuals seek to be mature on the job - autonomy and
independence.
• People are

prim맙ily

self-motivated

없ld

self-controlled.

• There is no conflict between self-actualization and effective
organizational perform없Ice: the individuals will integrate
their goals wi단1 삼Ie org:없피zation.
This Theory ¥-파te model assumes that management must make

work intrinsically more challenging

하Id

meaningful. The basis of

motivation shifts from being extrinsic to intrinsic --

p와"tl cipative

management. There appears to be no evidence of this management
philosophy in Polish enterprises today or in the pas t.
암Ie

Polish people have a much lower

indi찌duals

from western countries

없Id

st하Idard

of living than

are still motivated to fulfill

lower level needs. From the above data it could be concluded 바Iat 간Ie
Polish people have had their physiological needs satisfied. Indeed.
even under communist rule. 75% of all farms were privately owned
하ld

food was relatively plentiful. The Polish people appear to have
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unsatisfied safety needs evidenced by desires such as shelter (e. g. ,
ap하tments

and cloths).

Kozminski’s (1 971) work depicted a more recognizable

하ld

Western-like picture of motivation in Poland. He stated that the most
important rewards (in the late 1960s) were primarily extrinsic: job
security, amount of s려하y， power exercised , prestige acknowledged by
formal and informal groups. However, Kozminski (1 971: 67) pointed
out that "intuitively,

없ld

through observation ," real motivation diverges

considerably from what might be inferred from this description of
rewards. He discussed

e짧mples

of commitment to work independent

of the reward (intrinsic). However, he pointed out 삼lat 한피sis 없1 area
where knowledge is very limited , but where it would be "imprudent to
tr없lspl따It

especially from those conducted in

capit려istic

1971: 68). Kozminski (1971) also stated
su며 ect

없ld

conclusions from studies analyzed elsewhere --

countries" (Kozminski

empiric려

research on this

is needed.

The two key methods of motivation were (1) constant reminders
ofp윈ty

allegiance (e.g. posters on the wall with slogans

hard work) ,

라ld

expec다ng

(2) bonuses related strictly to economic

(Feiwel 1965). Slogans,

b하mers ， e빼ortations ，

perform없Ice

and "best worker"

billboards were frequently used to try to motivate workers and
maintain communist order. However, it is not clear if the
ofthe

p하ty

ever did any motivating, or ever had any effect

밍학lortations

(Kol매a

1960, Feiwel 1965).
In this environment, managers spent little time trying to
understand t" lc true motivation

없ld

job attribute preferences of
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workers (Feiwel 1965). A paradox existed in which a society
theoretically based upon

equ려ity，

particularly for the worker, assumed

that the worker was motivated primarily, perhaps exclusively, by pay
and outward exhibition of allegiance to the party

(않trinsic

factors). If

this management assumption continues today, the result can be
continued worker-management conflicts , higher labor costs ,
closures with high unemployment

하ld

pI없1t

civil unres t, thereby

contributing to the collapse of the free-market movement.
It is important to recognize that the prime change agent for the
1989 revolution in Poland was the formation and activities of
Solid맙tty.

Although

Solidarity movement

there is nothing in the literature discussing the
없1d

worker motivation , it should be pointed out

that Solidarity was a worker-based movement. Workers were fed-up
with their economic plight and insisted on changes , even in

갑1e

face

of imprisonment and death. This shows that Polish workers had
courage , tenacity, and were strongly motivated for change. The
movement was driven by personal economics
st없1dard-of-U찌ng，

없1d

decreasing

exclusively extrinsic issues. This

appe하·s

to re-

enforce the theory that Polish workers are in the lower levels of
Maslow’s hierarchy.
Today, with unemployment in double digits , income well below
American poverty levels , Western goods priced at Western prices , and

high inflation ,

암Ie

Polish worker may not be better off and constantly

has to worry about the basics of living (Economist 1991:
Schares , Olsen , Reaves , & Weiner 1991:

없1d person려

Raf려ski

1992:

conversations

with Polish individuals , 1992). There are some newentrepreneurs
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없ld

private firms which pay more money, but even the highest paid

workers earn less than $500 per month (Personal conversations with
Polish

comp하피es ，

1992). Although the United States is currently in a

recession, the average American worker is much better

p려d 없ld

is at

a higher standard of Ii'따ng.
In conclusion, it could be expected that the average Polish
worker would be more motivated to fulfill lower level
needs , yielding a higher

r하1king

lower ranking on intrinsics
삼le

Maslow-양pe

(or importance) on extrinsics and a

th때 단leir Americ없 counterp없is. Thus ,

following hypothesis is presented:
HI:

Ad하n

Th ey

The job attribute preferences of Polish workers will
tend to be more extrinsic 없ld less intrinsic 단1따l
those of their American counterparts.

& Fir없no’s (1 978) research

suppoπs 단lis hypo단lesis.

found much greater support for Maslow’s theory in Chile than is

typical of research carried out in highly industrialized countries. In
Chile , there was far less satisfaction of basic physiological 와ld
safety/security needs than in the United States and higher motivation
to fulfill the lower-level needs (extrinsics) than higher-level needs
(intrinsic).

The above hypothesis is for the Polish workers in the aggregate.
However, a mitigating factor for individual Poles will be how

01펴mistic

or pessimistic they are about their economic situation. As Maslow
theorized , the physiological needs are the most prepotent of all needs
없ld 없1

individual who is missing these needs will most likely be

motivated to fulfill them , rather than others. A person who is lacking
food , safety, love , and esteem would most probably be pessimistic
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about their

person와

economic situation

와ld

would hunger for food

more strongly than for anYthing else. One would

않pect

that workers

who tend to be pessimistic about their personal economic situation
would have higher extrinsic and lower intrinsic job attribute
preferences than those who tend to be optimistic. Thus the following
hypothesis is presented.
H2:

The job attribute preferences of Polish workers who tend
to be optimistic about their economic situation will be
more' intrinsic 없ld less extrinsic than those of Polish
workers who tend to be pessimistic.
POLISH MANAGER MOTIVATION

There is little information in the literature regarding motivation
of Polish

m없lagers.

Kozminski

(1 97 1)

knowing what motivates managers
단le

없ld

recognized the

import따lce

of

workers but pointed out that

knowledge of motivation by 하ld of managers was far from

complete and stated that empirical research on this subject was
needed. "This is an urgent task , for otherwise it will be difficult to
expl없n

the conduct of the managers

없ld

consciously gUide their

behavior" (Kozminski 1971: 68).
Th rough late 1989, Polish Ministries motivated its managers

strictly with well tuned financial bonuses. There were financial
rewards tied to meeting the directives described above
were often encouraged to

m하lipulate

없ld

the results in order to

managers
rna찌mize

financial bonuses (Feiwel 1965). Feiwel stated" ... premium
maximization seems to be the primary goal motivating economic
behavior of management of a state-owned enterprise" (Feiwel 1965:
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212). Due to the size of the premiums , 감피s additional bonus money
was a source of power, prestige, and advancement 밟ld helped
management focus on the

comple디on·of the go려s

directed by the

state.
Kozminski

려so

discussed four

m명or

areas of motivation for

managers which included a familiar (to U.S. findings) mix of intrinsic
없ld

extrinsic motivators:
• Career: promotions and staying in the role of manager (mix of
intrinsic/ extrinsic)
• Recognition for themselves and the enterprise
extrinsic)

(prim때ly

• Rewards: maximize their bonuses (extrinsic)
• Fulfillment of a "social mission" (primarily intrinsic)
The same theory regarding Polish workers' extrinsic job
attribute preferences should apply to Polish managers. From a
hierarchical needs point of 찌ew， Polish managers are in
situation as workers. For

ex하nple.

삼le

same

the pay differential between

workers and managers has been 뻐d currently is very

sm려1 (mana，웰19

directors in Poland -- Presidents -- make about twice as much as
workers. versus U.S. presidents making 20 times or more than their
workers).

πlUS ，

Polish managers are experiencing

economic shock as workers (F‘eiwel 1975
with Polish

comp하lies ，

암le s없ne person려

하ld person려

conversations

1992). At about $400 per month income , with

Western goods priced at Western prices , Polish managers have to
worry about day-to-day living 장cpenses. Thus , the following
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hypothesis. which is the same as hypothesis 1 for workers. is
presented:
H3:

The job attribute preferences of Polish managers will
tend to be more extrinsic 와ld less intrinsic than
those of their American counterparts.
MISMATCH OF JOB ATTRIBUTE PREFERENCES

A prime focus of this research is the determination of potential
mismatches or gaps between what managers think workers want in
their job

(i. e.•

job attribute preferences) and what workers say they

want. There have been only a few applicable studies reported for U.S.
workers

하ld

managers. even fewer for other countries.

없ld

nothing

for Poland. The literature is discussed in the following order: United
States. Other Countries. Poland: then hypotheses are presented.
Mismatch of Job Attribute Preferences in the United States
Much has been written about the American manager’sjob

없ld

their skills in human resource management. Research indicates that
야ley

spend most of their time interacting with others -- motivating.

reinforcing. allocating formal rewards. asking for input.

conπ:}ing

appreciation. giving credit where due. listening to suggestions. giving
positive feedback. group support, resolving conflict (Mintzberg 1973
and Luthans 1988). Research reports that
important goal.

reg:없'dless

갑le

manager’s most

of 단le manager’s age. gender, educational

level or position in the hierarchy, is organizational effectiveness ,
followed by high productivity (Mintzberg 1973 and Posner & Schmidt
1984).
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However, many Am ericans freely admit that they are holding
back from their jobs -- they are
gi찌ng

gi'찌ng

less than they are capable of

to their jobs (Yankelovich & Immerw밟lr 1983). Less than a

quarter (23%) of Americans say they are working at full capacity.
Similar to Polish workers , a large percentage (44%) of Americans say
that they do not.put a great deal of effort into their jobs over and above
what is required by management (Yankelovich &
Y없나celovich

Immerw밟lr

& Immerwahr (1 983: 16) discussed

worker motivation. "People need

와ld

1983).

am매 or

shift in

want money, but money no

longer operates as a simple motivator stimulating people to work
harder."

Y:하lkelovich 하ld

Immerwahr (1 983) stated that the dominant

concept of work throughout Western hiStOIy has been "Adam's curse"
-- work as disagreeable , unpleasant and even degrading. But, now,
73% of the respondents expressed positive attitudes toward work and
52% said "I have an inner need to do the very best job I c없I ，
regardless of pay." A smaller percentage (21%) said that "Work is
interesting, but I wouldn't let it interfere with the rest of my life:

하1

even smaller percentage (1 7%) say they wouldn't work if 암ley didn’t
have to."
맘Ie
qu없ltified

survey data of Yankelovich

따ld

Immerwahr (1 983)

the mismatch between the reward system

that job-holders consider

import없다.

와ld 삐e qu려ities

More than 50% of the Americ없I

work force experienced a mismatch between the reward system
designed by management and the workers' job satisfaction attributes.
Table IV summarizes the data form Yankelovich

하ldlmmerw하IT

(1 983) which dealt with what workers "want more of' versus the more
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basic question of what attributes of the job are

import없1t.

Generally,

people will ask for what they believe management can deliver. In

삼피S

case , the list of what workers overwhelmingly believed that
management could deliver are mostly

않trinsic

attributes (6 out ofthe

top 8 attributes).
TABLE IV

JOB ATIRIBUTES AND WHAT U.S. WORKERS "WANT MORE OF'

Job Attribute

'Want More or’ on Present Job
(Percent)

Goo 킹 payeE)

77

Recognition for good work (E)

70

Good fringe benefits (E)

68

Chance for advancement (E)

65

Job security (E)

65

Interesting work

(I)

62

Pay tied to perfonn 없lce (E)

61

Job allows me to learn new things (I)

61

Managerial misperception of worker job attribute preferences
may be better understood when viewed in the context of intergroup
relations (Eder 1988). Eder (1 988) pointed out that opposing groups
commonly develop unrealistic perceptions of themselves

없1d

the
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other group. For
단le

ex하nple.

Blake. Shepard.

없ld

Mouton (1 964) made

point that a gap existed between how management views itself 없ld

how unions interpret management’s intentions and actions. The
greatest distortion was the union ’s perception that management was
acting as a "fatherly 바
dlie
따ta
따
tor
야
r." wanting to help

하ld

nurture while

forcing harsh demands.
Jurgensen (1 978) questioned 57.000 job
through 1975
"others"

as뀔ng

prefeπed

them what they

applic하ItS

prefeπed

from 1945

and what they thought

in a job experience. The results for 1975 are

summarized below in Table V. The "Rating" in this table refers to the
average rank for each ’Job Factor." For e:짧mple. the average ranking
I

for "Advancement" for the 57.000 job applicants was 3.3.
"R없lking" me없lS 암le

πle

nominal rank determined by the associated

"Rating." For ex없nple. 단le nominal rank for "Advancement" came in

second relative to the other Job Factors.
Over the 30 years these data were collected. the responses were
about the same except for the gradual increase in r없파ing of ’ψpe of
단le

work" and

decrease in "security" and "benefits." However. it

appears that Jurgensen possibly missed a

m벼 or

move in worker job

attribute preferences because 9 of his 10 job factors were extrinsics.
Jurgensen may have had his own built in biases that resulted in a
"mismatch" similar to the one being studied in this dissertation.
Eder and Tucker (1 982) and Eder (1 988) studied the gap
between workers' job attribute preferences and managers' perception
of workers preferences in two studies with (a) management students
I

as surrogate managers. and (b) with

m없lagers

and workers in hi방1
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TABLEV
JOB PREFERENCE RATINGS AND RANKINGS OF U.S.
WORKERS AND MANAGERS IN 1975
Rating

Job Factor

R없lk1ng

Self

Others

Self

Others

Advancement (E)

3.3

3.8

2

3

Benefits (E)

6.8

5.2

8

5

4.5

6.8

4

7

Co-Workers (E)

6.0

7.7

6

10

Hours (E)

7.6

5.4

9

6

Pay (E)

5.6

2.1

5

Secul1ty (E)

2.5

3.6

1

2

SupeIVisor (E)

6.3

7.4

7

9

3.3

4.9

2

4

7.9

6.9

10

8

Comp하lY

깐pe

(E)

ofWork (I)

Working Conditions (E)

technology firms. Eder and Tu cker (1 982) concluded that the widest
disp때ty

between what workers wanted and what managers perceived

they wanted from their work was in the area of intrinsic job attributes.
Among the most dramatic gaps occurred in "participation" 없ld
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"developing skills" (both intrinsic). Wh en placed in a simulated
management position , the students perceived that the job attribute
preferences of the workers were substantially different from their own
attribute preferences -- extrinsic rewards were more
workers than to themselves as managers

없ld

import하It

to

intrinsics less.

Eder’s (1988) study captured the mismatch between practicing
high technology

m하lagers’

perceptions of production line workers' job

attribute preferences and workers' actual job attribute preferences.
Like

the management students above , these practicing managers

underestimated the

import하Ice

of intrinsic job attributes

없ld

overestimated the importance of extrinsic job attributes to line
production workers.
암Ie s없nple

used in Eder (1988) was drawn from five high

technology firms from Phoenix, AZ. Each firm had between 100

와ld

500 employees with resident production operations in existence for at
least 단}fee years. Usable survey response rates ranged from 40 to 80
percent across

批ns，

and averaged 65% for workers (243/375) and

87% for managers (41/47). Eder’s (1988) results are summarized in
Table VI where lower median rankings mean higher importance.
Workers had their preferences grouped into three clusters of
relative importance: (1) highest importance are the extrinsic
at암ibutes

of good pay and job security, (2) next in Importance Is a

mixture of intrinsic
skills

없ld

하ld

extrinsic job

at갑ibutes

of chance to develop

abilities , interesting work, good pension

맙ld

benefits ,

recognition for a job well done , seeing the results of the work. The
bottom cluster includes considerable "say" in how the job Is
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TABLE VI
U.S. MANAGERS’. WORKERS' ’ AND MANAGERS' PERCEPI‘'ION OF
WORKERS' JOB AITRIBUTE PREFERENCES
Job attribute

m{mIgpal FrwXaI/ne2πek4s3I1WU
la} 따velt

MeImmanpeIaaw{rnFgae/erR4eisks1lta
lwhtjaiVnnekt

Canhdanacbeiltitoiedsev{Ie)1op slims

4.95/3

5.56/6

5.05/2

Interesting work (I)

5.12/4

5.59/6

5.34/3

Job in a growing field (I)

6.04/6

6.49/8

5.90/7

wSeoerikng(Im)e resuns of the

6.23/8

6.34/7

5.46/5

tChoenjsoibdeirsapbeIedo”snanye”dm
U)how

8 .45/9

8.76/10

6.22/9

dPaecritsicioipnasti(oI)n in business

8.62/10

9.90/11

6.32/10

Goodpay (E)

2.67/1

2.20/1

4.30/1

Jboebl asidecoufrfi(tEy)- un1ikeIy to

3.71/2

2.51/2

5.81/6

bGeono밍diptsen{Esi)on and

5.22/5

5.32/4

6.17/8

Rdoencoeg{nEi)tion for a job weII

6.05 /7

4.46/3

5.37/4

Tiioiebnedwsiatthwpoerokp1{eE;)have

8.94/11

8.83/9

10.00/11

M(m하elaarnga/enrrkSeI)Wat없iv1et

Note: Mean ranks of 1. 00 is most important and 1 1.00 is least import없1t.
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performed,

p없1:icipation

in business decisions, to be

w빠1

people: have

friends at work.
Without exception, each intrinsic attribute was ranked
significantly higher for the manager
presumed to be more

import없1t

없ld

each

않trinsic

attribute was

for the workers. This was true even

for those firms with high employee involvement. Thus. Eder (1 988)
concluded that the high technology managers underestimated the
importance of intrinsic job attributes and overestimated the
import없lce

of extrinsic attributes. Managers' ranking of workers'

preferences and rankings for themselves are shown in Table VII.
TABLE VII
U.S. MANAGERS' RANKING OF WORKERS AND ’rHEMSELVES
Managers’ ran퍼ng of workers

Managers’ r따파따19 of 삼lemselves

Good pay

Goodpay

Job secuIity

Chance to develop skills 없ld abilities

Recognition for ajob well done

Interesting work

Good pension 때d benefits

Re cognition for

ajob well done

Self Reference theory (Kovach 1987) is often used to

앙의plain 단1e

mismatch between managers and workers job attribute preferences.
Managers offer rewards for workers that would motivate them
(managers) even though these rewards are not necessarily the ones
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would motivate their workers.

Table VIII summarizes Kovach's

(1 987) survey results of 1.000 Am ericans which supported his theory.

TABLE VIII
RANKING OF U.S. EMPLOYEE JOB ATIRIBUTE PREFERENCES
BY THE EMPLOYEES THEMSELVES AND
THEIR SUPERVISORS
Job attribute

Sreuampnepkm@lngseoeersfs’ sEe1mf-pra1onykeiensg sSeu1pf-erravniskoinrsg,

Interesting work (I)

5

1

1

Full appreciation of work done (I?)

8

2

2

F‘eeling

10

3

3

Job security (꾀

2

4

4

Good wages (E)

1

5

6

Porrgoamnoiztiaotnio/ngr(oEw)th in me

3

6

5

Good working conditions (E)

4

7

7

Personalloya1ty to employees (E)

7

8

8

Tactful discipline (E)

9

9

9

Spyrombp1eamthse(tEic) he1p with persona1

6

10

10

of being in on things (I/E?)
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Kovach
is less

(1 987)

pointed out that the absolute ranking of the items

than the wide variance between what employees

import하lt

deemed important to their jobs and what their supervisors
was

import없lt

thou뱉t

to these employees. Note that the employees most

frequently cited "interesting work" as their highest rated need. When
managers were asked what the employees

w하lted. 갑ley

said "good

wages." To describe this perceptual difference. Kovach suggested a
phenomena called "self reference" -- managers are really describing
what would motivate themselves

없ld

not necessarily what would

motivate their employees. Kovach (1987: 63) concludes that" ... job
security matters to people who don ’t have it ...." He also pointed out
that younger workers (those with less apparent job security) rank "Job
Security" second and the over 50 years old group (those with more
apparent job security) ranked job security sixth further supporting
Maslow’s contention that unfulfilled needs motivate

와id

fulffiled needs

no longer motivate. It should be pointed out that Kovach ’s work has
the same limitation as discussed above for Jurgensen. Eight or nine of
Kovach’s attributes are extrinsic

하ld

of 없ly differences between extrinsic

therefore has a more limited view

하ld

intrinsic attributes.

Eder (1988) has suggested that one additional possible reason
for the mismatch is that managers assume line workers would not
aspire to the same wants

없ld

desires as the management group.

Researchers have rarely asked managers to project what they think
their workers prefer in job attributes and then confront management
with the workers actual preference patterns.
I
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Mismatch of Job_Attribute Preference_s in Other Countries
There is very little work in the literature regarding the
mismatch of job attribute

prefi앉"ences

in countries other than the U.S.

Hunt (I 992) studied the attitudes of supeπtsors 없ld workers in three
mines in South Africa during rapid

하ld

dramatic

socio-politic려 없ld

economic changes , including the demise of 삼le laws

하ld

practices of

apartheid. He was interested in the impact of these changes on
worker attitudes and job attribute preferences.
Hunt (I 992) gathered questionnaire data followed by in-depth
focus group interviews of all
14 to 15 workers and five

p없1icip없ltS.

supeπtsors

from three mining companies

He used a random

s하nple

of

chosen by 삼le plant managers

(tot려 S하nple

of 44 workers

하ld

15

supervisors).
암le

results of Hunt (I 992) are summarized in Table IX.

"Employee self-ranking" is the job attribute preference as stated by the
employee

없ld

"Supervisors ’ ranking of employees" is the

supeπisor’s

perception of the employee’s ranking.
Hunt (I 992) concluded that the low ranking for "Interesting
Work" and the high ranking of "Job Security" are probably caused 야 an
attitude that being employed is better than to be unemployed during
the dramatic changes occurring in the country. even if the work is
very redundant. Hunt (1 992) believed that these results were
sig띠ficantly

white

influenced by race issues such as the

supeπisors.

하feet

of black versus

Thus the study is informative. but not directly

applicable to the Polish situation which does not have similar race
issues.
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TABLE IX

JOB ATTRIBUTE PREFERENCES FOR EMPLOYEES
IN SOUTH AFRICA
Job Factor

sEeImf-praIonykeiensg Mismatches

Smeump파pglmo찌ygSeOe。lssf-

GoodPay (E)

2

l

Job Security (E)

1

2

Loyalty

9

to Employees (E)

..

3

Promotion (E)

5

Good Working Conditions (E)

3

Help

6

6

Interesting Work (1)

7

7

Full Appreciation of Work (E)

4

Tactful Discipline (E)

10

9

Feeling of Being in on Things (1?)

8

8

wi삼1

Personal Problems (E)

Supervisors were

rela다.vely in

4

..
..

8

synch with their workers'

at쉰tudes with the significant exception of "Conditions ,"
’'Loy，려ty'， .. 없ld "Apprecia쉰on ...

5

"Fee바19S，"

Significance was not calculated

statistically, but was defined as two or more ranking positions between
workers and their supervisors. Black supervisors had the same gaps
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except for "Loyalty." Hunt
P하t

of management

black

supeπisors

없ld

expl없ned

that black supervisors became

were no longer considered co-workers:

단lUS ，

increased their rating of loyalty to account for their

own sense of loss of loy;려ty.
암le
at다tudes

results of this study done in 1991 suggested that worker

lag behind real

dr없natic

socio-political change 없ld 단lat U.S.

motivational theories do not necessarily work in other countries (or at
least in South Africa).
Hunt's (1992) work suffers from a number of problems as it
relates to this dissertation: (1)
of a relatively small

s없nple，

단le an려ysis

(2)

단le

uses a Simple

medi 뻐 뀐파

violence in South Africa could

influence these rankings considerably, (3)

암le

study focused on the

black/white supervisor issues and not necessarily about the differences
in job attribute preferences ,

하ld

(4) as for the other studies described

above , Hunt’s list of at다ibutes has

ei맹t

or nine

앉trinsic

factors , 상lUS

perhaps missing significant differences in perceptions.
Har와i
d~π1없nic

and Beaty (1 989) suggested that in the context of

and turbulent societies (in their case , South Afri ca) ,

choice of motivational theory to use is less important than to

삼le

be휠n

to

understand basic motivation. The authors found evidence of "self
reference"

없ld

other mismatches between attitudes about worker

없ld

actual attitude of workers. Their results , including results from
pre찌ous

studies are summarized in Appendix B.

Slocum

원ld Topich와t

(1972) studied the motivation 하ld

satisfaction of Mexican workers using the Porter-need-satisfaction
questionn없reo

They concluded that culture does

따fect

the hierarchy
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of needs of workers. Slocum and

Topich밟

found significant

differences in the satisfaction clusters of security, esteem , autonomy,
없ld

self-actualization between Mexican
The work by Blinder (1 991)

없ld Am erican

wi단I Jap없lese

workers.

reinforced the

cultural differences. Japanese CEOs are rarely dictators 없ldm하1ytOp
comp없lies

are run by consensus. Work is organized into

the executive suite to the factory floor.

Import와1t

te없ns，

from

ideas 없ld decisions

bubble up from below at least as frequently as they come down from on
high. Consultation between labor 따ld management is a pervasive
practice in J ap없lese companies -- much more widespread than in

간Ie

u.S. Ordinary workers are encouraged to make on-the-spot decisions.
Japan and Eastern Europe have

야Ie

follOwing in common: Japanese

workers cooperate with management because their welfare is tied up
with that of the company. Large

Jap 없lese comp 없lies

are run for the

benefit of their employees rather than their stockholders - providing
extensive fringe benefits , job training, job security, narrow pay
differentials between executives

없ld

ordinary workers (Blinder 1991).

The above data from Japan, M없dco ， and South Africa appear to

support the conclusion that there are likely differences which are a
function of culture and/or nation려ity.
differences in Polish manager

하ld

πIUS，

it is reasonable to expect

worker job attribute preferences

when compared with other countries.
Mismatcb_of Job Attribute Preferences in

Pol없ld

Th ere is only a hint of information in the literature describing

any differences in

percep펴on

Polish managers and workers.

of job attribute preferences between
Kol매 a

(1 960: 129) studied the causes
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of production troubles as perceived by managers

하Id

workers. The

author of 야us dissertation accumulated the many reasons into four
m며 or

categories. ’The following Table X r없1ksm멍 or causes for

production troubles.
TABLEX
PRODUC1‘ION PROBLEMS AS PERCEIVED BY WORKERS
AND MANAGERS IN POLAND

Management

Workers

Machinery or material related

16

78

Outside-of-work items (personal)

26

33

wOrograkneirzsa)tionaI issues (not enough

46

54

Motivation due to low pay

2

18

cau않

Managers appeared to be out of touch with workers in the area
of motivation

따피 하fect

of machinery or material. There were obvious

differences in the area of motivation. Workers

없Id

managers

disagreed regarding morale due to low pay as a cause of the production
troubles (1 8 to 2). Also noteworthy is the fact that neither group
mentioned worker performance as a cause for production troubles.
Kol매 a

offered no explanation for this: however. this omission supports

an earlier point that workers and managers are simply "carrying out
삼Ie

plan." These data are discussed here as

뻐 ex따nple

of 암Ie low
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level of sophistication of research available regarding management
practices in Poland.
An other
없ld slog없IS.

area of apparent mismatch was the benefit of speeches
Polish management attempted to persuade

workers through speeches and affirmations regarding
Although

없ld

motivate

pa-암iotic appe려.

there is no good data on what managers thought about these

activities. anecdotal infonnation. recently collected by 암le

au야lor.

indicates that managers thought these motivational devices were
hokum

원Id

often created very negative reactions by workers. Slogans

and speeches were continued by management because

갑le

communist

movement had developed a certain set of institutional behavior
supported by the Marx-Leninist theory "Mobllize 단le masses" as
common duty of 단le leader
In the Polish

하le

(Kol매 a 196이.

soci려 없ld

economic system. power was

concentrated in one center. Lip service was paid to cooperation

하Id

the sharing of decisions. This disparity led to demoralizing effects
(Kol멍 a

1960). Thus. there were manyorganizations that professed to

cater to the needs of the workers. but none of them were successful.
Statements like "workers rule the factory" were often used by
managers. but workers sneered when using the phrase.

Kol며 a

quoted

managers saying. 'The men are really not interested in management
l

(human

resource) issues. They get involved only if their pockets are

involved"

(Kol며 a

1960: 62). This

suppoπs

managers will believe extrinsics are key
Occasionally.

암Ie 암treat

the hypothesis that Polish

잉익pectations

by workers.

of dismissal was used by management as

a motivator. But this action was not effective with workers because the
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philosophy was full employment (Zielinski 1973). This

continues to reinforce the idea that there is a mis-perception of
workers by managers.
Today, the relationship between workers

하ld

managers Is

changing and in many ways confusing. Old habits die slowly and most
workers in state owned
없ld

comp하ties

still see management as the "state"

are not very supportive or understanding. But, workers realize

that the environment has changed and their companies and jobs are in
jeopardy. Thus , although the workers are not very supportive of
management, they know they must cooperate to be successful. The
following presents the hypotheses that result from the above literature
summary.

Mismatch of Job Attribute
It

Preferences

Hvnothesis

is expected that the management mismatches for the Intrinsic

job attribute

preil앙'ences

in Poland will be the same as those results

reported in the above American and South AfrIcan studies. Thus , as
for U.S. managers , the following hypothesis Is offered:
H4: Polish managers' perception of workers' job attribute
preferences will tend to underestimate the
Importance of intrinsic job attribute preferences.
However, there could be a different result for the

않trinslc job

attributes. Kovach ’s (1987) "self reference" theory and the large
difference in pay levels between U.S. management

없ld

reinforcing social status differences , were used to

expl없n 한le

workers ,

mismatches between American managers' mis-perception of workers'
job attribute preferences. But, the social structure within Polish firms
are greatly different from those in Am erican firms. American firms
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have a clear distinction between management
Pay levels. perks. job freedom are
between management
structure

없Id

없Id

ex와nples

없Id

labor (workers).

of significant differences

workers which create a different social

subsequently different motivational patterns.

Polish firms still maintain a social

없Id

hierarchical structure

similar to that which existed in the pre-economic revolution towards a
free-market economy. Managers
considered by many as

" equ려 S. II

없ld

workers were

are still

This is particularly true for the

않trinsic

rewards. Polish managers are

person려

economic shock as workers (Feiwel 1975

conversations with Polish

없ld

comp따lies.

않periencing

the

s하ne

하Id person려

1992).

In conclusion. although the results for American workers clearly
point to a mismatch between managers' perception of workers'
extrinsic preferences. the author would expect Polish managers to be
much more in touch with their workers extrinsic preferences. Thus.
단Ie

following hypothesis is presented:
H5: Polish managers will tend to accurately perceive
extrinsic job attribute preferences of Polish workers.
THE ORGANIZATIONAL (SUPRA SYS1‘'EM) INFLUENCE
ON THE RESEARCH gUESTION (SYSTEM)
’The research questions of this dissertation deal primarily

individuals. organizations.

없Id

the interaction of individuals

organizations. This section addresses the effect 야Iat
and external environment may have on the research

w빠1

하Id

암Ie org;하Iization
ques섭ons.

Linstone (1 984) introduced the concept of multiple
perspectives to ensure that the researcher clearly separated the two
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questions: ''What

없n

I looking at?"

없ld

"How 없n I looking at it?" He

pointed out that viewing the research question or problem from
multiple perspectives often yields new insights , simplifies complex
problems,

없1d

clarifies conclusions

따ld

recommendations. Lendaris

(1986) discussed viewing the systems from a vertical perspec선:ve (sub

systems , systems , and supra systems) and recommended that the
researcher (the beholder) move up and down levels of the systems to
help define

없1d

analyze the problem under investigation. This section

deals with Linstone ’s 0 - perspective

없1d

Lendaris' vertical systems

me암lOdology.

To be

cle맙

management

없1d

on definitions , the enterprise organization, including
motivational policies , can be considered

암1e

first

level above the system in the research question. In addition, the supra
system for the organization (system in this view) is

한le 않temal

environment in Poland.
암1e 않temal

environment in Poland is a very powerful force

하1d

needs to be considered. This view is particularly import없1t in the
current Polish situation because the author believes that if a
researcher stopped at the organizational level, he or she

mi화1t

miss a

veIY important analysis and perhaps draw inappropriate conclusions.
Specifically, when viewing the highest level to be the organization, a
researcher might conclude that different Polish
different leadership

없1d

motivational policies
of its work force.

comp없피es ， wi단1

cultural origins , might have different

없1d

therefore different job attribute preferences
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One could expect that the organization would have a significant
influence on the motivational policies
preferences of workers. For

ex없nple ，

없ld

ultimately 단le job attribute

for a Polish high technology

firm which has always been privately owned and has had freedom to
develop a rich blend of motivational policies , one might expect
workers desiring intrinsic job attributes would be attracted to

단lat

단lis

firm yielding a work force with a similar pattern to Am erican high
technolo양

firms ,

ha찌ng

a tendency toward intrinsic preferences.

A state owned high technology company, with no potential

pI없lS

to become private , might have a more closed organizational system
and a more extrinsic reward system consistent with the former
communist system of motivation, yielding a work force
tendencies toward more

않trinsic

wi단1

job attribute preferences.

In these two extremes , one might expect different results from
the job attribute preference
different

양pes

an려.ysis

of managers and workers from

of Polish enterprises , leading to the following

hypo단lesis:

H6a: There will be significant differences in workers' job
attribute preferences among the five Polish high
technolo많 enterprises.
However, when viewing this supra system (organization) one
level higher, as a system within the environmental supra system,
different results might be predicted.

Specifically, the external

environment in Poland is so dominant that it is possible that there
may be no differences in the job attribute preferences in 야le five
companies to be

suπ'eyed. 안le

following are

암le m매 or

characteristics
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or policies operating at
influence

단le

갑le 않ternal

environment which could strongly

organizational levels.

First, 50 years of communist control
C따mot

없ld centr려-pI없m1ng

be changed overnight. Even thoughmanagers have new

freedoms in designing motivational policies, new, independent
thinking managers must be found

없ld

selected. Workers' attitude

하ld

expectations need to go through a transformation which in many cases
hasn’t even begun. Th e sections on ."Poland in ’Transition"
Management Practices

없ld

뻐d

"Polish

Behavior -- A Review" discuss this issue in

detail.
Secondly,
treatment’ into
I

삼le

Polish government, although professing a "shock

capit려ism，

still maintains certain socialist policies

which enterprises must obey. For
private or state

comp하lies

ex없nple，

eveIY Polish employee in

receive the same benefits package

including pensions , health insurance , etc. In order to keep inflation
under control , the Polish government has had a 500% tax on salaIY
increases since Janu aIY I , 1990. These policies severely restrict
management’sp이icies 없ld

actions in some of the most

import없lt

reward systems.
Th us.

it is possible that the data from workers could be

contaminated or biased toward some 0 - perspective. Unstone (1 986:
41) pointed out that normally. key executive's characteristics often
become the organization’s characteristics. But." ... when the same
characteristic applies to an entire industIY, we revert back to the
organizational actors."
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Further. Edelman (1 967) reported that even though motivation
is

없1

individual characteristic. personal behavior may be influenced by

the group or organization into which the individual is placed.

He

suggests that person려 work motivation may not be universal or stable.
but may depend upon the environment (company. society, culture) in
which the person is placed.
’The authorpostulates that the external environment is so strong

at 바lis 다me.

없Id

Polish management has made so little progress in the

area of motivation. that there will be no real differences among the five
양pes

of companies in

야lis

research. Thus. if indeed there is

significant 0 - bias (in this case the external environment) in this
research. each of the five

comp 없lies

in this study would have the same

results regarding worker job attribute preferences. This leads to the
following competing hypothesis:
H6b: ’There will be little or no significant differences in
workers' job attribute preferences among 갑Ie five
Polish high technolo양 enterprises.
These competing hypotheses test the effect of 단Ie Polish state
and external environment in the high technology industry sector.
question to be answered is "does
motivational policies

없Id

단Ie 양pe

암Ie

of organization affect

worker job attribute preferences or are

야le

differences washed out by societal issues?"
It should be pointed out here that the research for 뻐S

dissertation was designed to minimize contamination or bias from
organizational issues
su이 ects I person머

(이

and to

rna웰mize

the data collection from the

perspective (P). See the section on Data Collection

Procedure for details.
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SUMMARY OF THE HYPOTHESES
암le

following is a summary of the hypotheses offered in

뻐S

dissertation:
HI: Th e job attribute preferences of PoUsh workers will
tend to be more 않trinsic 없ld less intrinsic than those
of their American counterparts.
H2: Th e job attribute preferences of Polish workers who tend to
be 01따mistic about their economic situation will be more
intrinsic 없ld less extrinsic than those of Polish workers
who tend to be pessimistic.
H3: ’The job attribute preferences of Polish managers will
tend to be more extrinsic 없ld less intrinsic than those
of their American counterparts.
H4: Polish managers' perception of workers' job attribute
preferences will tend to underestimate the
import하lce of intrinsic job attribute preferences.
H5: Polish managers will tend to accurately perceive
extrinsic job attribute preferences of PoUsh workers.
H6a:

암lere

will be significant differences in workers' job
attribute preferences among the five PoUsh high
technology enterprises.

H6b:

암lere

will be little or no significant differences in
workers' job attribute preferences among the five
Polish high technolo양 enterprises.

CHAP!‘'ER III
RESEARCH DESIGN

πIe

purpose of this chapter is to discuss the research design,

including the

s없nple，

research instruments , data collection

procedures , data analysis , and limitations.
SAMPLE
암Ie

population selected for the purposes of canying out the

proposed research study is defined as Polish managers

없Id

workers

from high technology enterprises with 100 to 500 workers. The high
technolo망

industry was chosen to permit a better

comp따1son

with

U.S. research results (Eder 1988) and to work with firms that have a
higher probability of succeeding in the transition to a free market
economy.
암Ie

sampling frame used in

뻐s

endeavor is managers and

workers from five Polish enterprises in the high technology industry.
Five enterprises were chosen to provide a full spectrum of different
낀pes

of ownership

Thecomp하lies

없ld

to permit a more robust test of 단Ie

hypo야leses.

are summarized below:

1. A private , never state owned company which develops
software products for the banking industry (Firm V).
2. A recently privatized company which designs
computer modems (Firm T).

없Id

produces
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3. A state owned company. with extensive pI원lS to go private
within two months. which manufactures high perform없lce
hydraulic pumps for the aircraft 없ld automobile industry
Firm Pl.
4. A state owned company with no

pI없lS to become private
which designs 없ld produces computer controlled material
processing systems (Firm I).

5. A division of a very large state-owned company with no plans
to become private which designs 없ld constructs
sophisticated. below-the-surface mines (Firm C).
Th e target

s없nple

size is about 15 to 25 managers

와ld

50 to 75

production and technical workers in each finn. Smaller Polish
comp하lies

managers

were eliminated to ensure a sufficient

와ld supeπtsors. All

managers

하ld

s없nple

size of

a cross section of

workers were asked to volunteer for the survey.
RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS

Four separate instruments were used.

’I￦o

used to collect data on job attribute preferences

instruments were

와ld

two other

instruments were used to collect organizational data (supra-system).
There was one

questionn없re

to collect job attribute preferences

for managers and another for workers. The worker version has three
P값ts:

(1) ranking of personal job attribute preferences , (2)

importance ratings using a Likert scale of the same job attribute
preferences , and (3) background information. ’TIle background
ques섭ons

없ld

include demographic information (e.g. as age and gender)

an assessment of the worker's attitude towards their standard of

n찌ng.

job security, confidence in the future , and job satisfaction as an

indicator of their

person려

economic situation.
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’The manager version has four

p맙ts:

(1)

r없1kin g

ofjob attribute

preferences of workers in their enterprises , (2) ranking of personal
job attribute preferences , (3)

import없lce

ratings using a Likert scale

of the same job attribute preferences , 없ld (4) background information
as discussed above. These new research instruments are based on
instruments used in Eder (1 988) and Eder and Tucker (l 982).
Eachp따ticipant

alternative

was asked to rank ten job attributes using

p없red comp않ison

rankings. The job attributes were

originally included in a list developed by Kahn (1 972)
없ld

Eder (1988)

Eder

윈ld

없ld

modified by

Tu cker (1 988). Five of 단le attributes have

been identified by prior research to be extrinsic job attributes and the
other five as intrinsic job attributes (Kahn , 1972: Siegfried et 려.，
1981: Dyer

하ld

Parker, 1975).

Copies of the

questionn없res

Appendices C for workers

때d

in English are included in

D for managers. They were translated

into Polish (Appendix G) using a Polish-born American citizen with a
business education and background. The Polish versions were then
reviewed by

야rree

Polish managers and one Polish worker who

confirmed cultural acceptance , accuracy, and

approp펴ateness.

firm ’s questionnaires were color coded to facilitate

Each

comp하1sons

across frrms.
Two additional questionn와res were designed to collect

organizational-level data. Demographic data were collected using the
questionn없re

in Appendix E. Data on the organization’s motivational

practices

systems using the

없ld

questionn없re

in Appendix F. The
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organizational variables were chosen to coincide with the job attributes
underinvestigation.

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES
’fhe

research was done in Poland during the Fall of 1992. A

questionnaire was administered to managers
암le

없1d

workers in each of

five selected finns described above. The Presidents of these

comp없lies

were contacted and

study. Individual managers

pro찌ded

하1d

meeting in a conference room

considerable support for the

workers were asked to

따ld

completing

p와'ticipate

by

삼1e questionn없reo

Groups of 15 to 25 individuals were in the meeting which was led by
the author with the aid of an interpreter. An instruction sheet, in
Polish, was distributed
삼len

complete the

없1d

read by the interpreter. The p밀'ticip없1ts

questionn없re

in about 15 minutes. The response

rate was 97.8% (7 individuals out of 317 returned their

questionn없res

blank.
Particular attention was paid in the design of the data collection
to ensure anonymity and increase the likelihood of getting the
workers' and managers'

person려 찌ews

versus organizational or socially

acceptable responses to the questions.
To minimize
issues

(이

from the

하1y

contamination or bias from organizational

and boundary problems , and to
su버 ects’

rna뀔mize 삼le

personal perspective (Pl , the data were collected

voluntarilyand anonymously.

암le

completed

immediately into a sealed unlabeled envelope
없lother

data collection

larger unlabeled sack.

questionn없re
없ld

안le particip없1tS

was put

then put into

were told that neither
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the author nor anyone in the organization would have 없lywayof
knowing any individual’s answers. ’The 없1려ysis

하ld

report would be in

a summary form only. Also, the author personally stressed 단Ie benefits
of gi찌ng accurate and personal answers versus rankings which are
influenced by the organization or society.
Th e instruction sheet and questionnaire clearly stated that the
person려 perspec다ve

(P) was required and that there was no risk in

personal data. For

gi'찌ng

ex없nple，

the manager's instruction sheet

states:
Please assume that the president of your company has
appointed you to a speci려 committee to determine what
workers in your enterprise want from their work or job
e，의perience. To help you with this task you have been
provided a list of ten (10) items that are frequently
mentioned as import하It to workers. Please rank the
items as you think they would be ranked by workers in
your enterprise.
In contrast, if a more organizational (0) perspective or bias was
required , the instructions and questions would be stated differently.
For

ex없nple，

asking the questions , "What should workers want?" or

"What would you want workers to prefer?" would have solicited a more

o - perspective.

암lis

alternative (collecting data from the

organizational perspective) was considered

와ld r，멍ected

because this

study was interested in real worker and manager motivation

없ld

not

O-biased or contaminated data.
Organizational-level data on motivational policies

없ld

systems

was collect in a small group , focus-group forum. The author asked
questions in English which the interpreter translated to Polish. In all
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cases , the President or Managing Director was present

없ld

provided

most of the answers with obvious candor.
DATA ANALYSIS PLAN
πle

following describes

단le

data

an려.ysis

performed on each

hypothesis. For clarity, the hypotheses were organized and analyzed in
단le

following way:

• Polish versus American workers and managers (hypotheses 1 없ld
3)

• Polish managers versus workers (hypotheses 4 and 5)
• Polish pessimists versus

op다mists (hypothesis

2)

• Polish firm differences (hypothesis 6)
Polish versus Am erican workers
Th e

없ld m없laαers

O1vootheses 1

없ld

mean rank for each job attribute preference for Polish

3l

없ld

Am erican workers 하ld managers was calculated. The data used for
Americans were those collected by Eder for high technology

companies in Phoenix (Eder 1988). Relative ranks of the job attribute
preferences were determined by

r，없1king

the mean ranks.

The statistically significant difference were tested using T-tests
원ldM없m-Whitney

- Wilconox Rank Sum W Tests. The Mann-Whitney

test provides the most robust analysis of ranked data.
In

때

attempt to develop a single dimension for the extrinsic or

intrinsic job attributes, the creation of a scale using the five

않trinsic

and intrinsic items was examined using Cronbach’s alpha reliability
tests.
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Polish

mana~ers

versus workers fhvootheses 4

와ld

51

The mean rank for each job attribute preference for Polish

workers and managers was calculated. Relative ranks of the job
preferences were determined by ranking the mean ranks.

at띠bute

Importance ratings were determined by calculating the mean values of
the data from the
πIe

Likert import하lce

scale.

statistically significant difference in mean ranks and

between Polish workers

없Id

ra빼gs

managers were tested using T-tests

없Id

- WUconox Rank Sum W Tests. The Mann-Whitney

M하m-Whitney

tests provide the most robust analysis of ranked data.
MANOVA
않trinsic

an려yses

were performed on the clusters of five

and intrinsic job attributes for Likert ra빼gs.

안lis

test was

used to determine the overall difference (multivariate) between
managers

따ld

workers for the cluster of five intrinsic

없Id

extrinsic

V없1ables.

A correlation matrix was used to determine the existence of 따ly
systematic pattern which might

e:원st

among the job attribute and

야le

demographic variables. A pattern was determined (workers' extrinsic
V때abIes)

and subsequently a MANOVA. controlling for

한Ie

appropriate

demographic variables was performed.
PoUsh_uessimists versus ootlmists Chvoothesis 21
A single dimension construct for

person 려

economic situation

(PES) was developed using the normalized sum of 단Ie
ques섭ons

relating to Polish workers

I

없ld

바lree

individual

managers' attitude towards
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their standard of living (SOL). confidence in the future (CIF). and job
security μS). Cronbach’s reliabllity alpha was calculated.
’The mean rank was calculated for each job attribute preference

for Polish workers who tended to be pessimistic
tended to be

optimis섬c.

없ld

those who

Relative ranks of the job attribute

preferences were determined by ranking the mean ranks. Importance
ratings were determined by calculating the mean values of 삼Ie data
from the Likert importance scale.
Th e statistically significant difference in mean ranks 없Id ratings

between Polish workers who tended to be pessimistic
tended to be optimistic were tested using T-tests

없ld

those who

없Id M없m-Whitney

Wilconox Rank Sum W Tests. The Mann-Whitney tests

pro찌de

-

the

most robust analysis of ranked data.
MANOVA analyses were performed on the clusters of five
extrinsic and intrinsic job attributes for the Ukert ratings.
Polish firm differences Chvoothesis

6)

The mean ranks for each job attribute preference for each of the

five Polish firms were calculated. Relative ranks of the job attribute
preferences were determined by ranking the mean ranks. Importance
ratings were determined by calculating the mean values of 삼le data
from the Likert

import없lce sc려e.

MANOVA and One-way ANOVA analyses were performed on 단Ie
clusters of five extrinsic and intrinsic job attributes for Likert
for workers from the five firms.

ra다ngs
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LIMITATIONS
Questionnaire responses are self-reports about how people
believe or perceive a situation 없ld may not be the same as how people
actually behave or think. SOCially desirable responding, or 암Ie
tendency for a respondent to report invalid responses in an effort to
present himself or herself in a favorable light, is often suggested as a
m며 or

bias in self-report

questionn없res.

So, too is "impression

management" (the conscious presentation of a false front) , and "self
deception" (the unconscious tendency to see oneself in a favorable
light). Spector (1987) concluded that socially desirable contamination
need not be of much concern for most self-report research. Moorman
and Podsakoff (1992) did a more rigorous study with roughly 암Ie

s없ne

conclusion. zerbe and Paulhus (1 987) and other researchers disagree.
In fact , responses are likely to be more idealistic than the behavioral
responses. There is little reason, however, to expect

뻐s

bias to

systematically affect workers or managers differently according to
their hierarchical level or their gender.
This research is not a causal study or experiment. It is more
않ploratory

and descriptive to

veri한

assumptions

없ld

recommend

further research. Items such as maturation, learning, history 하ld
mortality are not a relevant in this study. Instrumentation and
selection issues need to be examined.
The same instrument was used at all five enterprises 없ld 갑Ie

same questions were asked of each respondent. Three of the firms
received the same instructions from the author

없ld

were translated
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questionn없re

into Polish. Two other firms completed the

when the

author was not present and received the instructions from a delegate.
It is possible that the different way of describing the questions 없ld 갑le

survey could have biased the answers in an unpredictable way. There
was no obvious observed differences among

바lese

two firms ’ 하lswers.

The respondents were basically self-selected. Top management
announced to the workers

없ld

managers that 단피s research was being

done and asked for volunteers. The author was told that almost
everyone that was asked did volunteer. It is possible

단lat 갑le s없nple

is biased towards the more assertive or self-confident workers
managers. It is
pressure to

려so

하ld

possible that the workers felt some kind of

p하-ttcipate 없ld

therefore attempted to give answers that

they expected management wanted to hear.
It is possible that the more pessimistic workers volunteered in
order to find a way to voice their opinion about their poor situation.
‘

πlUS ， 야le s하nple

암le

might be more pessimistic

바1하1 단le

population.

U.S. or Western-based theories of motivation 없ld 단le gaps

between managers' and workers'

percep디ons

of workers' job attribute

preferences may not be applicable outside the American culture
capitalistic environment. Hofstede’ s (1 980) work supports
import없lce

ChUd.

없ld

갑le

of culture in explaining national differences and Budde.

Fr없lcis. Ki eser. 하ld

Burgleman (1982) found that culture

modified the impact of capit려ism. Hunt (1 992: 12) stated that" ...
each nation needs to gather its own data and not rely on U. S. or other
countries' theories based on domestic data ... ." Furthermore. Hunt
(1992: 12) advised ’'The choice of theories

와ld

methods must take the
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local culture into consideration; thus U.S. motivational theories are not
likely to apply abroad where different changes are occurring ... . The
tI

theories which do exist for Poland are not applicable because they are
based on the now defunct
soci려

Mar회st-Leninist

philosophy of work

없ld 단le

system.
Hunt (1 992) also suggested that worker

rapid or

m멍 or soci려，

at디tudes

change during

political , and economic change in the

environment. tlPerhaps this means that even the data in 한lis study is
obsolete as South Africans are in the midst of change to black m매ority
article goes to press. So, another round of data must be
gathered soontl (Hunt 1992: 21). Thus this study may already be
rule as

단lis

obsolete. Data need to be collected

없ld 밟lalyzed

frequently dUring

rapid changes in Poland in order to assess the changes
삼le

없ld

단le

conflnn

conclusions.
One must be careful to generalize

야le

results of this work to

other cultures. Considerable work has been done which
culture has

때

effect on motivation and

su짧:ests

percep다ons. Also ,

or society has ever gone through a transition

않actly

the

that

no country

s없ne

as

Pol때d’s.

Th e

study is limited to five Polish firms. Although

당le

five firms

were carefully selected to ensure the broadest cross section of high
technology firms , the

s없nple

could be bigger or more scientific.

CHAP!‘ER IV

ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH FINDINGS
Th e purpose of this chapter is to discuss the results of the

statistical

없1려，ysis

of the data. General characteristics of the

are first discussed to provide a context within which the

s하nple

hypo갑leses

are to be addressed. Then, the individual statistical test results
regarding each of the six hypotheses are discussed in

납le

following

order:
Results: Poland versus America (hypotheses 1 and 3)
Results: Polish managers versus workers (hypotheses 4 and 5)
Results: Polish pessimists versus optimists (hypothesis 2)
Results: Polish firm differences (hypothesis 6)
Results: A summary

(려I hypo바leses)

For 미하i양 and simplicity, the following abbreviations will be
used throughout this chapter:
월를딛뇨를:

Seeing the results of my (or their) work

Interestinα:

Interesting work

Growin~:

Job in a growing field

딛런받딛요:

Chance to

흐뿔:

1 op
dev려

my (or their)

없11s

and abilities

Considerable "say'’ in how my (or their) job is performed

Securitv: Job security; unlikely to lose my (or 암leir) job
Good nav: Good pay
Reco~nition:

Recognition for a job well done
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Benefits: Good pension and other benefits
E다료관다를:

To be

wi단1

people & have my (or their) friends at work

CHARACTERIS1‘'ICS OF ’rHESAMPLE
Firm

demoαranhics

Data were collected from five firms with different forms of
ownership

하ld

legal structures. Appendix H presents a summary

description of each of the five firms. ’The five high technology firms
used in this

s없nple

provide a rich

specσum

of different

양pe

of firms

ranging from small private firms that have never been state owned
through large state firms with no plans to

priva펴ze.

There is a wide variance in age of 삼le firms (5 to 31 years).

number of employees (37 to 483). and sales revenue ($0.5 to 10.0
million). One of the firms. firm C. is

actu려ly

a wholly owned division

of a very large company with 42.000 workers. Although the firms

려l

produce high technology products. there is a wide range of spec펴c
product (heavy industry to software to computer hardware).

‘

Samnle demoltranhics
암le

following five Tables and Figures describe the

in this research. Table

짜

presents the research

including the number of respondents.

윈ld

s없nple

s하nple

used

by firm

the respondents' mean

tenure and age. There is a wide variance in both the mean job tenure
(from 1.8 to 17.2 years) and the mean age (from 30.3 to 44.9 years).
’I ‘'able

XII presents the

s없nple

size. the mean job tenure.

mean age for each job 낀pe and for males and females.

없ld 단le
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TABLEXI
RESEARCH SAMPLE: RESPONDENTS BY FIRM
Finn V

Finn T

Finn P

Finn I

Finn C

Number of respondents

31

47

84

90

65

317

Meanjob tenure (years)

1.8

12.4

17.2

15.3

16.8

14.3

30.3

38.8

41.6

42.1

44.9

40.9

Mean age (ye하s)

Respondents from a wide
S없nple

r하1ge

of jobs are included in the

-- top managers include executives

positions; managers include foremen ,

All

iirms

없ld

director-level

supeπisors 하ld function려

managers in departments such as marketing 없ld manufacturing; white
collar workers include engineering

profession려s ，

marketing and office

staff; blue collar workers include mostly production personnel.
Persons in very low level jobs such as "sweepers" were excluded to be
consistent with the American sample.
As

expected , workers are younger

없ld

have less tenure than

managers. Females represent about one-third of the

s없nple

and are

younger and have less tenure than males.
Figures 5 and 6 below present the frequency distribution of
tenure and age of 한le total

s없nple

of Polish workers and managers.

Th e tenure distribution is roughly flat from 2 to 30 years with a mean

of 14.3 years. The low numbers in the 11 through 18 years could be
due to the emigration from Poland during Martial Law in the early
1980s. Th e age distribution has roughly a normal bell-shape with a
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TABLE XII

RESEARCH SAMPLE: RESPONDENTS BY JOB TYPE AND GENDER
Numberof
responses

tenMueraentyjeo쐐
b

MteyaenaIS뿔)e

Top Managers

27

18.8

48.5

Managers

46

17.2

43.6

73

18.0

45.4

Collar Workers

176

12.9

40.2

Blue Collar Workers

68

14.4

38.1

244

13.3

39.6

F‘emales

107

13.4

39.8

Males

210

14.8

4 1.5

Totals

317

14.3

40.9

Al l

Wh ite

All

me하1

Managers

Workers

of 40.9 years. The large spike at 45 years could be caused by a

Polish baby boom occurring in 1947, right after World War II.
A single dimension construct for personal economic situation
(PES) was developed using the normalized sum of 삼le three
questions relating to Polish workers'

하ld

뇨ldl'찌du려

managers' attitude towards

their standard of living (SOL) , confidence in the future (CIF) , and job
security (JS). ’The PES scale has a reliability alpha of .709 1. Figure 7
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presents the frequency distribution of PES (the speciflc values are
presented in Appendix I).

암le

shape of the distribution is roughly

normal, but skewed toward pessimism, as

않pected

in Poland at this

time. Ratings from 1. 33 to 2.67 , inclusively, were considered to be
"optimistic"
to be

ratings from 3.67 to 5.00. inclusively, was considered

하ld

"pessin피stic."
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F뼈ure 7. Frequency distribution of Personal Economic
Situation (PES). Lower values of PES means more
optimis섭c and higher values of PES means more
pessimistic.

Directors and

se띠or

supported the research

managers from

acti찌ties 하ld

려1

five firms enthusiastically

cooperated in

aπanging a

threatening environment for respondents who volunteered.

non-

AI당lOU뱉
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the percentage of individuals who refused to

p없ticipate

was not

determined , conversations with managers indicate that most workers
없Id

managers were very happy to participate. Only seven of 317

questionn없res

were returned blanked.

Over려1， 삼Ie s와nple
암Ie

appears to be consistent w빠l

깐Ie

goals of

dissertation and appears to match the proftle of what m1따It be

expected from the Polish high technology work force , including

낀pe

of job, gender, age , tenure, PES, and firm ownership.
Correlation Matrices
Tables XIII through XVI present

단Ie

correlation coefficients for

the job attribute preference Likert ratings and key demographic
variables for all respondents.
Tables XIII
in다insic 없Id

XIV present the correlation matrices for the

없Id

extrinsic job attribute preferences for workers ,

respectively. Correlations greater than .16 are significant at 반Ie .01
level for a
The

s없nple

size of 233.

statis펴C려ly

significant correlations between the job

attribute preferences for workers

없Id

the demographic variables

appear to indicate the following. For the intrinsic job attributes. there
is only one statistically significant correlation. The more experienced
(longer

tenured)

때d

older worker rates Develop lower than the less

experienced and younger worker. Apparently, older and more
experienced workers believe that developing
is less

import없It.

For the most

p하t，

갑Ieir s없lIs 따ld

abilities

age , tenure , gender, and PES do

not systematically effect a workers' intrinsic job attribute preferences.
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There are more statistically significant correlations for the
않trinsic job

attributes. As might be expected , the more pessimistic

workers rank Security, Good pay, and Benefits higher than optimistic
workers. In addition, the more experienced

없ld

older workers tend

to rate Security and Benefits higher than the less experienced and
younger workers. Thus

su짧ests

the need to control for

한lese

demographic effects when analyzing extrinsic job attribute
preferences. This was done for hypotheses 4

원ld

5 and Is reported

below.
The older and more tenured workers are significantly more
pessimistic than the younger

없ld

less tenured. The older workers

have a long history of soci때st control and have a much shorter time
horizon to view the probability of success in the transition to a free
market economy. Thus , it would be

망익pected

that these workers

would feel more pessimistic.
Tables XV

없ld

XVI present the correlation matrices for the

intrinsic and extrinsic job attributes for managers , respectively.
Correlations greater than .28 are significant at 갑le .01 level for a
S없nple

size of 71.

There are no significant correlations between the managers'
intrinsic job attribute preferences and the demographic variables. For
the extrinsic variables , there are two significant correlations. Older
managers rate Security higher than younger managers and more
밍디perienced 와ld

older managers rate Benefits higher than less

experienced and younger managers.
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TABLE XIII
CORRELATION MATRIX: INTRINSIC JOB ATTRIBUTES AND MAJOR
DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES FOR POLISH WORKERS
PES

n-233

Res띠ts

Results

1.00

Interesting

.04

1.00

Growing

.12

.10

1.00

Dew:lop

.31

.34

.11

1.00

Say

.20

.24

.08

.08

1.00

Gender

-.04

.05

-.04

.11

-.03

1.00

Tenure

-.02

-.10

-.03

-.28

-.05

-.03

1.00

PES

-.16

-.09

-.11

-.15

-.11

-.18

.41

1.∞

Age

.08

-.05

-.05

-.25

-.03

-.02

.70

.37

Interesting

Growing

Dew:lop

Note: r> .16 sl망l1ff.cant at .Ol1evel for n = 233.

Say

Gender

Tenure

Age

1.00
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TABLE XIV
CORRELATION MATRIX: EXTRINSIC JOB ATTRIBUTES AND MAJOR
DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES FOR POLISH WORKERS
Go여 pay

n-233

Security

Re cognltton

Benefits

웅curity

1.00

Go여 pay

.37

1.00

Recognition

-.06

.05

1.00

Benefits

.39

.31

.24

1.00

FrI ends

.04

.13

.27

.25

1.00

Gender

-.11

-.11

-.18

-.08

-.18

1.00

T납lUπ

.23

.05

-.01

.26

-.08

-.03

1.00

PES

.25

.2 1

.04

.26

-.04

-.18

.41

1.00

Age

.10

.01

.03

.17

-.11

-.02

.70

.37

Note: r> .16 51휠l1flcant at .01 level for n = 233.

FrIends

Gender

Tcnuπ

PES

Age

1.00
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TABLEXV
CORRELATION MATRIX: INTRINSIC JOB ATIRIBUTES AND MAJOR
DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES FOR POLISH MANAGERS
Interesttng

Growtng

Develop

Gender

n-71

Results

Results

1.00

Interesting

.01

1.00

Growtng

.15

.26

1.00

Develop

.42

.25

.27

1.00

Say

.33

.14

.32

.38

1.00

Gender

-.22

-.05

.04

-.06

-.08

1.∞

Tenure

-.09

.05

.17

-.03

-.15

.26

1.00

PES

-.08

.25

.09

.11

-.13

-.09

.26

야~

-.13

.02

.12

-.13

-.33

.26

.74

N야e:

r> .28 signJficant at .Ol1evel for n = 71.

Say

Tc뻐R

PES

.18

Age
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TABLE XVI
CORRELATION MATRIX: EXTRINSIC JOB ATTRIBUTES AND MAJOR
DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES FOR POLISH MANAGERS
Go뼈 pay

Bcncfits

Security

Security

1.00

GOl퍼 pay

.m

1.00

Rccogn1t1on

-.13

.00

1.00

Bencfits

.27

.28

.03

1.00

Fri cnds

.15

.05

.23

.10

1.00

Gcndcr

-.01

-.23

-.14

-.02

.15

1.00

Tenure

.23

-.11

.m

.36

-.10

.26

1.00

PES

.12

.08

.09

.09

-.08

-.09

.26

1.00

Age

.37

-.16

-.14

.28

-.16

.26

.74

.18

Recognition

Note: r > .28 sigy파lcant at .Ollevel for n

=7 1.

Fricnds

Gcndcr

Tenure

PES

n-71

Agc

1.∞
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RESULTS: POLAND VERSUS AMERICA

(HYPOTHESES 1 AND 3)
The first

하ld 삼lird hypo바leses'

involve differences between

Polish and American workers (hypothesis 1), and Polish and American
Managers (hypothesis 3). Both hypotheses involve
intrinsic job attributes

하ld

will be presented in two

for

p따ts

cl때ty， 단le

(a)

않trinsic

and

analysis for each hypothesis

않trinsic

and (b) intrinsic job

attributes. ’The data for Anierican workers are from Eder (1 988). The
following section presents the relevant results for the subsequent
hypo암leses，

Hla, Hlb , H3a, 없ld H3b.

Hvnothesis 1 fa

없ld

bl

The job attribute preferences of Polish workers wiU tend
to be more extrinsic 없ld less intrinsic than those of their
American counterparts.
There were two expectations regarding hypothesis 1:

(외

Polish

workers would rank the extrinsic job attributes higher than American
workers: and (b) Polish workers would rank the intrinsic job attributes
lower than Am erican workers.
The

results of a Mann-Whitney - Wilconox Rank Sum W Test for

the extrinsic job attributes (hypothesis la) are summarized in Table
XVII. The Polish workers ranked two extrinsic job attributes
(Recognition and Friends) higher than their Am erican

counterp밟ts

as

predicted and the others (Security, Benefits, and Good pay) lower than
their American
statistically

counterp와ts. All

signific없lt

at p < .05.

five differences were found to be
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The results of T-tests for significance in the difference of the
mean ranks are summ ariZed in Table XVII. All mean rank differences.
except for Good pay. were

statistic려ly

significant at p < .0 1.

TABLE XVII
HYPOTHESIS lA - EXTRINSIC JOB ATIRIBUTES FOR WORKERS:
MANN-WHITNEY AND T-TESTS RESULTS
Mean
Rank
Polish
Workers

R없lk

Tp-vTaeIsutes

U.S.
Workers

pMvaanluneWhitney

Security

5.00

3.57

.00

Goodpay

2.68

2.56

Recognition

4.95

Benefits
Friends

Extrinsic
Job
Attribute

Mean

Relative

Relative

Rank

Rank

Polish
Workers

U.S.
Workers

.00

5

2

.04

.51

1

1

6.23

.00

.00

4

8

7.48

5.02

.00

.00

10

4

7.20

8.26

.00

.00

8

10

Note: Th e lower 삽le v려ue of the rank (nominal or mean) , the more import없It the item.
A nominal or me없1 r;없1k of 1 is most import하It 하ld a nominal or mean rank of 10 월
least important.

암Ie

profiles displayed in Figure 8 show the relative ranks of

Polish and American workers' extrinsic job
workers ranked two extrinsic job

at띠butes. πIe

at다ibutes

Polish

(Recognition and Friends)

higher than their American counterparts as predicted

원ld

two others

lower (Security and Benefits). Good pay was ranked the same by both
Polish

하ld

Am erican workers.
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F얻ure 8. Profile of 않trinsic job attributes for Polish 없ld
American workers. Import없lce r없파s of 1 means more
import없lt 따ld

10 means less

import없lt.

Summarizing the results for hypothesis lao only two of the five
extrinsic attributes (Recognition and Friends) are ranked

hi맹er

by

Polish workers versus Am erican workers. Three extrinsics (Security,
Good pay,

없ld

갑1없 단leir

American counterp없ts. Thus , hypothesis la must be

r빙ected.

Th e

Benefits) were actually ranked lower by Polish workers

Demo양aphics

appear to fail to explain

뻐s

result.

results of a Mann-Whitney - Wilconox Rank Sum W Test for

the intrinsic job attributes (hypothesis lb) are summarized in Table
XVIII. The Polish workers ranked two intrinsic job attributes
(Growing

하ld

Develop) lower

th때 야leir

American counterp밟1s as

predicted

없ld

the others (Results , Interesting,

없ld

Say) higher than
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their American

counterp하is. All

five differences were found to be

statistically significant at p < .01.
The results of T-tests for significance in the difference of the
me없1 r하파s

are also summarized in Table XVIII. All mean rank

differences. except for Develop. were statistically significant at p < .0 1.
TABLE XVIII
HYPOTHESIS lB - INTRINSIC JOB ATTRIBUTES FOR WORKERS:
MANN-WHITNEY AND T-TES1‘S RESULTS
Intrinsic
Job
Attribute

Relative

Relative

R없나I

Rank

Polish
Workers

U.S.
Workers

.00

3

7

.00

.00

2

3

5.84

.00

.00

9

6

5.47

5.17

.00

.48

6

5

6.76

7.99

.00

.00

7

9

Mean
Rank
Polish
Workers

Mean
U.S.
Workers

Results

4.08

Interesting

pMvaanIuneWh itney

Tp-vTaeIsutes

6.01

.00

4.07

4.92

Growing

7.33

Develop
Say

R없1k

Note: Th e lower the value of the rank (nominal or mean), the more Import없1t the item.
A nominal or me와1r하다t of 1 is most import없1t 없1d a nominal or mean rank of 10 is
least Import하1t.
Th e profiles displayed in Figure

Polish

원ld Am erican

9 show the relative ranks of

workers' intrinsic job attributes. ’Ib.e Polish

workers ranked two job attributes (Growing and Develop) lower than
their Am erican

counterp따ts

as predicted and the others higher

(Results. Interesting. and Say).
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9. Profile of intrtnsic job attributes for Polish 없ld
American workers. Import와lce ranks of 1 means more
import없다 없ld 10 means less impoπ없lt.
Summarizing the results for hypothesis 1b, only two of 단le five
intrinsic attributes (Growing and Develop) are ranked relatively lower
by Polish workers versus American workers. Three intrinsics
(Results , Interesting, and Say) were actually r하1ked higher by Polish
workers than their American
be

r빙 ected.

counterp따is.

Demographics appear to fail to

Overall for hypothesis 1 (a

원ld

Thus , hypothesis 1b must
앙'Plain

this result.

b) , only five of the ten job

attributes are statistically significant in the predicted direction. Four
of the ten are statistically significant in the opposite direction. On
first examination, hypothesis 1 is not

suppoπed.
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Hvoothesis 3 (a 와ld bl
The job attribute preferences of Polish managers will tend
to be more extrinsic 없ld less intrinsic than those of their
American counterparts.
There were two expectations regarding hypothesis 3:
managers would
Am erican

r하1k 야le 않trinsic

job

at띠butes

(려

Polish

higher than

managers; and (b) Polish managers would rank the intrinsic

job attributes lower than American managers. ’The data for American
workers are from Eder (1988).
Th e results of a Mann-Whitney - Wilconox Rank Sum W Test for
단le 앉trinsic

XIX.

안le

job attributes (hypothesis 3a) are summarized in Table

Polish managers ranked

단tree 않trinsic job

attributes

(Security. Good pay. and Friends) higher than their American
counterp없is

as predicted and the others (Recognition and Benefits)

lower than their American
pay. Benefits

없ld

Th e differences for Good

counterp밀is.

Friends were found to be statistically significant at p

< .05 , while Security and Recognition were not significant.

The results of T-tests for significance in the difference of the
mean ranks are

외so

summarized in Table XIX. ’The differences for

Good pay, Benefits and Friends were found to be statistically
significant at p < .01.
암le

Polish

profiles displayed in Figure 10 show the relative ranks of

와ld Americ하1m없lagers ’ 않trinsic

job attributes. The Polish

managers ranked one extrinsic job attribute (Friends) higher than
단leir Americ없1

counterparts as predicted

없ld

two others lower

(Recognition and Benefits). Good pay and Security were ranked the

same by both Polish 따ld Am erican managers.
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TABLEXIX
HYPOTHESIS 3A - EXTRINSIC JOB ATIRIBUTES FOR MANAGERS:
MANN-WHITNEY AND T-TESTS RESULTS

Extrinsic
Job
Attribute

Mean
Rank
Polish

pMvaanIuneWh itney

M없lagers

Mean
Ran k
u.s.
Managers

Security

5.36

5.39

.89

Goodpay

2.89

4.10

Recognition

5.16

Benefits
Friends

Relative
R하1k

Polish

Relative
Rank
u.s.

Man명ers

Man맹ers

.95

6

6

.03

.00

1

1

4.98

.61

.69

5

4

8.01

5.73

.00

.00

10

9

7.84

8.90

.00

.01

9

10

Tp-vTaeIsutes

Note: ’The lower the value of the rank (nominal or mean) , 안le more import없lt the item.
Anominal or mean rank of 1 is most import 없It 와ld a nominal or me따1 rank of 10 월
least import따It.
Summarizing the results for hypothesis 3a, three of 야Ie five
extrinsic attributes (Security, Good pay, and Friends) are ranked
relatively higher by Polish managers versus American managers. Two
extrinsics (Recognition and Benefits) were actually ranked lower by
Polish managers than their Am erican
3a must be
암Ie

Thus , hypothesis

r영 ected.

results of a Mann-Whitney - Wilconox Rank Sum W Test for

the intrinsic job

xx.

counterp하ts.

at띠butes (hypothesis

The Polish managers ranked

(Growing, Develop ,

하ld

3b) are summarized in Table

야tree

intrinsic job attributes

Say) lower than their American

counterp없ts

%
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Fhture 10. Profile of extrinsic job attributes for Polish and
1 means more

Americ없1m없lagers. Import없Ice ranks of
import없다 하ld 10 means less import없It.

as predicted and the others (Results and
their American

counterp하1:s.

Interestin，밍

higher than

Al l differences , except for Develop ,

were found to be statistically sign화lcant at p < .0 1.
The results of T-tests for significance in the difference of the
mean ranks are also summarized in Table XX. All mean rank
differences, except for Develop, were statistically
πIe

Polish

signiflc없It

at p < .05.

profiles displayed in Figure 11 show the relative ranks of

없ld Am erican

managers for the intrinsic job attributes. ’The

Polish managers ranked two job attributes (Growing and Develop)
lower

야1없1 삼leir

American counterp맙ts as predicted 없ld the 0암lers
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TABLEXX
HYPOTHESIS 3B - INTRINSIC JOB ATI'RlBUTES FOR MANAGERS:
MANN-WHITNEY AND T-TESTS RESULTS
Intrinsic
Job
Attribute

Mean
Mean
R따lk
Rank
Polish
U.S.
Managers Managers

pMvaanluneWh itney

Tp-vTaelsutes

Relative

Relative

Rank

Rank

M하lagers

Man멸ers

Polish

U.S.

Results

3.23

5.14

.00

.00

2

5

Interesting

3.51

4.88

.00

.01

3

3

Growing

7.25

5.44

.00

.00

8

7

Develop

4.64

4.44

.60

.66

4

2

Say

7.00

5.71

.01

.01

7

8

Note: ’TIle lower the value of the rank (nominal or mean) , the more import없lt the item.
Anominal or me따lr없다t of 1 is most import 없lt 와ld a nominal or me하1 rank of 10 월
least important.
higher (Results and Say). Interesting was ranked the same by PoUsh
없ld Americ와1m없lagers.

Summarizing the results for hypothesis 3b. three of 단le five
intrinsic attributes (Growing, Develop and Say) are ranked lower by
Polish managers versus American managers. Two intrinsics (Results
and

Interes섭n밍

their American
Over，려I

were actually ranked higher by Polish managers than
counterp밑ts.

Thus. hypothesis 3b must be

for hypothesis 3 (a 하ld b). six of the ten job

in the predicted direction (four

statistic려ly signific와lt).

r，빙ected.

a:뼈butes

Four of the

ten are in the opposite direction (three statistically significant). On
first examination , hypothesis 3 is not supported.

are
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11. Proffie of intrinsic job attributes for Polish 없ld
1 means more

Americ하1m없lagers. Import따lce ranks of
import없lt 밟ld 10 me없lS less import없lt.

RESULTS: POLISH MANAGERS VERSUS WORKERS
(HYPOTHESES 4 AND 5)
Hypotheses 4

없ld

5 involve differences between Polish

managers' perception of workers' job

at해bute

preferences and

workers' stated preferences. Hypothesis 4 involves the intrinsic job
attributes and hypothesis 5 involves extrinsic job
following section presents

삼le

relevant results.

at퍼butes. 안le
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Hvnothesis 4
Polish managers' perception of workers' job attribute
preferences will tend to underestimate the import없lce of
intrinsic job attribute preferences.
It was

잉cpected 삼lat

intrinsic job attributes
rank their own job
The

Polish managers would rank the workers'

prell없'ences

lower than Polish workers would

at압ibutes.

results of a Mann-Whitney - Wllconox Rank Sum W Test for

the intrinsic job attributes are summarized in Table XXI. The Polish
managers ranked the workers'
Interesting,

없ld

삼tree

intrinsic job

at삽1butes (Results ,

Say) lower than the workers' ranked their own

preferences as predicted

없ld

the other two (Growing and Develop)

higher than the Polish workers. However, none of the differences
were found to be statistically significant at p < .05.
The results of T-tests for significance in the difference of the
mean ranks are also summarized in Table XXI. And again, none of the
differences were found to be
암le

sta섭S다C머ly

significant at p < .05.

profiles displayed in Figure 12 show the relative ranks of

the Polish workers' intrinsic job attribute preferences by managers
and workers. The Polish managers

r하파ed

only one of the workers'

attributes (Say) lower than workers ranked their own preferences as
predicted and one (Growing) higher than workers. Three of the
workers' intrinsic job attributes (Results , Interesting, and Develop)
were ranked the same by managers and workers.
Likert

importance ratings , which were not available in

Am erican s없nple，

are available for the Polish

s없nple:

thus

암le

fur암ler

analysis can be accomplished. The results of a MANOVA 없ld T-Test
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TABLEXXI
HYPOTHESIS 4 - MANAGERS' PERCEPTION OF WORKERS AND
WORKERS' INTRINSIC JOB ATI'RIBUTE PREFERENCES: MANNWHITNEY AND T ~’rES1‘S RESULTS
Intrinsic
Job
Attribute

Mean
Mean
pMva외nuneR와1k
Rank
Wh itney
Polish
Polish
Workers - Workers -

Tp-vTaelsutes

Relative

Relative

Rank

R없1k

Polish
Polish
Workers - Workers by
Wobrkyers Managers

Mrobrkyers
n=209

M밍nbu=y縣하

Results

4.075

4.15

.94

.82

3

3

Interesting

4.071

4.11

.65

.90

2

2

Growing

7.33

6.71

.05

.08

9

7

Develop

5.47

5.43

.95

.92

6

6

Say

6.76

7.22

.21

.14

7

8

Note: ’The lower the value of the rank (nomin려 or mean) , the more important the item.
A nominal or mean rank of 1 is most import와1t 하ld a nominal or mean rank of 10 월
least import없1t.
for the intrinsic job attributes using the Likert

impoπ때ce

ratings are

summarized in Table XXII. ’TIle Polish managers rated two of 갑le
workers attributes (I nteresting and Say) as less important than
workers rated their own preferences as predicted and the other three
intrinsics (Results , Growing,

하1d

Develop) more

import와1t.

None of

the differences in the mean ratings are statistically significant. These
results generally support those found using the rank data reported
above.
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Fillure 12. Profile of Polish workers' intrinsic job attributes
preferences by workers and managers. Import없lce ranks
of 1 means more import없lt 없ld 10 me없lS less import없다.
암le

results of a one-way ANOVA were substantially the same as

the above. None of the differences in the attributes were found to be
signific없다.

Overall for hypothesis 4 , two or perhaps three of the five

intrinsic attributes are in the predicted direction. The other
intrinsics are in the opposite direction. None of the attributes were
found to be statistically significant. On first examination, hypothesis 4
is not supported.
Hvoothesis 5
Polish managers will tend to accurately perceive extrinsic
job attribute preferences of Polish workers.
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TABLE XXII
HYPOTHESIS 4 - MANAGERS' PERCEPTION OF WORKERS AND
WORKERS ’ INTRINSIC JOB ATIRIBUTE PREFERENCES:
LIKERT RATING RESULTS
Intrinsic
Job
Attribute

Mean
Mean
Rank
Rank
Polish
Polish
Workers - Workers by
Wobrkyers Man
와파騙겐
n=209

Tp-vTaelsutes

F- value

p-v려ue

Results

3.41

3.53

.34

0.94

.33

Interesting

3.49

3.31

.16

2.40

.12

Growing

2.61

2.62

.94

0.00

.99

Develop

3.32

3.33

.95

0.00

.98

Say

3.08

2.90

.19

1.71

.19

1.06

.38

Multivariate

Note: ’The higher the value of the rating , the more important the Item. Amean rating of
5 Is most Important and a mean rating of 1 Is least import따1t.
πIe

results of a Mann-Whitney - Wilconox Rank Sum W Test for

the extrinsic job attributes are summarized in Table XXIII.

안Ie

Polish

managers ranked three of the workers' extrinsic job attribute
preferences (Security, Good pay, and Recognition) higher than
workers rated their own preferences and the

따Ier

two (Growing and

Develop) lower. But. only one attribute (Friends) was found to be
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statistically

signific없1t

at p < .05. Managers ranked this lower

th하1

workers did.
TABLE XXIII
HYPOTHESIS 5 - MANAGERS' PERCEPTION OF WORKERS AND
WORKERS' EXTRINSIC JOB ATIRIBUTE PREFERENCES:
MANN-WHITNEY AND T-TESTS RESULTS
Extrinsic
Job
Attribute

Me와1

Rank

Mean
R와1k

Polish
Polish
Workers - Workers by
Wobrkyers
Mann=a6g7ers
n=209

pMvaan1uneWh itney

Tp-vTae1sutes

Relative Relative
Rank
Rank
Polish
Polish
Workers- Workers Wobrkyers Manbaygers

Security

5.00

4.30

.08

.06

5

4

Goodpay

2.67

2.27

.07

.08

l

1

Recognition

4.95

4.84

.61

.71

4

5

Benefits

7.48

7.84

.22

.25

10

9

Friends

7.20

8. 03

.00

.01

8

10

Note: ’The lower the value of the rank (nominal or mean). the more import와1t the item.
Anominal or me따1f없1k of 1 is most import없1t 없1d a nominal or mean rank of 10 월
least import없1t.
The results of T-tests for significance in the difference of the
mean ranks are also summarized in Table XXIII. Only one attribute
(Friends) was found to be statistically significant at p < .05.
The proffies displayed in Figure 13 show that the relative ranks

of the PoUsh workers' extrinsic job attributes by managers and
workers are quite simUar as predicted. π1e maximum difference for
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하ly

individual attribute is one rank position. One workers' attribute

(Good pay) is identically ranked by managers and workers. Managers
ranked two of the workers' attributes (Security
position higher than workers and two others

없ld

Benefits) one

다~ecognition 때d

Friends) one position lower than workers.
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F‘il!ure 13. Profile of Polish workers' 않trinsic job attribute
preferences by workers and managers. Importance ranks
of 1 means more import없lt 없ld 10 means less import없lt.
Likert

import라lce

ratings for the extrinsics , which were not

available in the American
납lUS

further

원1려ysis

s없nple，

are available for the Polish

s없nple:

can be accomplished. The results of a MANOVA

and T-Tests for the extrinsic job attributes using the Likert
importance ratings are summarized in Table XXIV. The Polish
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managers rated

바ee

of the workers' job

Benefits, and Friends) as less

import없lt

at띠butes

(Good pay,

than workers rated their own

preferences and the others (Security and Recognition) more
import없lt.

The differences in the mean ratings for only two attributes

(B enefits and Friends) are sta선S펴C려ly significant at p

< .05. These

results generally support those found using the rank data.
안le

results of a one-way ANOVA were substantially 단le same as

above, with the exception that Benefits was found to be not significant.
TABLEXXIV
HYPOTHESIS 5 - MANAGERS' PERCEPTION OF WORKERS AND
WORKERS' EXTRINSIC JOB ATIRIBUTE PREFERENCES:
LIKERT RATING RESULTS
Extrinsic
Job
Attribute

Mean
Mean
Rank
Rank
Polish
Polish
Workers - Workers -

Tp-vTae1sutes

F- value

p-v려ue

Wobrkyers
n=209

M휠n ”“=bVt피잉6‘I@써
〔’

Security

3.44

3.49

.75

0.10

.75

Goodpay

4.19

4.16

.82

0.00

.97

Recognition

3.62

3.67

.68

0.23

.64

Benefits

2.983

2.56

.01

8.19

.01

Friends

2.979

2.40

.00

16.16

.00

5.37

.00

Multivariate

Note: ’The higher the v:려ue ofthe ra:디ng • the more import와1t the item. Amean rating of
5 is most important and a mean rating of 1 is least impoπ하1t.
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The correlation table 없ld discussion at the beginning of this

chapter indicated that age. tenure. and PES strongly affected Security
하ld

Benefits. suggesting the need to factor out these demographic

variables.
The results of a MANOVA controlling for age. PES. 와ld tenure

were generally consistent with the above results. The multivariate
results are about the same as above (F = 3.75. P = .00).

’Iψ'0

attributes

(Security: F = 7.03. P = .00; and Benefits: F = 10.80. P = .00) were
found to be significant. while Friends. which was

signi월cant

found to be not significant when controlling for age. PES

above. was

하ld

tenure.

Apparently. the difference in Friends is related to the key
demographic variables. rather than managers' mis-perception.
The overall results appear to support hypothesis 5. 'I\vo

attributes (Friends
to be

statistic와ly

와ld

Benefits, or Security 하ld Benefits) were found

different between Polish and American managers.

On first examination. hypothesis 5 appears to be supported.
RESULTS: POLISH PESSIMISTS VERSUS OPTIMISTS
(HYPOTHESIS 2)
Hvnothesis 2 fa

하ld

bl

The job attribute preferences of Polish workers who tend
to be op하mistic about their economic situation will be
more intrinsic and less 않trinsic than those of Polish
workers who tend to be pessimistic.
There were two expectations regarding hypothesis 2:
workers who tend to be

pessim엽tic

(머

Polish

would rank the extrinsic job

attributes higher than those who tend to be optimistic; and (b) Polish
workers who tend to be pessimistic would rank the intrinsic job
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attributes lower than those who tend to be optimistic. For simplicity
in this section. workers who tend to be

01피mistic

(PES ratings from

1. 33 to 2.67) will be called 01파mists 없ld those who tend to be

pessimistic (PES ratings from 3.67 to 5.00) will be called pessimists.
안le

results of a Mann-Whitney - Wilcoxon Rank Sum W Test for

단le 앉tr1nsic

XXV.

암le

job attributes (hypothesis 2a) are summarized in Table

pessimists ranked four attributes (Security. Good pay.

Recognition. and Benefits) higher than

op파n1sts

as predicted. One

attribute (Friends) is in the opposite direction. ’!be mean rank
differences for

단lree

attributes (Security. Good pay. and Benefits) are

significant at p <.05.
TABLEXXV
HYPOTHESIS 2A - E X!‘RINSle ATfRIBUTES FOR PESSIMIS1‘SAND
OP1‘IMISTS: MANN-WHITNEY AND T-TESTS RESULTS
Extrinsic
Job
Attribute

Mean
Relative
Mean
pMvaan1nue- TP3‘a‘ 뼈않 Relative
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
Polish
Polish
Pessimists Opnti=m2i1sts Wh itney
Pessimists Optimists
n= 170

Security

4.52

6.48

.01

.00

4

8

Goodpay

2.50

4.10

.00

.00

1

3

Recognition

4.74

5.19

.28

.40

5

5

Benefits

7.12

8.90

.00

.00

8

10

Friends

7.36

6.29

.06

.03

9

7

Note: The lower the value ofthe rank (nom1n려 or mean). the more import없lt the item.
Anominal or me없lr따1k of 1 is most import 와lt 없ld a nominal or mean rank of 10 is
least import따It.
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The results of T-tests for significance in the difference of the
mean ranks are also summarized in Table XXV. All of the attributes ,
except one (Recognition) , were found to be

statistic려ly

significant at p

< .05.
π1e

profiles displayed in Figure 14 show that

야1e

relative ranks

for pessimists for three extrinsics (Security, Good pay, and Benefits)
are higher than the optimists' ranks as predicted. For one extrinsic
job attribute (Recognition) the relative ranks are the same for both
pessimists
당1e

없1d

optimists. For the remaining job attribute (Friends)

Polish pessimists’ relative

r와나t

is lower than the optimists.

• Pessimists 團 Optimists
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F‘iαure 14. Profile of 않trinsic job attributes for pessimists
하1d optimists. Importance ranks of 1 means more
import없다 없1d 10 me없1S less import따lt.
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Th e results of a MANOVA 하ld T-Tests for the extrinsic job

attributes using the Likert
Table XXVI.
없ld

안le

Import없lce

ratings are summarized In

pessimists rated three attributes (Security. Good pay.

Benefits) as more important

th없lOp다mists

others (Recognition and Friends) less

imp따하lt

differences In the mean ratings for the
Good pay. and Benefits) between

as predicted

야rree

than

없d 단le

op선mists. 암le

attributes (Security.

pes없lists 없ld op섭mists 밟e

statistically significant at p < .05.

안lese

results generally support

those found using the rank data.
TABLEXXVI
HYPOTHESIS 2A - E X1‘RINSle ATTRIBUTES FOR PESSIMISTS AND
OPTIMISTS: LIKER1‘ RATING RESULTS
Extrinsic
Job
Attribute

Mean

F-v，려ue

p-va1ue

.03

4.87

.03

3.72

.01

7.14

.01

3.65

3.78

.60

0.91

.34

Benefits

3.13

2.47

.02

6.02

.02

Friends

2.96

3.11

.59

0.62

.43

2.69

.02

Mean

Rank

Rank

Security

3.62

3.00

Goodpay

4.26

Recognition

Multivariate

Tp-vTaelsutes

Pessimists Optimists
= 170
n=21

Note: The higher the value of the rating. the more import와1t the item. Amean rating of
5 is most import 없1t 없1d a mean rating of 1 is least import와11.
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Th e results of T-tests for the difference of the mean ranks are
려so

summarized in Table XXVI. Three of the attributes (Security,

Good pay, and Benefits) were found to be
.05. The overall results

statis디C려ly

suppoπ hypothesis

significant at p <

2a. Four of 단le five

attributes (Security, Good pay, Recognition, and Benefits) were found
to be different from the predicted direction.
Th e results of a Mann-Whitney - Wilcoxon Rank Sum W Test for

the intrinsic job

at띠butes

(hypothesis 2b) are summarized in Table
야1하10 1피mists

XXVII. The pessimists ranked all five attributes lower

as predicted. The mean rank differences for two attributes (Develop
없ld

Say) were significant at p <.05.
TABLE XXVII

HYPOTHESIS 2B - INTRINSIC ATTRIBUTES FOR PESSIMIS1‘SAND
OPI‘'IMISTS: MANN-WHITNEY AND T-TESTS RESULTS
Intrinsic
Job
Attribute

Relative Re lative
Rank
Rank
Polish
Polish
Pessimists Optimists

Mean
Mean
pMvaanInue- Tp-vT려
esutes
Rank
Rank
Pessimists Optimists Wh itney

Results

4.23

3.43

.23

.16

2

2

Interesting

4.28

3.71

.31

.33

3

1

Growing

7.38

6.81

.40

.36

10

9

Develop

5.86

4.57

.02

.02

6

4

Say

6.96

5.62

.05

.02

7

6

’
’
’
’
’
Note ...... ’
Anominal or me따lr따1k of 1 is most import 없다 하ld a nominal or mean rank of 10 is
least important.
LL
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•

••
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•

一

•

•

」
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The results of T-tests for significance in the difference of the
mean ranks are

려so

summarized in Table· XXVII. Only one of 암Ie

attributes (Develop) was found to be statistically significant at p < .05.
암Ie

proffies displayed in Figure 15 show that the relative

r，밟lks

for pessimists for four intrinsics (I nteresting, Growing, Develop , and
Say) are lower than optimists as predicted. One intrinsic job attribute
(Results) was ranked the same for pessimists

뻐d op地lists.

• Pessimists 團 Optimists
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Figure 15. Profile of intrinsic job at삼ibutes for pessimists
and optimists. Importance r;없lks of 1 means more
import없lt 없ld 10 means less import없다.
암Ie

results of a MANOVA and T-Tests for

attributes using the Likert

import하lce

삼Ie

intrinsic job

ratings are summarized in
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Table XXVIII. The pessimists rated all five attributes as less

import따It

야1하1 01펴mists

as predicted. None of differences in the mean ratings

sta다S디C려Iy

significant at p < .05. These results generally support

are

those found using the rank data.
TABLE XXVIII
HYPOTHESIS 2B - INTRINSIC ATI'RIBUTES FOR PESSIMISTS AND
O P1‘'IMISTS: LIKERI‘ RATING RESULTS
Intrinsic
Job
Attribute

Mean

Mean

T
p-vTae1sutes

F- value

p-value

3.61

.29

1.16

.28

3.47

3.63

.50

0.87

.35

Growing

2.58

3.11

.05

3.64

.06

Develop

3.25

3.42

.48

1.47

.23

Say

3.18

3.32

.23

0.55

.46

1.00

.42

Rank

Rank

Results

3.36

Interesting

Pessimists Optimists

Multivariate

Note: ’rile higher the value of the rating. the more import하It 삼Ie it앙n.
5 Is most import와It 없Id a mean raUng of 1 Is least import없It.

Ame없Irat1ng

The results of T-tests for significance in the difference of the
mean ranks are

려so

summarized in Table XXVIII. None of 단Ie

attributes were found to be statistically significant at p < .05.
The overall results support hypothesis 2b. Al l of 단Ie five

intrinsic job attributes were found to be different in the predicted

of
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direction. On first

않amination，

hypothesis 2b appears to be

supported.
In summary for hypothesis 2 , nine of the ten
different for pessimists

없ld

at압ibutes

were

optimists in the predicted direction.

Hypothesis 2 is supported. This strongly suggests that there is a
situational effect (in this case, PES) on job attribute preferences.
RESULTS: POLISH FIRM DIFFERENCES
(HYPOTHESIS 6)
Hvoothesis 6 fa

하ld

bl

a There will be little or no significant differences in
workers' job attribute preferences among the five Polish
high technology enterprises.
b. There will be significant differences in workers' job

attribute preferences among the five Polish high
enterprises.

technolo양

Hypothesis 6 was presented as two competing hypotheses -- one
predicting no differences in workers' job attribute preferences across
the five firms
삼Ie an려.ysis

따ld

the other predicting significant differences. Thus ,

involves finding evidence that there are significant

differences among the five Polish high technology firms.
암le
간Ie

Likert

results of a MANOVA for the extrinsic job attributes using
import없lce

multiv없iate

ratings are summarized in Table XXIX. The

F = 2.00 (p = .0 1) indicates an overall statistical

significant difference among the firms for the extrinsics. Differences
in the means for

갑πee

attributes (Security, Good pay, and Benefits)

were found to be significant at p < .0 1.
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TABLEXXIX
HYPOTHESIS 6 - EXTRINSIC ATIRIBUTES FOR FIRMS: LIKERI‘
RATING RESULTS

Extrinsic
Job
Attribute

Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean F-va1ue
FRian디nnVg FRiartmingT FRiantningP 빼빼 FRiaImnncg
n=25 n=37 n=50 n=66 n=51

p-va1ue

Security

2.71

3.34

3.92

3.49

3.34

5.33

.00

Goodpay

3.71

4.21

4.48

4.19

4.10

4.30

.00

Recognition

3.67

3.55

3.74

3.64

3.48

0.59

.71

Benefits

2.33

3.21

3.46

2.97

2.72

5.34

.00

Friends

2.88

3.13

3.02

3.00

2.88

0.36

.84

2.00

.01

Multivariate

Note: 깐1e higher the value of the rating. the more import따1t the item. A me하1 rating of
5 is most important and a mean rating of 1 is least important.
πle

profiles displayed in Figure 16 show that

야le

relative ranks

of the firms are appro:원matelyequ려 for the five 않trinsic attributes as
predicted. Specific larger differences include firms V and C -Security; and firm P -- Friends.

Th e results of a MANOVA for the intrinsic job attributes using
the Likert import하lce ratings are summarized in Table XXX. The
multiv，없1ate

F = 2.76 (p < .00)

없ld

univariate results indicate a

statistical significant difference among the firms. Differences in the
means for two attributes (Growing and Develop) are significant (p <

.01).
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Th e profiles displayed in Figure 17 present 단le relative ranks of
암le

intrinsics for the five firms. Specific larger differences include

firm I -- Results: firm T -- Interesting; firm P -- Growing: firms V 없ld
C -- Develop;

하ld

firms V and P -- Say.
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FiEture 16. Frome of 앉trinsic job attributes for five Polish
hi방1 technology firms. Importance ranks of 1 means more
import없1t 없1d 10 means less import없다.
Overall , five of the ten attributes (Security, Good pay, Benefits ,

Growing,

하1d

Develop) were found to be statistically different. On first

examination, hypothesis 6a appears to be not supported.
A one-way ANOVA was run with the same results. ’The following
differences in means of the attribute ratings for the five firms were
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TABLEXXX
HYP01‘RESIS 6- INTRINSIC ATTRIBUTES FOR FIRMS: LlKER1‘
RATING RESULTS
Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean
RiartminVg 빼빼 gT FRiantningP RFiantningI 椰빼
F
n=25 n=37 n=50 n=66 n=51

Intrinsic
Job
Attribute

F-value

p-v려ue

Results

3.48

3.51

3.36

3.26

3.49

0.68

.61

Interesting

3.64

3.49

3.28

3.59

3.57

0.94

.44

Growing

2.84

2.73

3.08

2.36

2.26

5.12

.00

Develop

4.08

2.97

3.38

3.25

3.35

5.63

.00

Say

3.16

3.24

3.00

2.97

3.14

0.61

.66

2.76

.00

Multivariate

Note: ’The higher the value of the rating , the more important the item. Amean rating of
5 is most important and a mean rating of 1 is least import없It.
found to be

sign펴cant

across the five flI'IIls: Security (F = 5.43, P =

.00) , Good pay (F = 3.93 , P = .00) , Benefits (F = 5.34, P = .00) ,

Growing (F = 5.23, P = .00) , and Develop (F = 6.24 , P = .01). For
Security, the differences were among firms T , P, I
없ld

없ld

Benefits, the differences were among finns T , P,

C: for Good pay

와ld

C: for

Growing, the differences were among finns T , V, and P; and for
Develop ,

삼Ie

differences were among finns V , P,

하Id

C.

In summary for hypothesis 6 , five of the ten attributes had
statistically significant differences as predicted in hypothesis 6b.

Thus , hypothesis 6b is supported.
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Fi 다ure 17. Profile of intrinsic job attributes for five Polish
high technology firms. Import없lce ranks of 1 means more
import없lt 하ld 10 me하lS less import없lt.

RESULTS: A SUMMARY (ALL HYPOTHESES)

vmous summaries of the results are presented in 한lis section.
First , 감le overall results relative to acceptance or r，영 ection of each

hypothesis is presented.

πlen 야le

results are summarized by job

attribute clusters (extrinsics and intrinsics) for major groups of
hypo야leses. π피s
bym매 or

is followed by a cross summary of each job attribute

groups of hypotheses.
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Overall

results: The following summartzes

단le

results for each of

the six hypotheses.
• Hypothesis 1

Not supported

• Hypothesis 2

Supported

•

Hypo단lesis

3

Not supported

•

Hypo야lesis

4

Not supported

•

Hypo단lesis

5

Supported

• Hypothesis 6b

Supported

GrouDs of hvnotheses ’ results bv attribute clusters: ’fables XXXI
and XXXII present the results for the intrinsic and extrinsic job
at갑ibute

clusters, respectively. In each of these tables , the hypotheses

are organized in groups as they were analyzed above.
For the intrinsic cluster, ’fable XXXI , 야le results for Polish and
American workers , Polish and American

and managers appear to

r빙 ect

man맹ers， 없ld

Polish

ωorkers

the proposed hypotheses. The results

for Pessimistic and optimistic Polish workers and Workers from
different Polish 파rms appear to support 삼le proposed hypo암leses.

For the extrinsic cluster, Table XXXII ,
American workers ,
r빙 ect 암le
man맹ers，

from

없ld

야le

results for Polish and

Polish and American managers appear to

proposed hypotheses. The results for Polish workers and
Pessimistic and

difJ늄rent

optim일tic

Polish workers , 와ld Workers

Polish .firms appear to support

야Ie

proposed

hypotheses.
Grouns of hvnotheses results bv individual iob attribute: Althou방1
the hypotheses were stated in clusters of job attributes , it was implied
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TABLEXXXI

SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS FOR THE INTRINSIC JOB
ATTRIBUTE CLUS1‘ERS FOR ALL HYPOTHESES
Predicted

HGyrpooutphsesoefs
Polish and
workers

Am erican

direction

Research Direction

MAOInIeerlkcannpowrto와rk1tefrosr dire2ctiinonp,re3doicptpedosite

Polish 없ld
managers AMmoerdeCm없IP1OmI-t따따11atgfeorrs dire3ctiinonp.re2doicptpedosite

Am erican

Polish workers
managers

단lat

없ld

Mowroerkme1mpo·rstt따
at1etdfor dire3ctiinonp.R2doicptpedo혀te
preferences

Pessimistic 없ld
optmwuosrtikcerPsolish

Moreokpntipmoirsttasnt for

Workers from
different Polish
firms

Ab out the same for

all firms

5 Kdiirpercetdiiocnted

di&NroenscigenKifii3caintetms
와1d s1tgthwtom omer

predictions were made for each individual job attribute. Thus , it

is instructive to review the results for each attribute.
Tables XXXIII and XXXXII present the results for each of the ten
job at따butes， respectively. In each of these tables , the hypotheses are
organized in groups as they were analyzed above. ’The "Research
Direction" presented represents
not be statistically correct for
presented here

원ld

려1

암le predomin없lt

cases.

암lese

direction

와ld

results tables are

discussed in the next section.

may
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Table XXXIII presents the results for the Results job attribute.
Except for Polish and American managers the results are as predicted.

TABLEXXXII
SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS FOR THE EXTRINSIC JOB
ATIRIBUTE CLUSI‘'ERS FOR ALL HYP01‘HESES
Predicted

HGyIpmotiphsesoefs

Polish

Am erican

없ld

workers

Polish and
managers

Am erican

Polish workers
managers

direction

Research Direction

Moresuhnpworotr없
ke1tI for 바re2cuinonp.re3doicptpedosite
Polish workers
MRorUeskhnmpoarnt하
ag1terfsor dire3ctiinonp.re2doicptpedo앙te
Ab out the

same for
workers and
managers

As prei며
tecmtesd for 4

Pessimistic 없ld
optknwiosrtkicerPsolish

MorepeUsnspUonrits와ts1t for

As prei며tecmtesd fbr 4

Workers from
different Polish
firms

Ab out the same for

하ld

Table XXXIV presents

all finns

암le

diffNeroenscigeninifi3can
ittems
and s1oigthilterm one

results for the Interesting job

attribute. Except for Polish and American workers 없ld Polish and
American managers, the results are as predicted.

Table XXXV presents the results for the Growing job attribute.
Except for Polish workers and mar따yers. the results are as predicted.
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Table XXXVI presents

야le

results for the Develop job attribute.

Except for Pessimistic and optimistic Polish workers.

단le res벼ts

are

opposite those predicted.
Table XXXVII presents the results for the Say job attribute. In 려1
cases. the results are as predicted.
Table XXXVIII presents the results for

단le

Security job attribute.

Except for Polish and American workers and Workers from
Polish 껴rms.

단le

results are as predicted.

Table XX뀔X presents

암le

results for the Good pay job attribute.

Except for Polish and American workers and Workers from
Polish .firms.

야le

d{￦rent

따￦rent

results are as predicted.

Table XXXX presents the results for
attribute. ’The results in

려I

깐le

Recognition job

cas'es. except Workers from

di행rent

Polish .firms. are as predicted.

Table XXXXI presents

삼le

results for the Benefits job attribute.

In three groups. Polish and American workers. Polish workers and
managers. and Workers from d{祚rent Polish fums. 단le results are

opposite

삼lose

predicted.

Table XXXXII presents the results for the Friends job attribute.
Results for three groups of hypotheses. Polish and American workers.
Polish and American managers.

하ld

Pessimistic and

optin파stic

Polish

workers were as predicted and the two other groups of hypotheses.
Polish workers and man앵ers and Workersfrom d뼈늄rent Polish .firms.

were in the opposite direction.
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TABLE XXXIII
SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS FOR THE RESULTS
JOB ATIRlBUTE FOR ALL HYPO!‘HESES
Predicted

HGympoutphsesoefs
Polish
American

없ld

workers

direction

MAOmRerikcannpowrto따rkItefrosr

Polish 하ld
A
MmoerericUannport없lt for
managers
managers

Research Direction

As

predicted

Opposite

Am erican

Polish workers

없ld

m~agers

Pessimistic ~d
optknwiosrtikCerPsonsh

Workers from
different Polish
firms

Mowroerk
kenIpSo.rstt따
at1etdfor
preferences

As

predicted

MoreoUpntipmoirst와
ts1t for

As

predicted

Ab out the

As

predicted

same for

all firms
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TABLEXXXIV
SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS FOR THE INTERESTING
JOB ATfRIBUTE F‘。RALL HYPO'’rHESES
Predicted

HGympoutphsesoefs

direction

Research Direction

MAonreeI1mcaInpowrto없rkltefrosr

Opposite

Polish and
an1atgfeorrs
managers AMmoerencm없lp1omn와

Opposite

Polish
Am erican

없ld

workers

Am erican

Polish workers
managers

없ld

Pessimistic and
optknwiosrtikcerPsoIish

Workers from
different Polish
firms

MowroerkmeIrpso, rstt없
atIetdfor
preferences

As

predicted

MoreomptIipmoirst 없
tslt for

As

predicted

Ab out the

As

predicted

same for

all firms
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TABLEXXXV
SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS FOR THE GROWING
JOBATTRIBU’TE FOR ALL HYP01‘HESES
Predicted direction

HGympoutphsesoefs

Research Direction

MAOmRerikcannport없It for
can workers

As

predicted

Polish and
Mmoreericman1pomrta하
n1atgfeorrs
managers A

As

predicted

Polish
Am erican

따ld

workers

Am erican

Polish workers
managers

Mowroerk
knerpso’ rstt없
at1etdfor
preferences

Opposite

Pessimistic 없ld
optimistic Polish
workers

Moreokpntipmoirst없
tsIt for

As predicted

Workers from
different Polish
firms

Ab out the same for

As

없ld

all firms

predicted
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TABLEXXXVI

SUM:MARY OF THE RESULTS FOR THE DEVELOP
JOB ATfRI BUTE FOR ALL HYPOTHESES
Predicted

HGyIpmotiphsesoefs
Polish

direction

Research Direction

MAomreerimcaInpowrto와r1ktefrosr

Opposite

Polish 따ld
np1omrt하하11atgfeoIrS
managers AMmoerenck없

Opposite

Am erican

하ld

workers

Am erican

Polish workers
managers

하ld

Pessimistic and
opt1In1stic Polish
workers
Workers from
different Polish
firms

Mowroerk
kenIpSo’ rstt와
at1etdfor
preferences
Moreomptipmoidstasnt for

Ab out the

same for

all firms

Opposite

As

predicted

Opposite
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TABLE XXXVII
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR THE §혹X
JOBATTRIBU’rE FOR ALL HYP01‘'HESES

HGympoutphsesoefs
Polish
Am erican

없ld

workers

Predicted

direction

MAomreeritcannpowrto따rkltefrosr

Polish 따ld
n1atgfebrrs
managers AMmoerericman1pomrta하

Research Direction

As

predicted

As predicted

Am erican

Polish workers and
managers

Mowroerk
kenmpo’ rsttaantetdfor
preferences

As

predicted

Pessimistic 없ld
optmwliosrtikcerPsolish

Moreoipmtipmoirstatsnt for

As

predicted

Ab out the

As predicted

Workers from
different Polish
firms

same for
all firms
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TABLE XXXVIII
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR THE SECURITY
JOB ATIRIBUTE FOR ALL HYPOTHESES

HGympouthpsesoefs

Polish and
American workers

Polish

와ld

Am erican managers

Polish workers
managers

따ld

Pessimistic 없ld
optknwiosrtkicerPsonsh

Workers from
different Polish
firms

Predicted direction

Research Direction

MoProeIismh1pworotr따
ke1trsfor

Opposite

MPoornesuhnmpoarntaangterfsor

As predicted

Ab out the

same for
workers 없ld
managers

As predicted

Morepemslspkonrits하
tsIt for

As predicted

Ab out

the same for
all firms

Opposite
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TABLEXXXIX

SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR THE GOODPAY
JOB ATIRIBUTE FOR ALL HYPOTHESES
HGympouthpses。efs

Predict앙d

direction

Research Direction

Polish and
workers

MoProe1isUhnpworotr없
ke1trsfor

Polish 없ld
managers

MPoor1eiskhnmpoarnt없
ag1terfsbr

As

predicted

Ab out the same for

As

predicted

As

predicted

American

Am erican

Polish workers
managers

없ld

Opposite

workers and
managers

Pessimistic 없ld
optknwiosrtkicerPsoIish

MorepeksnspkonItisatnst for

Workers from
different Polish
firms

Ab out the same for

all firms

Opposite
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TABLEXXXX

SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR ’mE RECOGNITION
JOB ATTRIBUTE FOR ALL HYPOTHESES
Predicted

HGympoutphsesoefs

direction

Research Direction

Polish and
workers

MoProelismh1pworotr없
ke1trsfor

As

Polish 없ld
managers

MPoornesthnmpoarnt없
ag1terfsor

As pre며cted

Ab out the

same for
workers 킹ld
managers

As

predicted

Morepeusnspmoruts따
ts1t for

As

predicted

Am erican

Am erican

Polish workers
managers

하ld

Pessimistic 없ld
optUnwiosrtikcl Po1ish
ers
Workers from
different Polish
firms

Ab out the

same for
all firms

predicted

Opposite
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TABLEXXXXI
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR THE BENEFITS
JOB ATTRIBUTE FORALL HYPOTI표SES
Predicted

HGympoutphsesoefs
Polish
Am erican

없ld

workers

Polish 와ld
managers

Am erican

Polish workers
managers

하ld

Pessimistic and
optUnwiosrtkicerPsonsh

Workers from
different Polish
firms

direction

MoProenskhnpworotr없
ke1trsfor
MPoorneskhnmpoarnt따
agIetrfsor
Ab out the

same for
workers 없ld
managers

MorepeksnspiIonrits없ts1t for

Ab out the

same for
all finns

Research Direction

Opposite

As

predicted

Opposite

As

predicted

Opposite
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TABLE XXXXII
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR FRIENDS
JOB ATTRIBUTE FOR ALL HYP01‘'liESES
Predicted

HGympoumpsesoefs

Polish
Am erican

따ld

workers

Polish 없ld
managers

Am erican

Polish workers
managers

따ld

Pessimistic and
optknwiosrtikcerPsonsh

Workers from
different Polish
firms

direction

Research Direction

MoProenskhnpworotr없
ke1trsfor

As

predicted

MPoorneskhnmpoarnt윈
ag1terfsor

As

predicted

Ab out

the same for
workers and
managers

MorepeksnspiIOnItis와
ts1t for

Ab out

the same for

all firms

Opposite

As

predicted

Opposite

CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION
This chapter summarize the findings 없ld discusses 갑Ie

implications on managerial practices in Poland ,

와Id

future research on

job attribute preferences. Limitations are first discussed , followed by
key findings ,

implica다ons

management practices ,

for job attribute preference research

없Id

없Id

conclusions.
LIMITATIONS

It should be recognized that this research is not an

~익periment

but a survey of five hJgh technolo 양 finns in Poland dUring a turbulent
period of national transition to a free-market economy. The
not

representa다.ve

of every manager

없Id

s없nple

is

worker in Poland , but does

represent the situation in high technology firms at one point in time
that can be compared with data collected in America. The results
should offer some help to Polish managers
forming motivational policies

없Id

없Id Am erican

programs ,

와ld

investors in

to Western educators

and researchers on the applicability of Western theories in Poland.
Th e research approach of using job attribute preferences does

not directly predict required motivational characteristics of
individuals or groups of workers

하ld

managers. It does , however,
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present useful data regarding workers' preferences that

c하1

help in

forming more appropriate motivational policies.
KEY FINDINGS

The results presented in the last section were often in contrast
to the definitive results of Am erican based studies and were contraxy
to some of the proposed hypotheses. Clearly. the Polish situation of
today is different, and perhaps

삼le

differences are even more

dr없natic

than anyone has imagined or theorized. This is consistent with
Hofstede’s (1 980) research that concluded work values were cultural
variables , programming the human mind through such things as
family, organizations, etc.
"ODtimists" versus "Dessimists:.. This research found that
optimists (those workers who tended to be optimistic about their
person머

economic situation) rated all

attributes higher

없ld

월.ve

of the intrinsic job

four of the five extrinsic job

at다ibutes

lower than

pessimists (those workers who tend to be pessimists about their
person려

economic situation) , as was expected. Friends was rated in

the opposite direction for reasons discussed later.
pessimists and

op다mists

were consistent with a

깐le

results for

Maslow-양pe

needs

hierarchy and logically understandable. Maslow (1 970: 36-37) stated:
Undoubtedly these physiological needs are the most
prepotent of all needs. What this means specifically Is that
in the human being who is missing everything in life in an
않treme fashion , it is most likely that 단le m명 or motivation
would be the phySi띠0핑cal needs , rather than any others.
A person who is lacking food , safety, love. and esteem
would most probably hunger for food more strongly th하I
for anπh1ng else.
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Th e

results from

야lis

research clearly support Maslow’s

prepotency theory and strongly suggests that there was a situational
effect (In this case , PES) on job attribute preferences.
Differences amon l! firms: The multivartates for

암le 않trlnslc 없ld

intrinsic clusters were found to be significant across the five ftrms.
Wh en Firm V was removed from the analysis , 단le Intrlnslcs

multivariate was still significant
--

Gro뻐n링

야le 않trlnsics

and

(b ut

with only one significant attribute

multivariate was not significant. FIrm V

Is the only tI끄ly private firm, while the other four firms have operated
In

the past under central planning where many of 하le

policies

없ld

behaviors still exist. Thus , the results of 한다s research

tend to support

삼le

theory discussed by Linstone (1 988) regarding the

strong organizational
Th e

pre-tI맙lsition

와feet

on the Individuals within the firm.

similarities across such a wide array of size and ownership,

was noteworthy. Key to this tendency towards homogeneity was the
lingering reality of the past regime. It may take generations before
strong enterprise leadership and weakened central control produces
enterprises with the heterogeneous nature that exists in the U.S.
Polish versus Am erican manal!ers
comparing Americans

하ld

와ld

Poles were mixed

hypotheses. Three Intrinsic job attributes
Say) were more

impoπant

their Am erican

counterp맙ts

workers: The results
하ld

(Res버ts，

Interesting, and

even though their standards of living
0단.en

filled with activities aimed

at satisfying physiological and safety needs. This
intrinsic- 양pe

깐le

to Polish workers and managers versus

were very low and their day to day life
need for

contrary to

su짧:ests

a pent up

motivational policies for Polish workers.
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Thus. it

is possible that. in 단lis situation. pay levels are so tightly

coupled to incentives that the Results attribute behaves more like
않trinsic

rather than an intrinsic attribute. With

뻐s

possibility.

above results would be as predicted (the Results attribute

없1

갑le

hi밟ler

ranked by Poles). It is also possible that the contrary results for the
Say attribute could be

by a reaction to the suppression

expl없ned

which existed for 50 years in Poland. Workers
feel a strong need to

p하ti따pate

없ld

managers may now

in the business and their work.

’The Interesting attribute appeared to be very

import없다

to Poles.

Most workers have had the same job in the same company for many
years.

m와따19

Polish

an interesting job an un-met and a high priority.

m없lalters’

nercention of workers' nreferences

workers' stated nreferences: At the center of this study.

없ld

단le

potential

"mismatch" of managers' perception of workers ‘ job attribute
preferences. the results appeared to confirm that Polish managers are
more in touch with their workers' than American managers. This was
predicted for the extrinsic job attributes. but not for the intrinsics.
For the extrinsic attributes. only the Friends attribute was
statistically different between managers' perception and workers'
preferences. Th e situation with Friends in Polish firms is different
than in Am erica. This is discussed in detaillater in this section.
None of the intrinsic attributes had statistically significant
differences. In other words. Polish managers accurately predicted
worker job attribute preferences.
Americ하1

πlis

is in stark contrast to the

results where managers systematically underestimated the

import없lce

of the intrinsic job attributes to workers

없ld
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overestimated extrinsics. It suggests that considerable caution be
used when applying Western theories and research results to Poland
and potentially other Eastern

Europe때

countries.

Individual iob attributes: The job attributes were clustered into
two groups (intrinsic and extrinsic) as has been done in

암Ie

research. However. the results of 삼lis research

that the

s맹gests

American

attributes do not operate as a group but appear to be independent.
The

items used in this research are regarded as among the most

important job attributes. This research challenges these concepts.
Th e

pattern in Poland was different. Job attribute preferences such as

Benefits and Friends appeared to be less a function of the job 없d
more a function of 야Ie Polish society

("야Ie

not a Simple function of intrinsics and

supra-system). They were

앉trinsics

as

반ley

appeared to

be in America. It is possible that countries and cultures have their
own sets of "top lOs."
In an attempt to develop a Single dimension for the extrinsic job
attributes. the creation of scale using the five items was examined. A
reliability alpha of .5236 was calculated. The

ma원mum

reliability

alpha. with one item removed (Recognition) was .540. A similar scale
for intrinsics was

않amined.

Here. the

removed (Develop) was -.058. These

ma웰mum 려pha. w빠lone

reliabili낀 려phas

item

were judged to

be too weak for a single dimension scale for extrinsics or intrinsics.
To further illustrate

암lis

point.

단Ie

following elaborates

없ld

discusses

the results for individual job attribute preferences. Data from the
focus interviews of Polish managers on motivational practices
systems were integrated throughout this section.

와ld
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Intrinsic tob attributes which annear to be the same in Poland:
암Ie

results for the attributes Growing (Being in a growing industry)

and Say (having a say in the job) appeared to be ranked as predicted
없ld

consistent with Am erican results.
Intrinsic tob attributes which annear to be different inPoland:

Three attributes , Results (seeing the results of my work) , Interesting
(having interesting work) , and Develop (developing

s뼈s

and abilities)

appeared to be very different in Poland.
Contrary to predictions , 단Ie Results job attribute was
significantly more

import밍It

for Polish workers

없ld

managers than for

their American counterparts. Focus interviews with Polish
pro찌ded

workers

a possible
와ld

explana다on.

m없lagers

Al most w빠lout excep섭on， 려l

managers had their pay tied to meeting specific

objectives. It is possible that

깐lis

job attribute, which was considered

as intrinsic in Am erica, has been interpreted as

않trinsic

in Poland

because of its very tight coupling with pay.
Al so contrary to predictions , the Interesting job attribute was

significantly more

import하It

for Polish workers

없ld

managers than for

their American counterparts. Focus interviews with Polish managers
provided a possible

않pI없lation. Al most

without exception, all

workers and managers had very long tenure in their job. ’I'ransfers
were almost unheard of and management track was
P밟ty

stron~겔y

tied to

affiliation in the past.
Th e Develop job attribute had the most mixed results. Except

for the pessimist/optimist comparison , Develop was contrary to the
predicted direction in all other

compa펴sons.

In most cases, the
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differences were not significant. Interviews with management
indicated that virtually no formal or informal job education

밍dsts

for

workers or managers. Further inSight was possible when the realities
of 야le past
qu려ity

soci빼st

policies were included. After World War II, the

of products decreased considerably not solely because of the

"system," but largely because most of the production was taken to
Russia and the Poles didn’t like the Russians. In addition, everyone
was expected to be "average" and anyone who tried to improve him or
her self was beaten down by the system and their

fl리low

workers.

Thus , there were significant disincentives to develop one's skllls

없ld

abilities. Although there have been changes in recent years , 단lis
attitude is still heard often on the streets

없ld

in the enterprises.

Extrinsic 10b attributes which annear to be the_samein_Poland:
Recognition

(get디ng

recognition for good work) was ranked about as

predicted in all cases.
Extrinsic fob attributes which annear to be different In Poland:
Four of the extrinsic job attributes , Security (having a secure job) ,
Good pay (having good pay) , Benefits

(ha:찌ng

good pensions and other

benefits) , and Friends (h aving friends at work) appeared to be
different in Poland than was predicted.
안le

Security job attribute ranked about as predicted except

where Polish

없ld Am erican

workers were compared. Contrary to

prediction , Polish workers ranked Security lower than American
workers. A possible
were

gu윈anteed

않pI와lation

can be found in the past, when Poles

a job and there was no unemployment.

πlis

made

job security a non-issue for most Polish workers and managers. It is
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also possible that the workers that were still at these Polish
comp없lies

felt that they were secure because there had been lay-offs

they were still with the firm.

하ld

Another
American

possible

밍익planation

could be that the

s와nple

of

workers was less experienced (the mean tenure for the

Am erican 없ld

Polish workers was 4.5 and 14.3 years , respectively) and

younger (data were unavailable for Americans , but it is possible that
they were younger) than the

Polish results suggest that younger
more optimistic

없ld

of their Polish

s없nple

없ld

less

counterp하ts.

한익perienced

The

workers were

rated the extrinsic job attributes lower than the

older, less experienced workers. Thus, if it was possible to control for
age

없ld

tenure for both sets of data. the results comparing the

younger, less experienced ,

없ld

more optimistic workers from America

and Poland might possibly have been the same as predicted.
’The Good pay job attribute ranked about as predicted except

where Polish

따ld American

workers were compared. American

workers ranked Good pay higher than Polish workers , but both ranked
Good pay as the most important job attribute. The difference was
sm려l 하ld

암le
wi암1

not statistically signific없lt.
results for the Benefits job attribute were mixed. Interviews

Polish managers uncovered Significant differences between

Benefits in Poland

없ld Am erica. All

the state to offer 단le

s하ne

firms in Poland were required by

benefits package to

려1

workers and

managers. Thus , it is possible that Poles consistently ranked Benefits
lower than predicted because it was a non-issue in the current Polish
economic situation.
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암le

results for the Friends job attribute were generally

consistent with prediction. Poles ranked Friends higher than their
American

counterp밀1s.

However, interviews with Polish

m원lagers

uncovered significant differences between Friends in Poland
America. Allof 야le firms in

Pol와ld

stated that workers

seldom had friends at work. Very few

와ld

하ld

managers

occurred

IIsoci 려II act!찌ties

없ld

managers thought that these activities were not p하1 ofthe work
experience. Another factor from the past regime that was interesting
to note was the law regarding illegal meetings. In the 1970s, It was
illegal to have meeting with 4 or more people in attendance. Thus ,
perhaps the severe penalties for disobedience to this law

s디11

lingers

in the factories while the ·’natural desire for friendships was
ll

translated into higher ranking for Poles in this research.
Summ밟γ:

Reviewing the findings as a whole presents

interesting IIbig picture

ll
--

없1

all workers and managers in Poland

Am erica appear to have the same basic motivational

m와te-up

하ld

with

some subtle differences.
Al l

four groups (Polish and American managers and workers)

rank the top

없ld

bottom clusters of job attributes about the same. The

differences are in the middle cluster of attributes

없ld.

interestingly.

particular to American workers. That is , the pattern of r없lked
attributes for Polish

m없lagers， Americ없1m따lagers， 없ld

workers are virtually

야le s하ne

Polish

while the American workers' pattern is

distinctly different in the middle cluster.
Al l

workers and managers rank good pay and

뻐

interesting job

in the highest cluster of job attributes. Th ey also rank having friends ,
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having a say about their job.

없Id

having a

in a growing industry

posi'다on

in the lowest cluster of attributes. For the middle cluster. American
workers rank getting recognition

없Id

seeing the results of 암Ieir work

much lower. and job security 없Id benefits much higher than Polish
managers. Polish workers. and American managers. As discussed
above. these differences could be

expl없ned

by environmental

conditions.
It appears that the fundamental nature of workers

없Id

managers

is basically the same in Poland and America. Good pay is always
ranked first. followed by a mixture of extrinsic
하ld

intrinsic attributes.

ending with a couple of extrinsic attributes. Once pay becomes a

non-issue.
하Id

없Id

려1

workers and managers want to have

make a contribution in a secure

없ld

meanin，빼lwork

growing environment. The

primary differences revealed in this dissertation appear to be
structural in nature. depending upon the environment outside of 야Ie
work place.

IMPLICATIONS FOR JOB ATTRl BU’rE PREFERENCE RESEARCH

안lis

study has advanced the research in job attribute

preferences

없Id

Pol없ld. 안Ie

has produced possibly 단Ie first study of its kind in

following are

implica다ons

for future research.

A systems science approach is necessmy in order to fully
understand the complex issues addressed in this

양pe

of research. A

non-systems approach to researching job attribute preferences can
yield incomplete

an와ysis 하Id

potentially incorrect solutions. The
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systems science approach has permitted a deeper understanding,
P맙ticularlyat

the supra-system level , by collecting data regarding

motivational policies at the organiZation

없ld

societal levels

없ld

concluding that there is a strong organiZational effect among the five
firms in this study.
OrganiZational variables
worker

없ld

manager work

없ld

policies have a clear impact on

acti찌ties.

In

p없'ticular， 야lis

research found

significant effects in the area of Friends , Benefits, Develop, 없ld others
from specific enterprise

와ld

government policies

하ld acti찌ties.

πlis

research clearly points to the need to collect data at the sub-system
level. The results regarding the impact of the 'Personal economic
situation are clear and perhaps the most conclusive in 뻐is study.
Future research using job attribute preferences should recognize

that there may not be a universal "top 10" list of extrinsic

없ld

intrinsic

job attribute preferences. Researchers need to be careful in selecting
attributes that are

import하lt

to the situation (culture, country,

transitional nature , etc.). The measures , and management styles and
methods developed in 단le U.S. should not be automatically used in 감le
current Polish environment or perhaps in

없ly

of the countries going

through the transition to a free market economy.
Although the Likert importance sc려es added credibUity to 간le

analysis in this study, the results were generally 야le same as those
using the forced ranks. Thus , situations where language , time , or
compl없ty

may be a factor , 야le Likert scale could be dropped.

A personal economic situation (PES) scale was created which
might have applicabUity in a wide range of different research studies ,
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particularly with job attribute preferences. It appears clear that many
of the Polish attitudes towards job attribute preferences were
impacted by situational variables rather 바1하1 being univers려Iy stable.
This

research

su짧ests

that the basic concept of intrinsics may

be fallible. Th ere is evidence to believe that some of the key intrinsic
attributes may only 앙dst in an extrinsic frame. For 않없nple ，

간lis

study

has found that Results in Poland may to be driven by 않temal policies
(pay for results) , Develop may be distorted

하ld

arrested by

disincentives to be better than "average," Growing may not even exist
in an environment where everyone joins the local factory for life

하ld

mobility in impossible because of the lack of housing.
Th e

author would encourage researchers to study Poland and

other former Iron Curtain countries. The respondents actively
participated

없ld

were excited that someone had the interest to ask

their opinions. Top management enthusiastically supported

단le

activity and encouraged the author to continue with other studies.
The review of the literature revealed a scarcity of empirical
studies in

갑피s

particular area. The author hopes that 깐피s study will be

a step toward more research on the topic of Polish high technology
organizations. There are several additional studies that need to be
conducted , including the following:
1.

Repeat this research in two to three years. This would permit

a rich longitudinal study regarding how these Variable change during
삼lis

revolutionary transi다on.
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2. Repeat the study in other fonner Iron Curtain and other
countries. There are many questions regarding cultural

없ld

environment issues which could be explored.
3. Add Western-owned Polish firms to the study. Th ere are a
few firms in Poland now with two or

야tree

years experience with

Western management. Th e supra-system (organizational) will
be different in these firms
research questions in

뻐s

없ld

understanding the impact on

certai피y

갑le

study would be very infonnative.

4. Do another American study and add PES. It is quite possible
that PES has a strong modi행ing influence on the job attribute
preferences and this has not yet been studied in the U.S.
5. Develop theories and models appropriate to job attribute
preference. There still is a significant need to develop theoretical
underpinnings to this important and infonnative research

su폐 ect.

IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Th e results of this research points to implications for

management practices , particularlyas they relate to motivation of
Polish worker.
Polish managers appear to more clearly understand what their
workers wants from the work experience than Americans.
Consequently, 단ley are less likely to advance

없ld

design motivation

policies that are a mismatch with workers' job attribute preferences
m와1 Americ없1m하lagers.

Fur삼lennore，

Western businessmen
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operating in Poland may be at a disadvantage in the human resources
management arena.
It may be inappropriate for educators to assume that they know

better

th하1

Polish managers

motivational policies

하ld

try to teach or implement Western

strategies.

없ld

There are some interesting consequences of this research for
바le

Polish manager. Th e Polish manager should feel somewhat

confident in his clear

없ld

accurate knowledge of Polish workers.

Furthermore, it may be dangerous for Polish managers to

implement Western motivational policies assuming that they will
’work because they come from the West," without adding

갑leir

own

judgment using their knowledge about workers' preferences. In
general, Polish managers should be careful in using Western
management advice

없ld

models without critical evaluation.

Polish managers underestimate some

impoπ와lt

intrinsic job

attributes such as Results , Develop , and Interesting. This suggests a
significant un-tapped source of Polish worker motivation. Western
tendencies towards

Tot려

Quality Management and worker

empowerment should be explored

때d

adopted.

CONCLUSIONS
Th e

the job

fundamental purpose of this study was to better understand

at띠bute

potenti려

preferences of Polish managers and workers , the

gaps between Polish

m와lagers’

perception of their workers'

preferences , and the organizational effect on these preferences. ’l1le
author attempted to look at these issues with a systems science
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approach. Some key theories were supported by the results of this
research while others theories were found to be lacking.
Maslow’s prepotentcy theory was strongly supported by 깐le
results of 야lis study. Linstone's theory regarding the affect of 간le
supra-system (or organization) on the policies

하ld

attitudes within

organizations was also supported. Questions were raised regarding the
contrast between the predicted results of the managers' gaps in
perception from the U.S. research
ques다ons

단le

하ld 단le

Polish results. Additional

were raised regarding the stability of the job attributes and

concept of clusters of extrinsic and intrinsic groups of job

attributes.
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• Value of marketable output in transfer prices
•

Production qu뻐tity

of the most

impoπ없lt

assortments

• Quantity of export output
• Total wage fund
•

White collar wage fund

• Number of industrial workers
• Number of manual workers
• Number of skilled workers , including engineers
• Size of administrative

없ld

office staff

• Profit or loss
• Development fund
• Contribution to the reserve fund
• Share of profit to be paid to the state (or subsidy received)
• Budget subsidies for centralized investments
• Budget subsidies for factory housing
• Import of equipment
•

Limits

for

capit려

없ld

foreign currency limitations

repairs

• Apportionment of the amortized fund between the state
the firm
• Aggregate working

capit려

와ld
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APPENDIXB
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM STUDIES ON THE GAPS OF JOB
ATTRIBUTE PREFERENCES

Study 1
Job Attribute

Stu며 2

Study3

Stu여 4

Empl Supv Empl Supv Empl Supv Empl Supv

Appreciation of work
done

1

8

2

8

9

7

j

g

Feelingtohfibnegisng in on

2

9

3

10

6

5

§

m

HeIppwrio바b11epmerssona1

3

10

10

6

7

10

6

6

Job security

4

2

4

2

3

2

2

1

Good wages (pay)

5

1

5

1

1

1

1

2

Interesting work

6

5

1

5

2

6

7

7

Promomtiotnhea nfidrmgrowth

7

3

6

3

5

4

4

5

Pefreslloonwa1em
loypa1o1tyyeet o

8

6

8

7

8

8

용

g

Gooddwitoiro따
nnsg
con

9

4

7

4

4

3

g

훌

Tactful discipline

10

7

9

9

10

9

10

9

Study 1 -- 1946 study by the U.S. Labor Relations Institute (없vaeb 1980)
2 -- 1980 study by Kovach (Kovach 198이
Study 3 -- 1989 study in South Africa (Harari 없ld Beaty 1989)
Study 4 -- 1992 study in South Africa (Hunt 1992)
Bold 하ld underlined are labeled 앓 "gaps" by the authors
Stu며
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WHAT DO WORKERS WANT FROM THEIR JOB EXPERIENCE

You are invited to participate in a confidential study of what is important ω Polish workers in their job
study is being done by F. Michael Sisavic, Director of the Polish American Partnership
for Enterprise Development (PAPED) and Executive Vice President of the FI뼈 빼rlcet Business
Development Institute (FMBDI).
e째erience. πlis

πIe pwpose of this study is to better understand worker motivation. Th e results of this reseaπh will be
와뻐lyzed and compared with similar results from U.S. workers. A sumrr빠y report will be sent to your
enterprise and will be available for you to read. A summary of the res비α may be published and may be

used by Polish managers to design better motivation policies.
Your participation in this rese없h is v이U뼈ry and you will remain completely anonymous. Yo따 name
will not be on the qu웹ionnaire. πIe same research will be done in four different Polish ente따ises and the
results will be published as a summ따yof 외I workers’ and managers' answeπ and not for anyone
in버vid뼈1.

πIe

study involves answering a brief two part questionnaire:
Parts 1 & 2

You are asked to rank and rate a list of items that are frequentψ mentioned as
to workers.

import없It

Part 3

You are asked to answer a few background questions.

Your participation is completely voluntary. Place the completed questionnaire in the supplied envelop and
se외 it. Completing both p하ts of the questionnaire should take about 15 minutes.
π1없1k

you very much for your support for this res않πh.

F. Michael Sisavic
Director, Polish Am erican Partnership for Enterprise Development (pAPED). Executive Vice President,
πIe Free Market Business Development Institute (FMB DI).
Portland State University.
October 1992
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PART 1·- WHAl‘ DO YOU WANf FROMAJOB 타CP:다따펀 CE?
까link

about what you want from a job experience .- any job. not just the job you have now. Listed below 빼 ten
(10) items that are frequently mentioned as important to workers. Please rank the following items in the order of
importance to yo쁘‘ not what you believe others 뻐ink. Please note that there are no right or wrong 뻐swers ， only
what is right for you. Follow the instructions below.

Ranking Instructions
1. Review the list of items labeled "A" through "J" presented below.
2.

Choose the m요잠 important item and place the corresponding letter below the Rank Order "1." For example,
put "A" below "1." Cross that item off the lisL

‘

3 . Now choose he 뇨훨1 import 없It item and place the corresponding letter below the Rank Order "10." For
example. put "B" below "10.'’ Cross that item off the lisL
4.

Go back

뻐d

repeat the procedure (ranking the next most importan t, next least 피lport밍It) until 떠I ten Rank

Orders are filled.

5 • Tum the page and answer the questions in P뼈 2.

Items Imoortant to You in a Job Exoerience
A. Seeing the results of my work
B. Job security; unlikely to lose my job
C. Interesting work
D. Job in a growing field or industry
E.

Good pay

F. Chance to develop my skills and abilities
G. Recognition for a job well done
H. Good pension and other benefits
I.

To be with people 뻐d have friends at work

J.

Considerable "say" in how my job is performed
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PART 2·· HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE ITEMS?
Instroctions
We are now interested in how important the items in Part 1 are to y매. Listed below are the 앓me ten (1 0)
items that are frequently mentioned as important to workers. Please indicate, by a check mm, how
im뻐rtant you feel each of the items are to you , using the sc외e from "Not Important" (1) to ’'Extremely
Important" (5).

“oMc

Items Imporlan

Not 채빼t

Sko1mpa。gnw)Mh·‘t

hI폐빼폐

lmVp어oenr)yM‘

Eh뻐
np(R。5n)n·잉ny‘

Seeinlt the results of my work
Job sec따ity; unlikely to lose my
iob
Interesting work
Job in a ltrowinlt field or industry
Good pay
Chance to develop my skills and
abilities
Recoltnition for a iob well done
Good pension and other benefits
To be with people and have friends
at work
Considerable "say" in how my job
is oerformed

Are there any items which are important to you in a job but are not listed 빼ove? PI않se list:

1.

2.

3.

Tum the page and answer the questions in Part 3.
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PART 3 -- BACKGROUND INFORMATION
asks a series of questions about you 뻐d your enterprise. Remember, your
answers will be confidential. Please answer each question by filling in the
blank
or checking the appropriate response.

πlis P따t

1. Please check the category which best describes your job (check only one).
_ _ Top Manager: Director, Executive, or General Manager
_ _ Middle or First Level: Supervisor, Foreman, or Dep따tment
Manager
___ Whi te collar worker: marketing, engineer, other

_ _ Blue collar worker: assembly, manufacturing, other
_ _ Other (please specify:
2. Please indicate how long you have worked for your current enterprise:
_ _ Months or

__

y，않rs

3. Please indicate your gender and age:
_ _ Female

_ _ Male

_ _ Yearsold

4. For the following questions please mark the appropriate space. Compared to a
year ago is your situation better, the same, or worse?
Much

’The

Much

뭘빨 뀔료안한 S웰호 Wo월호 뾰월효

My standard of living is
My job security is
My confidence in the future is
My currentt꽤e ofworkis
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WHAT DO WORKERS WANT FROM THEIR JOB EXPERIENCE?

You are invited to participate in a confidential study of what is important to Polish workers in their job
e때erience. πlis study is being done by F. Michael Sisavic. Director of the Polish American Partnership
for Enterprise Dev리opment (PAPED) and Executive Vice President of the Fi뼈 빼rket Business

Development Institute (FMBDI).
πlep따pose of this study

is to better unders 뻐nd worker motivation. 까Ie results of this res없rchw피 be
analyzed and compared with similar res비잉 from U.S. woIkers. A summary report w피 be sent to your
enterprise and will be available for you to read. A summ하y of the results may be publ빼edandmaybe
used by Polish managers to design better motivation policies.

Your participation in this research is v이U뼈ry and you will remain completely anonymous. Your name
will not be on the questionnaire. πIe same research will be done in four 따fferent Polish enterprises and the
res비ts will be published as a summ없yof 외I worlcers’ and managers' answers and not for anyone
in따깨d때1.

πle

study involves answering a brief questionnaire on what you believe woIkers i~ yo따 ente따i앓 most
want from their job ex.야rience. You are also asked to answer a few background questions. PI않secom미ete
외1 parts without stopping.
Yourpa피cipation is completely v이untary. Place the completed questionnaire in the supplied envelop and
seal it. Completing both p하18 of the questionnaire should take about 15 minutes.

Th ank you very much for your support for this research.

F. Michael Sisavic
Director. Polish Am erican Partnership for Ente떼se Development (pAPED). Executive Vice President.
πle Fi뼈 Market Business Development Institute (FMB DI).
Portland State University.
October 1992
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PART 1- WHATDO WORKERS IN YOUR ENTERP없SEW.뻐TFROMπ 포IRJOBEX 얀R포NCE?
Please assume that the president of your comp 뼈y has app미nted you to a special committee to detennine what
workers in your enterprise want from their work or job experience. To help you with this task you have been
provided a list of ten (10) items that are frequently mentioned as important to workers. Please rank the items as
you think they would be ranked by workers in your ente매rise.

Ranking Instructions
1.

Review the list of Items labeled "A" through "J" presented below.

2. Choose the m팍! important item and place the corresponding letter below the Rank Order "1." For example.
put "A" below "1." Cross that item off the lis t.
3. Now choose the 앨월 important item and place that letter below the Rank Order "10." For ex빼pie. put "B"
below "10." Cross that item off the list.
4. Go back 뼈d repeat the
Orders are filled.

pro 야d따'e (r;없1k ing

the next most important, next least 피lportant) until 따1 ten Rank

S. Tum the page and answer the questions in P없t2.

Items Most Imoortant to Workers in your Enternrise
A. Seeing the results of their work

B. Job

sec따ity;

unlikely to lose their job

C. Interesting work

D. Job in a growing field or industry

E. Good pay
F. Chance to develop their skills and abilities
G. Recognition for a job well done
H. Good pension and other benefits
I.

To be with people and have friends at work

J. Considerable "say" in how their job is performed
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PART 2 -- HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE ITEMS?
Instructions
We are now interested in how import와It you believe the items in Part 1 are to worker's in your enterprise.
Listed below are the same ten (1 0) items that 없 frequently mentioned as impoπant to wolters. Please
in따cate. by a check mark, how important you feel 않ch of the items are to workers in your ent하'-prise ，
using the scale from "Not Important" (1) to "Extremely Important" (5).
Items Imp。κanllo Me

N。t hn(”∞rtaol

si。nmpa。eIw)tll1il“l

·뻐I뼈
m
p‘y

inVp(@g4fI)iynl

EignpIβg뼈n)ldnyl

Seein2 the results of their work
Job security: unlikelv to lose their iob
Interestin2 work
Job in a 2rowin2 field or indus trY
Good pay
Chance to develop their skills and
abilities
Recolmition for a iob well done
Good pension and other benefits
To be with people 뼈d have friends at
work
Considerable "say'’ in how their job is
nerfonned
Are there any items which are important to workers in yo따 enterprise in a job experience but are not listed
above? Please lise

2.

3.

Turn the page and answer the questions in 뻐rt3.
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PART3- WHATDOYOUWANTFROMYOURJOBEXP1표IENCE?
Now, think about what you want from a job experience •• any job, not just the job you have now. Listed below are
the same ten (10) items that are frequentψ mentioned as import 윌1t to workers and managers. Please rank the
f이lowing items in the order of importance to ~ not what you believe others think.

Ranking Instructions

1. Review the list of items

I빼eled

"A" through "1" presented below.

2. Choose the msw important item and place the corresponding letter below the Rank Order "1." For example,
put "A" below"!." Cross that item off the lis t.
3 . Now choose the 뇨웰 important item 뻐d place the corresponding letter below the Rank Order "10." For
example, put "B" below "10." Cross that item off the lis t.
4.

Go back and repeat the procedure (ranking the next most importan t, next least important) until all ten Rank
Orders are fl1 led.

5• Turn the page and 뻐swer the questions in P뼈 2.

Items Imoortant to You in a Iob
A. Seeing the results of my work
B. Job security; unlikely to lose my job
C. Interesting work
D. Job in a growing field or industry
E. Goodpay
F.

Chance to develop my skills and abilities

G. Recognition for a job well done
H. Good pension and other benefits
I.

To be with people 뼈d have friends at work

J.

Considerable "say" in how my job 뇨

야normed
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PART 4 -- BACKGROUND INFORMATION
a series of questions about you and your enterprise. Remember,
your answers will be confidential. Please answer each question by filling in the
blank or checking the approp 다ate response.

πlis P값t asks

1. Please check the category which best describes yourjob (check only one).
Top Manager: Director, Executive, or General Manager
Middle or First Level: Supervisor, Foreman, or Department

M없lager

Whi te collar worker:

marketing, engineer, other

Blue collar worker: assembly, manufacturing, other
Other (please specify:
2. Please indicate how long you have worked for your current enterprise:
Mon암lsor

__

YI않rs

3. Please indicate your gender and age:
Female

_ _ Male

_ _ Ye따S 이d

4. For the following questions please mark the appropriate space. Compared
to a year ago is your situation better, the same, or worse?
Much

The

Much

뭘빨 뀔얀젠 S웰호 WQ효효 표Q댈호

My standard of living is
My job security is
My confidence in the future is
My current type Qf work is
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APPENDIX E
ORGANIZATIONAL VARIABLES QUESTIONNAIRE
(Collected using Focus Group Interviews)
Company Name:
Person Interviewed:

Date:

1. Type of ownership

State
Joint Stock Company (State, but going private)
Private (Previously State owned)
Private (Never owned by the State)
2. Profitability
Revenue
Past: was or wasn’t (magnitude)
Present: is or isn’t (magnitude)
Fu따e: short term , long term , or never

3. Stability of work force
Staff reductions or layoffs
Turmoil (sσikes ， etc.)
4. Work t1야'ce Demographics
Number of employees
Percent of managers with adv;없tced education
Peπent of workers with advanced education

s. Industry
6. Products
7. Age of company
Wh enformed
Whenreorg따lized

or spun-off

When privatized

8. Western management 없ining (None, some, lots)
9. Use ofWestern management (None, some, lots)

__ (
__ (

APPENDIXF
MOO‘IVATIONAL PRACTICES AND SYSTEMS QUESTIONNAIRE
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MO'πVATION PRACTICES AND SYS 1EMS QUESTIONNAIRE
PART I·· VS. JOB A1TRffiU’TEPRE댄RENCBS

(Collected using Focus Group Inte1Views)
Company Name:
Person Interviewed:
Job Attribute Preference
(Motivational Policies)
A. Seeing the results of your work
Performance feedback systems
Personal goal se띠ng encouraged
Worker sets prio끼ties
Direct feedback system employee performance
B. Job security; unlikely to lose job
Full employment policy
Guarant않S

Termination or layoff p이icies and process
Response to downturn/1ayoffs
Status of ideological subjecη’
C. Interesting work
Job Diagnostic SU1Vey
Skill variety
Task identity
Task signifIcance
Autonomy
Feedback
Wh ole job versus small p빠
Communication of value of job
Job rotations
Discretionary work time
D. Job in a growing field or indusσy
Industry growth
Company growth
Ability to transfer to other comp와lies
Availability of other forms of work
B.Go때 pay

Howis 뼈se 앓쇄ry determined
Newveπus experienced workers

Merit (individual , group, organization)
Rationale for merit pay

Date:

R파파훌

H용.l1JQ..W:

.l:i2Y£

뀔뼈I파..dn
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Job Attribute Preference
(Motivational Policies)
F. Chance to develop yOID' s힘lis and abilities
Training programs
Responsibility for worker development
Job flexibility and cross tr허띠 ng
G. Recognition for a job well done
Recognition systems
Bann 없

Individuals, group, company
Praise behavior
Worker slD'Veys
H. Good pension 뻐d other benefits

List of benefits
Increasing or deα없sing

Firm specific vs. Government 빼nsor，때
Percent of total compensation
I. To be with people and have 당iends at work
Company supported soci외 activities
Company club and sports activities
Work group emp뼈sis
Vacation facilities.
J. Considerable ’녕ay" in how job is performed
Availability of information on s없teoffmn
Update on fmn - newsletters , b더.efmgs
Suggestion box system
Control over sequence of work peπarmed
Flexible work schedules
Policies/activities re: upward communica 히on
Policies/activities re: downward communication
What decisions do workers make?
How are jobs designed? Worker role?

g파파g

~

R빽와.m:
뀔웰μQjJQ
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MOTIVATION PRACTICES AND SYSTEMS QUESTIONNAIRE
PART 2 -- MOTIVATION POLICIES
(Collected using Focus Group Interviews)

Based ，πX)D what? Why?
Based upon what? Why?
Based upon what? Why?

.때

Dι

없 -빼

n
‘

때 삐

Money How is base 잃뻐rydetennin 때
Newworkers
Experie 뼈d workers
Bonus plans
Individ뼈l
Groupwide
Company wide

.m

Job Enrichment - Fl exible work schedules
Recognition Policies/Activities - Individuals, Group, Company
Survey ofWorkers
Never, occasionally, often
Subjects/goals
Communication (open, closed)
Policies/activities re: upward communication
Policies/activities re: downward communication
How do workers find about company/organization?
Company newsletter?
G더pe sessions
Decision making regarding workers’ job content 뻐d methods , policies, strategies, company 히rection
What decisions do workers make?
Any job rotation policy/activities?

How autonomous are workers?
Objectives/Goals? --께10 sets them for the individ 뼈， group, company
S뻐lus

of ideological subject?

Company sponsored clubs , sports, social activities , vacation facilities.
Benefits -- company and coun따 sponsored
Pensions
Health insurance
Holidays and Vacation
Food (l unch , etc.)
Barter (clothing, etc.)

APPENDIX G
POLISH VERSION OF WORKERS AND
MANAGER'S QUESTIONNAIRE
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CZEGO PRACOWNICY OCZEKUJ~ OD PRACY

Zapraszamy pa피벌paua do uczest피etwa w anonimowych b뼈빼iac:h. majlJcych na celu

okieslenie co jest istotne 버~ ~lskich pracow 피k6w w-ich pracy. Ba없niate ~
pro"，뼈zone przez 없Da F. Michael SiSavic, Director of the Polish American 뭘rtnership
for 탑1tell'rise Development (PAPED) or훨 Exec뼈ve Vice Pr톨허dent of the free Market
Business-Development Institute (FMBDI).
Celemtych 뼈없피 jest Ie야ze 강빼rnienie motywa폐i pracownik6w. Rezu뻐ty tej 뼈kiety
~przean 려izowane i Parow없nedop여obnych 001뼈Ii przeprowadzonych ws~
amery뼈nskich pra∞W미~6w. Podsumowane wyni뀔 ba뼈n bedJJ przesli뼈eOO 없liski특i
파myibe~dos 야pnedo 뭘ilskiego wgl~du. I뼈i헤emo첼W혀c，Ze te wy띠ki 야~
opublikowane i bedlJ s빼owicp뼈와aw~doforml 페:owania lepszych program6w
motywac 퍼nych przez pol양ichm뼈뼈월 row.
Udzial w tych 00'없피ach jest ochotniczy i anonimowy. PaDskie nazwisko nie ~zie si~
majdowalol 빼 때kiecie. Podobne 뼈뼈피a 뼈4PrzeproW 뼈zone w czterech polskich
fi rriIach i opub1ikowane rez띠taty tego kwes다0빼usza 뼈셰 podsumow 뻐iem wszystkich
Dades싫Dych odpowie 야~a 띠e poszezeg6lnych os6b.
Sa없피ates빼daj~s싸 z krOtkiego kwestio 빼빼zadotyc 잭cego PaDS피 egoz뼈피ana temat:
czegog빼W피epra∞
' w 띠 cyw 빼S뼈 tinnie oczek빼 뼈 pRCY· &dakowo zawane sa
ogolne eytania d~tyCZ4Ce fimi, biol1cych 뼈zialw bad빼iach. Ptosimy 0 wypeI피e피e
ws킹'stkich cz않i bez zatrzymyw 뼈asi~

~ki udzialjest~kowicie dobrowolny. WypeI퍼。~ 빼kie~pro 혀mywfo Zycdo
za뻐，czon얻j koperty i wysfac j~ na po빼yadres.- W:뺨we피e obu czc;sci kwestio 때riusza
powinnoz 옥j lJC ok，미o IS min따.

Dziekujemy 뿔벼eczn.i eza 뼈liat w tych ba뼈niach.

f. Michael Sisavic
Director, Polish American paπneπihip for Enterprise pevelopment !PAPED)~
Executive Vice President, The 단-ee Market Business Development Institute (FMBDI)
Portland State U:미versity
Pazdziemik, 1혔2
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1 • CZEGO PANlJPAN OCZEKUJE OD PRACY?

Prosimy zastanowit si~ nad swoimi doSwi뼈cze피빼iw 빼cy - jakiejkolwiek p뼈，ey，
niekoniecznie obecn딩. Po미야j wyszczeg뼈ionyeh jest d킥esi¢ (l이 C앙nnikcSw
szczegOlIlie wainych dla p밟ow띠kbw. Rosimy o uszeRgowanie tych C젠때ik6ww 빼lug
없피sk1ej wainosei. a nie opi미 og어ι Prag피emy 캘maczyc. ze til 띠emadobr텅 lub 킹'ej
odpowiedzi.jestjedynie Pi때skaopi 뼈. Prosimy prz발l벼ziepo빼epo피찍 띠뼈lkcje.
I뼈rucja(꿇퍼빼ia

Przec강빼~

wszystkie z pπ빼stawionyeh po피해 짜빼ikOwod ’ A" do "J".

2.

Wybiez naibardziei wamv C해뼈ik i wpisz ~powi 빼nilJ lite~p뼈 S~pDi~~
Wainosci 1. Naprzyld'ad: Postaw "Art po피i돼 "1". SkreSl ten c~센mik zlisty.

3.

~y뻐 n퍼mni티 i야.omv czyn피kiw야sz 뼈po쩨벼피~li_ 뼈 Stop띠em

4.

N잃야:pnie~~6π

S.

Odpowi빼zn옐 pyt때iawC:야Sci 2.

lad: Postaw "B" po미펴 "10’.

Sk월I

ten 양，ynnik z listy.

krok 2 i 3 (acen n페뼈퍼킥돼 wa웰yin왜m피매 istotny czynnik
praey) dopoki Stopien wi없nosci 피ez짜빼iee허kowicie wypel'띠。 ny.

NAJWAZNIEJSZE DLA PANIIPANA

CZYNN 파I

A.

Wid깅eerezul빼 m매녕 빼ey.

B.

Gw없n헤am，매egomi딩sea 빼cy.

C.

InteresujlJC8 praea.

D.

Praca w rozw패빡u sic gaI~ lub przemysle.

E.

Dob뻐 p1'a혀·

F.

Szansa rozw젠때ia moieh umiej~tno Sci i zdoln'야ci.

G.

D‘)CeDi뻐ie dobrze wyko따nej

H.

Dobra emerytura i inne kor엉'Scis빛i외ne

I.

Bye zl뼈i미 i mieeprτ~j없어 wpracy.

J.

MoZJ.iwo앙 wlasnego

pracy.

zdania jak wykonac me꽤 prac,.

Najwaintej~ze_

SWlo때
pi1g$nci

CRZa센cvm(lAki.n

PRACY

’-

Najmniej Wai:ne

3

4

5

6

7

g

9

10
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CZ~SC 2· JA표 WAZNE S~ TE CnNNIKI?
IDJtrukcje
Cz빼뼈 I뼈 nacelu u감S뼈피eiDfon따엔ijakwaZne~ 야 따nni뀔 zawarte w CZI앓i 1 ella
없삐뭘따· Pbmzej F없nychje와 dziesi~ (l이 따nnik6w szczegolnie wainych 버a
pra∞W피뼈"!'.

Prosimy ws없& 뼈빼 em(치 stopien wainoscl 앤'chc강nnik6w 배a

P때iIP때a， 빼W헤lJC s뼈Ii: 여 "Niewamy’ (l)do "Nie:빼yklewa뻐y" (꾀.

빼”찌
NitR(laliay Tulv빼

Czynniki
Widzieere 때ltatv
G빼rancia

Ba삐1.0

w(i3}ay

W(양
4)ny

moiei oracv.

moieeo mieisca mev.

Interesui 웰 m없.

pmca w rozwiiaia야i sie 때eli lub meDlwle.
Do바a 버훌a
S웹sa

rozwiiania moich umieietn 。양i i main여ci.

Doce삐뻐edobπewv빼퍼nei Dr훌:V.

Dobra emervtura i inne IcOIτVSCi
Bvczl 뼈앙ni

soci허ne

i miee om;훌i6l' w PI'훌V.

M뼈iw앓’ wrasnelloz 뼈피a iak wvJconae Dr양.

ezy sa inne wai.ne c~nniki pracy dla 없피1Pana. ktore 미e byry wyszczeg61nione powy힘.
R야imy je wymienic:

2.

3.
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Tym razem, prosimy zas따Dowie 혀~ nad swoimi d야wiad앙g며ami Wpraey - j웰i얻jkol빼ek
praey, 미eko띠야znie obecnej. po띠해 wyszczegolni~Dye~ jest tyeb samycb 따i뚱i~c (10)
czym피k6w szezegolnie waznyeb 벼a praeownik6w. Prosimy 0 uszeregowanie tych
ezynnikoww 벼rug Paliski 얻j waZnoscl, a nie opini og'어u.
h빼l따aO‘*띠뼈ia
Przecz패

wszystkie z przedstawioDycb poniiej 따nnik6w 때 "A"do"J".

2.

Wybiez naib빼:fzi ei wamv C감뼈ki 밴isz 때.powi벼뼈 Iite~ pod Stop미em
Wamosci 1. Naprzyld'ad: Postaw "A" poniiej "1". Skre$1ten-czynnikzlisty.

3.

Wybiez naimniei istotnv cm1nik i WRis뻗~Y'밴뺀 Ii야R 뼈 Stop퍼em
Wai.nosci 10. Naprzyldad:- Postaw it8" pouii폐 10". SkreSl ten czyn피k z Iisty.

4.

Nast~p미e ~~orz ~~ 2 i 3 (oceil naj뼈뼈얻j wa핵 i 따jm피ej istotny czynnik

S.

Odpowiedz na pyt때iawC:웰ei 3.

pracy) dopoki Stopien W:훨Dosci 미ε 효감3ta미ee싫kowiciew 꽤e£niony.

NAJWAZNlEJSZE DLA P ANIlPANA CZYNNIKI PRACY
A.

Wid킥ec l'eZ띠taty moj덤

B.

Gw없Deja

C.

Interesuj~ea

D.

Praea w rozw패~cej si~ g하웹 lub przemysle.

E.

Dobra plaea.

F.

S갱nsarozw덴뻐iamoieb 따피얻j~tnosci i zdolD여ei.

G.

Docenianie dobrze wykonanej pracy.

H.

Dobra emerytura i ione korzySci socjalne

I.

Bye z ludZmi i mice Pπ퍼a며어 wpraey.

J•

MoZ1iwo~ wlasnego

praey.

mojego mi헤sea praey.
praea.

zdaniajak wykonac moj~ prae~.
N!ljmnicj Wainc

Naiw~ciszc

SWl。쩍piIeC$hi

CRznncvm(jAki·n

2

3

4

s

6

7

8

9

10
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4 • DODATKOWE INFORMACJE

Czesc 4 zawiera szereg pytaJi dotyl쩍cych 없파IP빼 i PaJisId돼 finny.

i:e PaDskie odpowie 야ib혀~ poufne. Prosimy zakπsUe

wy뼈피 C 없ne.

Prosi~)' 빼mic;tac.
odpowie 뼈ill 때，powiedz lub

Prosimy zaznaczye j벼~ 뼈tegoric;. ktora n매lepi특jo합돼a 뻐파Ide 없nowisko

_ _ Dyrektor. Prezes. Kierownik.
__

~dz욕j~y.Bryg뼈zi없. Kierow마kWyd킬aIι

__

Pracow미kumy언owy: bi뼈. marketing. iniy미eι

inne.

_ _ Pracownik fizyczny: montowanie, wytwarza퍼e. 피net

_ _ lone (Prosimy okreSlic:
2.

Prosimy 0 podanie czasu pracy w obecnym przedsi~biorstwie:

__

3.

mi엉i~y

lub

납.

Prosimy 0 okreS1enie plci i wieku:

_ _ kobieta

4.

_

__

_laL

m양쩌ma

Prosimy zakreslie wlasciwlJ odpowi 밟. Porownujac do poprzedniego roku,

P빼ska sytuacja jest lepsza. 뼈ka 훨rna，

lub gors캘?

Taka

Znacznie

lepsza
M이

Lepsza

훨ma

Znacmie

Gorsza

poziom iycia jest

Moja gwaracja pracy jest
Mojeza따뼈ie

w przyszlosc jest

Moja obecna PI없 jest

Prosimy wto Zyc lewes디onariusz do za왜czonej

F. Michael Sisavic

koper핸 i wysf;앓 gOI과 adres:

Free Market Business Development Institute
PortlandS 때leU며veπity

Box 751 Portland OR 97201
U.S.A.

gorsza
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CZEGO PRACOWNICY OCZEKUJA, OD PRACY

PaniaIPana do uczes삐C뼈aw 빼0미mowych 뼈a빼.ch， m해acych na celu
okreslenie co jest istotne dla p이S파chpracow 피k6wwich 빼cy. Ba뼈nia te sa
prowadzone przez Pana F. Michael SiSavic, Diπctor of the Polish American 없πnership
for Ente매빠 Development (PAPED) oraz Executive Vi ce President ofthe Free Market
Business Development Institute (FMBDI).
Zapras빼ly

l i pm∞w미.k6w. Rez띠빼 잊i 빼ety
Celem tych ha，빼 jestlepsze 강빼mie:미emotywa 헤
beda prze뻐~!z0wane i ~r6w~ne do p뼈obnych badaJi przeprowadzonych wsrod
amery뼈nskich pracow 미kow. Podsumow，빼ewyni 피 ba빼 bedapr갖slane do Panskiej
finny i be~ d~s~~ne do Panskiego w밍뼈ι Istni헤e moiliwosc, ze le wy띠ki 바da
opublikowane i be~ stanowic p때stawe do fonnurowania lepszych programOw
motywacyjnych przez pol싸ichm뼈뼈Zer6 w.

Udzial w tych ba~achiest ochotniczy i ano피mowy. PaIiskie nazwisko Die ~d~e si~

Z빼jdowalol삐 때kiecie. Podobne 뼈뼈피 a ~ przeprowadzone w cz야rech pols따ch
finnach i opu비ikow뼈erez비taty lego I앤estion없iusza beda podsumow 뼈iem wszystkich
nadesranych odpowiedzi, a 미e poszczegolnych os6b.

z krotkiego, trzy c짧ciowego kwestion뻐usza:

Ba없피ate skrad욕j~ siC;

Czese 1i 2

Dotyczy uszeregow 뼈ia wedl'ugw와nosci listy czyn며kOw ， ktOre
따jczesCi텀 wska강wane

pracy.

CZI륙sc3

sa przez pracownikow jako istotne c강nniki

Zawiera ogolne pyta피adoty양~ce uczestnikow i finn , bio쩌.cych

udzialw b때없피 ach.
Panski udzialjest calkowicie dobrowolny. W써:leI띠on~ ankietc prosimy wrozyc do
zaraczonej koperty i wysrac j lJ na p며anya따톨s. Wypel띠e띠e calego kwestionariusza
powinno 혜 ~c okolo IS minut.
D:깅ekujemyse 벼ecznie

za udzial' w tych ba뼈피ach.

F. Michael Sisavic
Director, P이ish ~merican Partnership for Enterprise l)evelopment (PAPED)~
Executive Vice President, 까Ie Free Market Business Development Institute (FMBDI)
Portland State U미versity
Pazdziemik, 1했2
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CZJ::SC 1 • CZEGO PRACOWNICY W P샌SK파J FIRMIE OCZEKUJ~ OD
PRACY?
Pros!~y so~ie ~obra~U:， ~ie Dyrektor Pailskiej finny w~b빼 P때i밍Panado 해ecjaln헤

komi헤i! maj~cej na~celu ~kreslenia czego p뼈cOwnicy w P:뼈ski헤 fmnie oczekuj~ 여 pracy i
doswiadcz~ft zawodowych. Aby ufatwfc to zadanie, pπesrano 뻐피IPanu Iiste dziesieciu
(10) czynnik~w sz~zegol~e wamych d1a pracownikow w ~ki돼 감m피e. Prosimyo

uszeregowanie tych czynnik6w wed{ug wamoSci dla pracownikow Patiskiej fmny.
Instrucja Oce피때ia
Przeczytaj wszystkie z przedstawionych poniiej czynnik6w ad "A" do "J".

2.

Wy~iez naibardziei wa Znv czynnik i wpisz ~powi 벼빼 Iite~ pod Stopniem
Wamosci 1. Naprzykfad: Postaw ’ A" poniz텀 "1". Skre$1ten czynnik z listy.

3.

Wy~iez naimniei istotnv czynnik i wpisz odpc뻐i벼미l\ Ii~~ pod Stopniem
Wamosci 10. Naprzykfad:~ Postaw ’ B" ponizej "10". S뇨를sl ten 양，ynnik Z Iisty.

4.

Nastepnie powtorz krok 2 i 3 (acen n왜ba떠zi텅 waZnyin욕jmniej istotny czynnik
pracy) dopoki Stopien Wamosci 띠ezos떠niec혀kowiciewy 야f띠ony.

s.

Od powiedz na pyt때iawC~해ci 2.

NAJWAZNIEJSZE CZYNNIKI PRACY DLA PRACOWNIKOW
A.

Widziec πzultaty ich pracy.

B.

Gwaran 헤aichmi 헤sea

C.

Interesuj~ca

D.

Praca w rozw패~c헤 si~ gar~zi lub przemysle.

E.

Dobra pJaca.

F.

Szansa rozwijania ich umiej c;tnoSci i zdolnoSci.

G.

Docenianie dobrze wykonanej pracy.

H.

Dobra emerytura i inne korzySci 앓cj허ne

I.

Bye z ludZmi i miec prz:퍼acior w pracy.

J.

MoZliwo삶

pracy.

praca.

wlasnego 찌뻐ia jak wykonac ich pracc;.

Naiwainieisze
SWlo꾀pi1e∞Iici
&m@때
Su. 삐써 ·lJ

’-

Naimniei Waine
3

4

s

6

7

g

9

10
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InstrukcJe
C~웰 ta rna na celu uzys뼈파 i마onnacji jak pa빼m 찌빼iemwa휠esa te 따따iki
zaw~~ ~ CzeSci 1dbi ~ownikow PanSkiej finny. po피iej podanychjest d피esi~c (10)

,

czy~nik6w .szcz~gol~e wainych dla pracowriikow~- pro파myws뼈ZS:c krZyiy.kiem (x)
stoplen waznosα tychczy 血ikow 배aP;때U뾰뼈9 UZywaj c sk와i: ad "Niewazny’ (l)do
"Niezwykle wazny" (s) o

Nie(wIa)iny .wI·I(。a2c)ahy‘

Czynniki

W(라
3)ny

빼
빼때

Wi dziee rezul 퍼.tv ich tll'aCV.

Gwarancia ich micisca DI'3CV.
Interesui빼 praca.

praca wrozwiiajacej sic 뼈엄

tub przemvslco

D뼈a 어양a.

Szansa rozwij~a

ich umicjctnOSci i zdolnes미.

Doc웅띠뼈 c dobrz.e wvlco뼈nci Dr킬:v.
Dobraemeπturai iMCkoπ 얘ci

socialne

Bve z lud:tm i i mice przvjaciof wDr훌V.
Mo김iwo야 wrasne~ 찌ania

iak wvkonae ich 빼&:e.

Czy sa inne wai.ne czynniki pracy 벼apracow 띠kow PaJiskiej fumy , ktore Di e byfy
wyszczegolnione powyzejo Prosimy je -wymie미c:

20

30
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Cz없 3 zawiera szereg pytali dotyc쩍cych PanilPana ~ 뭘Jiskiej fumy. Prosimy 뼈mi~taC，
ie 뻐liskie odpawiedzi b벼빼wne •. PIosimy 쟁짧바 뼈powie뼈i뼈paWl벼Uub
wyp어머t 없ne.

Prosimy zaznaczyc j빼n~ 뼈tegori~ ， kω，ran왜lepiej

_

okr냉a 뻐빼kie 없nowisko

Dyrektor, pre야S， Kierownik,

_Zaπ뼈Z욕i뺑， Sry핸dzi없.Kiero빼ikWyd깅aftμ

_

Pracow피k 빼yslo'빼: bi뼈，

_

Pracownik fizyczny:

marketing, i빼미eι 빼e，

montow 뼈ie， wytwarza 빠，

inne,

_ _ Inne (Prosimy ola협lie:

2.

Prosimyopo 없퍼e 없su pracy w obecnym przedsi~biorstwie:

_

3.

miesi~y

lub

빠.

Prosimy 0 okreslenie pIci i wieku:

_kobieta

4.

_

_

빠알킹빼

_laL

Prosimy 캘kre허ic 때asciw lJ odpowiedt. POrOwn~j lJc do poprzedniego roku,

Panska symacja jest lepsza, 때ka 앓ma， lub gorsza?

U밟a

Znaemie
Ie함za

M이

Lepsza

웰18

Goπza

poziom iycia jest

Moja gwaracja pracy jest
Mojezauf때iew przys깅oscjest

Mojaobecna 빼c:a jest

Prosimy wfoZyc kwestionariusz do 해'~zonej koperty i wyslae go na adre s:

F. Michael Sisavic

Free Market Business Development Institute
Portland State University
Box 7S1 Portland OR 97201

Znacznie

gorsza
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IKSAiP

Cupnun

PZL

TelEko

Vigor

State
p(nriovaptbiznastitobnr)

State

State

Private

p{prllia9vna9sU4lztoe

{pprlIia%vxai2sUz)me

p{rdel쩌
c9e9Un2zt}elyd

Private
(neovwenreg비
tate

1977

1967

1961

1964

1987

Industry

Computers

MDeinSlignng

Fluid Power

Electronics

Software

Products

Industrial
controls

Below
surface
mines

Hydraulic
pumps

Pollution
controls

Acsc。oκuwn하
tineg

700

1,050

1,200

400

120

-1000

600

500

6밍

400

90

-1991

450

450

550

400

70

-today

300

340

483

210

37

1991 Revenue
(millions)

$2.67

$2.27

$10.0

$2.67

$0.50

Profits - past

High

High

High

High

High

High

M려l띠n

High

Medium

None

Higher

Higher

Higher

Higher

Better

Wtraesinteinmg mgnnt -

None

Very little

Very little

Alittle

Some

WapepsltiecmatIIoIlngmnt -

None

Alittle

Some

Ownership

Year founded

Staffing - 1980s

- present
-fu따e

Alm ost none Al most none
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PES Rating

Frequencies

Percent

Cumulative
Percent

1.33

1

.3

.3

1.67

2

.6

1.0

2.00

6

1.9

2.9

2.33

12

3.8

6.7

2.67

24

7.6

14.3

3.00

34

10.7

25.2

Tendstobe
optimistic

Neutral
3.33

37

11.7

36.9

3.67

47

14.8

51.9

4.00

50

15.8

67.8

4.33

47

14.8

82.8

4.67

34

10.7

93.6

5.00

20

6.3

100.。

Tendstobe
pesslm1stic

Note: Lower PES values mean more op섭mistic (ma찌mum optimlsm = 1.33)
and higher PES values mean more pesslm월，tic (rna찌m따npess따1lsm=
5.00). πle 3.00 rating is neutral (neither optimistic or pessfmlstic).

